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TELECOMMUNICATIONS TRADE

TUESDAY, JUNE 26, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, DC.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room SD-
215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John Danforth (chair-
man) presiding.

Present: Senators Danforth, Bradley, and Grassley.
[The press release announcing the hearing and the prepared

statements of Senators Danforth and Bradley follow:]
[Press Release No. 84-152]

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE SETS HEARING ON TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TRADE

Senator John C. Danforth, Chairman of the Subcommittee on International
Trade, announced today that the Subcommittee would hold a hearing ort the inter-
national trade consequences of the AT&T divestiture and the future of international
trade in telecommunications.

The hearing will be held on Tuesday, June 26, 1984, at 10 a.m. in room SD-215 of
the Dirksen Senate Office Building.

In announcing the hearing, Senator Danforth noted that the report of the Inter-
national Trade Commission on the trade impact of divestiture is expected June 18.
Accordingly, the hearing will provide the first public opportunity to review the con-
clusions of the ITC's report. Senator Danforth, who introduced S. 2618, the Telecom-
munications Trade Act of 1984, stated that a hearing on that bill will be scheduled
at a later date.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN C. DANFORTH

AT&T divestiture of its local operating companies is likely to have the greatest
impact on U.S. trade of any so-called "domestic" decision in recent decades. Unfor-
tunately, its impact on American trade was hardly considered by those involved in
this and other court and regulatory changes in telecommunications that preceded it.

For this reason, I have introduced legislation to address the trade impact of that
decision and to open major foreign markets to U.S. exports. This legislation, the
Telecommunications Trade Act (S. 2618), will be considered by the committee at a
later date.

The breakup of the Bell System came about after years of thought, litigation and
legislation focused on domestic considerations of competition and deregulation. Yet,
this domestic policy decision will have an enormous impact on the U.S. position in
world markets.

The purpose of today's hearing is to explore the trade implications of AT&T dives-
titure and the court and regulatory decisions that came before it.

It seems to me that the restructuring of the U.S. telecommunications market is a
trade disaster in the making. In trade terms, divestiture represents the unilateral
dismantling of a major non-tariff barrier to imports through elimination of AT&T's
vertical integration relationship between the manufacturer of equipment and the
provision of service. That a number of American equipment manufacturers will be
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able to take advantage of the ending of this "captive" supplier relationship is a
healthy event. That this will also lay bare the U.S. market to many billions of dol-
lars in new sales by foreign manufacturers-without any corresponding improve-
ment in market access for U.S. exports-is unbelievably shortsighted.

The international situation with respect to telecommunications trade is unique
and makes the trade implications of divestiture that much more ominous: The
United States is virtually the only country in the world with a private telecommuni-
cations system. Practically all other industrialized countries have telecommunica-
tions entities that are controlled by-if not owned and operated by-their govern-
ment.

The world over, PTTs are protected, nurtured and supported by their govern-
ments. Equipment procurement is confined to the extent possible to domestic manu-
facturers, who in turn use government financial support to develop new equipment
and to promote their export drives. And what better target than the largest market
for telecommunications in the world!

Recent trends in telecommunications trade only begin to tell the story: As a result
of court and regulatory changes such as the Carterfone decision in 1968 and other
recent FCC actions to further open the customer premises equipment market, we
have begun to see major shifts in telecommunications trade patterns. These deci-
sions have already contributed to America's first negative balance of trade in tele-
communications. The 1983 deficit is expected to almost double in 1984-attributable
once again to flat exports and an increase in imports by over one-third.

One need look no further than the cumulative effect of these decisions to see the
dramatic impact a domestic decision can have on production and imports of telecom-
munications equipment: In the study just concluded by the ITC, import penetration
of the U.S. market in telecommunications increased from 3 percent to 11 percent. In
products such as telephone sets, PBXs and display terminals, import penetration
moved from 5 percent to almost 19 percent.

AT&T divestiture creates a major new market for imports of telecommunications
equipment-not only for customer premises equipment, but for network equipment
as well. While the ITC study may understate the magnitude of the cumulative effect
of these changes, the trends are nonetheless evident:

The value of telecommunications imports is expected to almost triple to over $5
billion in the coming decade.

The rate of growth of imports will be almost double that in the absence of divesti-
ture (6.3 percent vs. 11 percent); and

Imports of telecommunications equipment will be more than 25 percent higher by
1993 than they would have been in the absence of divestiture.

Today I would hope that we can further assess the trade implications of AT&T
divestiture and begin to consider alternatives for prompt action to deal with them.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR BiLL BRADLEY ON THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS TRADE ACT

Mr. Chairman: I am pleased that the Subcommittee is holding this hearing on the
effect of the AT&T divestiture on international trade. The telecommunications in-
dustry is among the world's fastest growing industries. It has been estimated that
the worldwide telecommunications market will expand from $59 billion in 1983 to
$88 billion in 1988.

According to the ITC the U.S. market for telecommunications equipment was
$18.5 billion in 1983 and is expected to rise to over $41 billion in 1993. However,
access to much of this market has been opened up as a result of the AT&T divesti-
ture. In effect, we are unilaterally giving foreign companies new U.S. market oppor-
tunities and we are getting nothing for it. We can no longer afford to give some-
thing away for nothing. If the U.S. market is open and foreign markets remain
closed, foreign producers will have no incentive to pressure their governments to
give U.S. companies a chance to sell our telecommunications products in their mar-
kets.

I became an original cosponsor of the Telecommunications Trade Act because this
country needs to be more vigilant in opening up foreign markets for U.S. products.
The telecommunications industry is one of other countries' most protected indus-
tries. According to the Department of Commerce, "other major markets (outside of
the United States) remain essentially closed, operating according to the established
system of government held PTT's (postal-telephone and telegraph) and preferential
procurement procedures". We must do more to open those markets for U.S. prod-
ucts.
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In the words of the Commerce Department "As long as this type of asymmetry
persists, firms based in open-market countries (and therefore 'without the luxury of
insulated domestic demand) could find themselves at a temporary competitive disad-
vantage before their protected counterparts. And since the United States has led the
way in terms of liberalization, American telecommunications equipment manufac-
turers, in particular, may face unreciprocated foreign competition."

What the Act does is to grant to the President the authority for three years to
enter into trade agreements providing for more open trade in telecommunications
equipment. As leverage, the Act stipulates that U.S. tariffs on telecommunications
equipment will rise after the three years to the level that would have been in effect
without the commitments made during multilateral negotiations, unless the Presi-
dent successfully negotiates a trade agreement opening up foreign markets for U.S.
products. In effect, the Act gives our trade negotiators some leverage when they sit
down with their counterparts from other countries.

While I am generally reluctant to increase trade restrictions, this country needs
to use whatever means available to force other countries back to the bargaining
table to liberalize trade. Let me emphasize, however, that the Act is consistent with
our international trade obligations under GATT. I hope that this legislation will be
the impetus for other countries to provide swift action to open more markets, not
less.

Indeed, the objective of this legislation is to further liberalize trade. Liberalized
trade, developed under a set of rules which provide a discipline in the international
market place, has served the world well since World War II. But those rules are not
providing an effective international discipline today. Five years ago this Congress
passed the Trade Agreements Act of 1979 and we had high hopes for the new codes,
including the one on government procurement. Yet five years later we find that pre-
cious little has been gained. Our agreement with Nippon Telephone and Telegraph
[NTT] has resulted in less than $200 million in sales.

The policy issue today is not a question of free trade vs protectionism. It is a ques-
tion of discipline and rules, who obeys and who does not, what is fair and what is
not. Is it fair that foreign producers of telecommunications equipment continue to
receive protection and support from their governments, while we open up our
market to competition from these firms and their governments?

This country must stop treating trade policy as a stepchild of foreign policy and
domestic economic policy. Put bluntly, we do not have a trade policy. In this inter-
dependent world, all of our "domestic" policies have an effect on industry's ability
to compete internationally. We have no idea what our myriad of policies for defense
procurement, small businesses, subsidies, tax breaks, and all of our trade restric-
tions have on the structure of U.S. industry or its ability to compete internationally.
The divestiture of AT&T is another in a long list of policy changes which are taken
without considering the implications for trade. Until this country adopts a more co-
herent trade strategy, we will be forced to use whatever leverage the Congress can
muster, on a piecemeal basis, to open up foreign markets.

In sum, the world market for telecommunications will be the source of rapid
growth in the coming decades. However, foreign telecommunications markets are
characterized by extensive government intervention, including restrictive import

practices and discriminatory government procurement. Only by using access to the
.S. market as leverage, can the United States achieve an open world market for

trade in telecommunications-thereby gaining access for U.S. exports and increas-
ing export-related employment. The time has come for the United States to use that
leverage, otherwise our firms will continue to operate at a competitive disadvantage
to the detriment of our economic base.

Senator DANFORTH. I have a statement which I am going to place
in the record. The subject of this hearing is the present state and
the future of telecommunications trade, especially after the divesti-
ture of AT&T. Prior to 1968, the telephone operating companies in
the United States were really a captive market for Western Elec-
tric. Beginning with the Carterfone decision, gradually certain ele-
ments of the U.S. market have been opened up to increased ompe-
tition culminating most recently with the AT&T divestiture. We
are moving into a situation where U.S. telephone operating compa-
nies are going to be able to buy all sorts of equipment from all
sorts of suppliers.
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The effect of this is that foreign sources of telephone equipment
will be able to avail themselves of the U.S. market. And this result
was something which, to my knowledge, was not considered at the
time of the order of divestiture for AT&T.

The result is going to be that the market in the United States
will be open to competition, whereas markets in other countries
will almost all be closed to competition. Most telephone systems
abroad are government owned and government operated, and most
suppliers of telephone equipment are heavily influenced, subsi-
dized, or operated by the governments.

Therefore, the concern that Senator Lautenberg and I have had
is that the trend in the future will be that the U.S. market will be
open, other markets will be closed, and AT&T divestiture has
amounted to an uncompensated for concession-amounting to the
unilateral removal of a nontariff barrier to trade without any com-
pensation whatever from other countries.

So we have introduced a telecommunications bill with the aim of
trying to redress that situation and to provide greater leverage for
the United States for our producers to compete in foreign markets
to the extent that other countries will be able to compete in our
market.

I'm happy that Senator Lautenberg is here this morning. Sena-
tor, we have been seeing a lot of each other lately. It's good to have
you in the Finance Committee. Would you like to testify?

Senator LAUTENBERG. Yes, please, sir.

STATEMENT OF HON. FRANK R. LAUTENBERG, U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Senator LAUTENBERG. I'm pleased to join you at this subcommit-
tee this morning. At the outset, I want to commend you for your
leadership in addressing the issue of trade in telecommunications
equipment. You are one of the first Members of the Senate to rec-
ognize the profound trade implications of the divestiture of AT&T.
And I'm pleased to join you in sponsoring S. 2618, which is intend-
ed to deal with these implications and will be addressed in depth at
a later hearing.

I note that the State of Missouri, known for many things, is not
particularly prominent in the production of telecommunications
equipment. The industry is not a major one in your State, but you
recognize that this is a matter of great national importance and
that at stake is the future of our domestic telecommunications
equipment industry.

We have embarked on a great experiment in telecommunications
policy, a policy marked by the breakup of AT&T. We have proceed-
ed farther than any other nation in testing the view that competi-
tion is the path to innovation, efficiency, and increased consumer
welfare. Judging by the most recent experience, it's not going to be
a smooth or easy road to travel. We are all coping with problems of
adjustment. But for better or for worse, there's no turning back.

The task before us in the Congress and at the FCC is to ensure
that this experiment succeed for the benefit of our industry, con-
sumers, and the economy at large. In the information era, the fate
of the telecommunications industry is a critical concern. And the
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task before us is to recognize problems as they arise and to address
them.

The problem we approach today arises from a simple fact: The
U.S. telecommunications policy does not exist in a vacuum. The
United States provides the world's largest market for telecommuni-
cations equipment. Each step that this country has taken in pro-
moting competition has also opened up our market to foreign
entry. The Hushafone and Carterfone decisions you referred to ear-
lier led to the opening of customer premises equipment. But no
step has been as significant as the divestiture of AT&T. The $13
billion market of local Bell operating companies, once captive of
AT&T, was opened to competition by all comers. Moreover, the
marketing of customer premises equipment-and Andy Griffith is
just one indication-has become more intense than ever before as
an indirect result of divestiture.

These steps have created new markets for foreign manufacturers,
and they are seizing the opportunity. Imports of telecommunica-
tions-and here I cite the figures of the ITC-will rise from rough-
ly $2 billion in 1983 to more than $5.4 billion in 1993. As an execu-
tive of Nippon Electric was quoted in BusinessWeek not long ago,
"All at once, the United States has become an open market. If you
have a good product, you can ride the wave."

Mr. Chairman, the problem is not that we have opened our mar-
kets. The problem is that at the same time foreign markets remain
closed. Assuming open market policies, the ITC predicts that ex-
ports will rise from roughly $1.3 billion in 1983 to close to $21/ bil-
lion in 1993. In other words, our trade deficit will widen from $648
million to about $3 billion in a decade, an increase of almost four-
fold.

Just 2 years ago in this area we had a trade surplus. While we
have encouraged competition, most foreign nations maintain gov-
ernment-owned monopolies to operate their networks. These au-
thorities generally favor domestic manufacturing. They often set
standards that impede imports. So, it came as no surprise to me
that firms cite two major factors determining a sale abroad.

First, quality; second, domestic content.
American firms will compete one way or the other. They will

export from the United States, contributing new employment here.
Or they will build plants abroad with fewer direct benefits at
home. The problem is that such decisions will not be made on the
basis of economics alone. They are made on the basis of politics and
trade barriers.

For my State, the problem is one of great importance. New
Jersey ranks fourth in the Nation in shipments of telephone and
telegraph equipment. Some 40,000 men and women are employed
in the manufacturing of telecommunications equipment. They work
not just for AT&T, but for a variety of firms, small and large. For
the Nation as well, the problem is one that must not be ignored.
Telecommunications will be the infrastructure of an information
age economy. And the growth that will come in telecommunica-
tions is something America should enjoy.

I applaud the committee's initiative in seeking the study by the
ITC. It's an important contribution to the information base, but by
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no means is it the final word. This hearing will also provide the
Congress with additional insights into the problem.

Then, Mr. Chairman, we must act. Not to protect a sick industry,
but to ensure the continued vitality of a healthy one; an industry
that has led the world in technological achievements.

Thank you for this opportunity.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Senator.
I think particularly your last sentence was very meaningful. This

is not a sick industry. This is an area where we are very competi-
tive, where we d lead the world. The question is whether we are
going to have equal opportunity to compete abroad. My hope is
that free trade does not mean that the U.S. market is open to other
countries, if their markets are closed to the United States.

You don't have any doubt, do you, that the United States can
maintain its leadership role in telecommunications if we have
equal opportunity?

Senator LAUTENBERG. If we have equal terms. I was in Japan two
weeks ago for an entire weekend, for an appearance before a world
computing services congress. I delivered a speech there. I come out
of the computer industry. And I had an opportunity to meet Mr.
Shinto, who is the head of Nippon Telephone and Telegraph. And
in the few minutes that we had to chat, I reminded him about how
anxious we were to do business and to have the opportunity to do
business. And he responded by saying, "Ah, but we now have a bi-
lateral agreement." Well, we have had that for some time, but we
haven't had any business to speak of. He said, "But, yes, we have
our agreement."

And I think that reflects something of the insensitivity that we
face. We must insist, with your leadership, Mr. Chairman, that we
in America, our companies, have an equal opportunity to do busi-
ness with the firms abroad, just as they would like here. And if we
insist on that and we stick to our guns, I think we can give the
emphasis required to share the growth of this industry in the
future.

Senator DANFORTH. Senator, thank you very much.
Senator LAUTENBERG. Thank you, sir.
Senator DANFORTH. Our next witness is Chairman Paula Stern of

the International Trade Commission. Madam Chairman, it is great
to see you here in your new and exalted role at the ITC.

Chairwoman STERN. Thank you very much. It feels very good
being here.

STATEMENT OF HON. PAULA STERN, CHAIRWOMAN,
INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION

Chairwoman STERN. Mr. Chairman, it is an honor to appear here
today to present the Commission's studies and changes in the U.S.
telecommunications industry and the impact on U.S. telecommuni-
cations trade. As you know, the Commission undertook this study
at your request on November 15, 1983, and our full report was pro-
vided to you June 15, 1984.

In the interest of brevity, I have provided a statement for the
record, and I will keep my remarks to a minimum.
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Our study tried to gauge the trade impact on telecommunications
equipment resulting from the recent regulatory changes and the di-
vestiture of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company. The
Commission found th t the U.S. based telecommunications equip-
ment industry remains the largest in the world, accounting for ap-
proximately 32 percent of worldwide telecommunications industry
shipments. U.S. producer shipments of all telecommunications
equipment increased by 39.5 percent during 1979 through 1983,
from a figure of $12.8 billion to $17.8 billion.

Transmission equipment has been the fastest growing sector. Do-
mestic producer shipments increased by 120 percent during the
1979 to 1983 period.

Meanwhile, U.S. owned companies-primarily Western Electric,
ITT and GTE-accounted for approximately 40 percent of world-
wide sales. The Commission also found that U.S. imports are likely
to continue growing at a more rapid pace than U.S. exports. The
United States experienced trade deficits in telecommunications
equipment of over $600 million in 1983. And the deficit in 1983 dol-
lars, is expected to enlarge to just over $2 billion in 1993.

For the most part, deregulation has been the driving force
behind the rapid increase in U.S. imports which began back in
1977. However, dives.titure, which was decided in August 1982, and
which took effect on January 1, 1984, is also expected to offer new
opportunities for imports now that the Bell operating companies
are no longer a captive market.

Customer premise equipment, such as telephone sets, key sys-
tems and subassemblies of private branch exchanges, is expected to
continue to dominate the import list. The value of U.S. imports of
customer premises equipment increased from $214 million in 1978
to $1.6 billion in 1983, when they accounted for almost one-fifth of
apparent U.S. consumption.

The Commission projects U.S. imports of customer premises
equipment to account for slightly over one-fifth of apparent U.S.
consumption in 1993. The Bell operating companies are expected to
purchase for resale signi icant amounts of customer premises
equipment. These articles are particularly price sensitive and im-
ported products appear to'have a price advantage.

There will also be some imports of transmission and light guide
equipment by the Bell operating companies for their own use. Most
capital equipment requiring customizing, service and maintenance
will likely remain the province of U.S. firms.

However, foreign owned U.S. producers are expected to increase
imports of subassemblies from their parent companies. These sub-
assemblies will then be further processed in the United States and
customized and serviced by the U.S. facility.

Mr. Chairman, that completes my brief statement. And I have in
the room members of the team at the United States International
Trade Commission who did pull together the telecommunications
reports. We would be happy to answer any questions you may
have.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Chairwoman Stern follows:]
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CHANGES IN THE U.S. TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY AND THE IMPACT ON U.S. TELE-

COMMUNICATIONS TRADE, REPORT BY PAULA STkRN, CHAIRWOMAN, INTERNATIONAL
TRADE COMMISSION, TO THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, U.S. SENATE, ON INVESTIGA-
TION No. 332-172, UNDER SECTION 332 OF THE TARIFF ACT OF 1930

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. It is a pleasure and
an honor to testify before this hearing on the U.S. telecommunications equipment
industry.

We all know that the telecommunications industry touches- the life of every
American citizen, indeed most of the world's population. From telephone sets to
communications satellites, telecommunications is an ever present, essential element
in the growing togetherness of the world community. Most people think of telecom-
munications from the standpoint of the services-from the simple call to a friend all
the way to international data networks for settling banking transaction accounts.
But our telecommunications service depends on the equipment which is designed,
produced, and installed by highly skilled people.

The United States recently took steps in reorganizing its telecommunications
services by deregulating the sector to permit competition with the established net-
works, such as the FCC actions in the important Carterfone decision, the specialized
common carrier decision, and the computer II inquiry. In a separate action brought
by the Justice Department, Judge Harold Green of the District Court for the Dis-
trict of Columbia, directed that the major provider of telecommunications services,
AT&T, be divested of its 22 local operating companies. Articles ini newspapers, mag-
azines, and journals each day cover some new facet of the impact of deregulation
and the divestiture. These activities have opened up the U.S. market of telecom-
munication equipment. Imports of telecommunications equipment have increased,
and foreign-owned manufacturers are commencing production in the United States.

In this environment, the U.S. International Trade Commission in November 1983
was requested by this Committee to study, under section 332 of the Tariff Act of
1930, deregulation and divestiture and assess their impact. We were asked to study
the possible implications of regulatory changes and the divestiture on trade in tele-
communications equipment. More specifically, the Commission was asked to prepare
a profile of the U.S. telecommunications industry both present and future, to ana-
lyze key economic factors affecting the industry, to provide useful nomenclature for
monitoring U.S. imports and U.S. exports of telecommunications equipment, and to
predict the impact of the divestiture on U.S. trade in the short- and long-run.

The Commission has responded in its report, entitled, "Changes in the U.S. Tele-
commun'cations Industry and the Impact on U.S. Telecommunications Trade," In-
vestigation No. 332-172. During the course of our investigation, the Commission en-
countered anxiety on the part of U.S. manufacturers, importers, purchasers, and
prospective purchasers of telecommunications equipment. Many of the firms report-
ed they do not know what they will be doing in the area of telecommunications pro-
duction and purchasing in the next year, let alone the next 5 to 10 years. The Com-
mission collected data from the U.S. industry for 1981-83 which preceded divestiture
and collected projected data for the periods 1984-88 and 1989-93. In order to evalu-
ate the future prospects of trade, the Commission developed three scenarios depict-
ing the short-term, defined as 5 years, and long-term, defined as ten years, in the
United States. The first scenario is a projection using the historical trends of data
for 1967-83, the second uses estimates by respondents to the Commission's question-
naires to forecast the future, and the third represents the Commission's estimate of
future trends based on trade articles and information obtained from discussions
with industry officials and financial analysts.

For the purposeof this study, the term "telecommunications equipment" covered
voice, data, and record point-to-point communications equipment, but excluded en-
tertainment broadcast equipment, installation and repair, and engineering services.
Here, in capsule, is what we have reported.

The U.S. telecommunications equipment market is the largest in the world, with
1983 consumption totaling $18.5 billion, and accounts for approximately one-third of
the world's consumption. As a result of deregulation and technological advances, the
structure of the equipment market has broadened to include an increasing number
of common carriers and private networks. This expansion, together with the
demand for more advanced, more flexible, and more inexpensive services has in-
creased the demand for telecommunications equipment. During the period 1973-77,
when the effects of deregulation were minimal and technological change was slow,
the demand in real terms for telecommunications equipment remained flat. In the
following 5 years, when deregulation and technological innovation were exerting
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more influence on the market, demand grew at an average annual rate of 5 percent
in real terms-or 13 percent unadjusted for inflation.

To meet this demand, U.S. producers' shipments grew, in constant dollars, from
$14.9 billion in 1978 to $17.8 billion in 1983, or at nearly the same rate as consump-
tion. New markets and new opportunities were opened to telecommunications equip-
ment producers as a result of deregulation and technological advances. Consequent-
ly, the number of firms in the industry rose from about 380 in 1978 to approximate-
ly 550 in 1983. Many of the new entrants are small consumer product or high tech-
nology firms that have targeted a particular niche in the market. However, there
are also a significant number of manufacturers of radio and computer equipment
that have entered the telecommunications equipment industry by adapting their
products and technologies to telecommunications applications. During this period,
competition, which had been almost non-existent in this industry, began to increase,
especially in the customer premises equipment sector.

This increasing competition and the resulting imports led in 1983 to the first neg-
ative trade balance in telecommunications equipment. Chiefly as a result of deregu-
lation which began to impact the industry significantly in 1978, imports grew rapid-
ly from 1978 to 1983, increasing nearly 400 percent, in real terms. Over these 5
years, imports increased from $426 million to $2.0 billion, and their share of the
U.S. market grew from 3 percent to almost 11 percent.

However, all telecommunications equipment sectors were not affected equally.
The largest influx of foreign-made equipment was at\the low end of the customer
premises equipment market-telephone instruments and key systems-and in trans-
mission equipment for private networks. These areas were the most vulnerable to
imports because the purchasers were mostly end users whose primary consideration
was price. The growth of imports includes not only goods manufactured in foreign
countries by foreign firms, but also goods manufactured offshore by U.S. companies
for sale in the United States. Offshore production by U.0. firms increased as these
firms, facing stiff price competition from imports of foreign manufacturers, sought
ways to cut costs and become more competitive.

During the same period, 1978-83, exports grew more slowly than imports, increas-
ing 35 percent, in real terms, over 5 years from $1.0 billion to $1.34 billion. Foreign
demand, measured in constant dollars, showed no growth during this period. Those
countries that did experience growth in their telecommunications equipment mar-
kets were also telecommunications equipment producers. These countries have gov-
ernment-owned and operated telephone companies, and industry analysts allege
that these markets are very difficult to penetrate. Due to the limited response from
U.S. industry our investigation could not provide conclusory evidence on this issue.
However, it is clearly a candidate for future study and evaluation.

The Commission's projection of the most likely future of the U.S. telecommunica-
tions equipment industry is scenario 3 in the study. It depicts a growth of consump-
tion in excess of 8 percent annually, measured in constant dollars, over the next 10
years, compared to only 2.5 percent annually over the last decade. Domestic con-
sumption is expected to grow from $18.5 billion in 1983 to $41.3 billion in 1993.

One of the fundamental changes in the market that should drive demand is the
quickening rate of technological change, particularly from the new venture capital
frms. Products are now obsolete almost as soon as they are installed. Customer de-
mands for expanded services provided by the latest technology are expected to force
more rapid replacement schedules for both public and private networks. Technologi.
cally, the United States should remain a leader through the next decade but foreign
producers are expected to narrow the gap in the long run. Through 1993, U.S. ex-
ports are expected to consist mainly of high technology products such as digital
switches and transmitters, and imports should be greatest at the low technology end
of the spectrum-telephone sets, key systems, and subassemblies of private branch
exchanges.

Advancing technology has also opened up new applications for telecommunica-
tions equipment that present substantial growth opportunities, such as cellular car
telephones and the fully automated office. The business community's belief that en-
hanced telecommunications capabilities result in more successful operations should
raise the demand for telecommunications equipment. Telephone and telegraph com-
panies are expected to increase their consumption of telecommunications equipment
in order to meet the demands of business customers. Further, cOmPanies choosing to
bypass the common carriers should also cause consumption by end ers to increase.

The trode balance is expected to remain negative and the gap between imports
and exports is expected to grow from $650 million in 1983 to $3.0 billion in 1993.
Low-cost foreign manufacturers, primarily in the Far East-such as Japan and
Taiwan, are expected to continue to gain market share in the United States because
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U.S. firms are high-cost producers and cannot compete on the basis of price. Again,
we see the pattern where the greatest loss of market share is expected in those rela-
tively low technology products which are price sensitive. Little gain is expected to
be made by imports in the sophisticated, high technology sectors, such as digital
central office switching equipment. Price is not the most important factor in this
sector because of the size of the purchaser's investment and the large amount of
peripheral equipment with which it must be compatible. In this instance, domestic
producers are expected to lose very little market share because of both their techno-
logical superiority and their ability to service the equipment promptly.

Thus, the growth in imports, which the Commission estimates will be from $2.0
billion in 1983 to $5.4 billion in 1993, in constant dollars, should be much slower
than that during 1978-83. This is due to the increased competitiveness of U.S. firms
and the growing number of foreign producers that choose to manufacture all or part
of their products in the United States. U.S. firms will tend to move labor intensive
component production and low-end customer premises equipment to off-shore pro-
duction. On the other hand, foreign producers will tend to move high-end customer
premises equipment and other capital equipment production to the United States in
order to be competitive in maintenance andservice.

The Commission estimates that exports will grow, in constant dollars, from $1.3
billion to $2.5 billion from 1983 to 1993. Industry experts allege that the slow
growth in exports is dae to both foreign barriers to trade and the inexperience of
U.S. telecommunications equipmert firms in foreign markets. Industry representa-
tives agree that even if foreign markets were deregulated-legally open to all manu-
facturers-the tendency for government-owned and operated telephone companies
to maintain historical supplier relationships will remain a barrier. Local content re-
quirements and import restrictions must also be faced. Of course to the extent these
barriers are diminished, U.S. exports will benefit. Nevertheless, U.S. firms are ex-
pected to get around many import barriers by increasing offshore production in
target markets and forming joint ventures or marketing agreements.

In addition to deregulation we have examined the effects of the divestiture of
AT&T which severed the affiliation of Western Electric and the 22 Bell operating
companies on January 1, 1984. This event opened the Bell operating company
market to all producers, both domestic and foreign. Most industry analysts agree
that Western Electric's share of this market will decline. This is not a new trend.
Since deregulation, Western Electric's portion of the Bell operating company
market has been declining. However, as a result of the compatibility requirement
for add-on and replacement equipment, the bulk of the Bell operating companies'
market is expected by many industry experts to remain with Western Electric.

The divestiture opened up the Bell operating company market to all producers of
telecommunications equipment and eliminated the captive-supplier relationship.
The result was to create two markets-one for the companies' own equipment needs
and another for customer premises equipment which the operating companies retail
to end users. The equipment bought by the Bell operating companies for their own
use-such as central office switches and transmission equipment-is expected to be
manufactured domestically because it must be compatible with existing equipment
and it requires a relatively large amount of service by the supplier. Price consider-
ations are often primary in the customer premises equipment purchases by the Bell
operating companies for resale. Therefore, a large portion of the resale market may
be supplied by imports.

There is no indication that divestiture is expected to produce a surge in telecom-
munications equipment imports. In all sectors of telecommunications equipment
there are many domestic producers, in addition to Wester.n Electric, who can contin-
ue to supply the Bell operating companies. The majority of foreign-manufactured
goods purchased in the next 5 to 10 years will lkely be in the customer premises
equipment sector. For the most part, this equipment will be for resale to the end
user. Bell operating company suppliers of large scale, high technology equipment",
are mainly domestic producers. %is relationship is expected to continue because
any change would require expensive switching of auxiliary equipment. Further,
servicing of foreign-made equipment is not in general as responsive as that for do-
mestically manufactured equipment.

An additional question on proposed nomenclature was posed in the Finance Com-
mittee's request. We have provided current and proposed nomenclature for U.S. im-
ports and the recommended changes in nomenclature for the TSUS and for schedule
B (including certain communications satellites and also providing for preentry regis-
tration of imports of telecommunications equipment). The Commission recommends
that the 16 items containing a substantial value of telecommunications equipment
in the 1984 TSUSA be expanded (principally in the areas of home computers and
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radio apparatus) to 38 redefined provisions. In schedule B, the Commission recom-
mends that the current 6 export provisions be expanded to 15 items. The proposed
data collection mechanism should provide a more accurate data base upon which to
monitor import penetration levels and export trade.

In conclusion, the trade consequences of regulatory changes and the AT&T dives-
titure are expected to result in U.S. imports increasing more rapidly han exports
and a negative U.S. telecommunications trade account balance throughout the next
decade. Deregulations should be the driving force in the growth of imports and con-
sumption; the divestiture should play only a minor role.

u Technologically, the United States should remain a leader through the next
decade but foreign producers are expected to narrow the gap in the long run.
Through 1993, U.S. exports are expected to consist mostly of high technology prod-ucts such as digital switches and transmitters, and imports should be greatest at the
low technogy end of the spectrum-telephone sets, key systems, and subassemblies
of private branch exchanges.

Senator DANFORTH. The Carterfone decision was made in 1968,
and it's my understanding that since that time, and particularly
since 1977, there has been a significant increase in import penetra-
tion for customer premises equipment-that is, the kind of equip-
ment that was within the scope of the Carterfone decision. That
import penetration between 1978 and 1983 increased from 3 to 11
percent.

What does that indicate to you? I mean it would indicate to me
the fact that when a U.S. market is available to everybody and not
just to Western Electric it is going to be taken advantage of by ev-
erybody at home and abroad.

Chairwoman STERN. I think that's right. You are talking about
their very price sensitive items, items to the end user, to the home,
if you will. And where the imports do have a price advantage and
where the market is open, the customer will seek the least expen-
sive item if it fits the bill. And I think those numbers do reflect the
opportunities that these imports found.

Senator DANFORTH. From my brief look at the ITC report-I
have to say that I have not mastered the 1 inch or so of material-
it's my understanding that the projections are that there will be a
significant increase in both switching equipment imports and
transmission equipment imports.

Chairwoman STERN. That is correct.
Senator DANFORTH. A 53-percent increase for switching and 72

percent for transmission. Would that largely be as a result of
AT&T divestiture?

Chairwoman STERN. I think that you will see a pickup as a result
of the divestiture. I think that you have already seen actually the
transmission equipment had already shown an increase in import
growth in the period before the divestiture as well. Transmission
equipment, for example, followed the same pattern of import
growth as the customer premises equipment sector did, but not to
the same degree. But we did see increases probably resulting from
the customer premises equipment, which also requires the trans-
mission equipment. And it also reflected both economic recovery,
as well as the deregulation environment up until 1984. But after
1984, it is expected that the divestiture should continue to encour-
age that trend which we are already beginning to see.

Senator DANFORTH. Now the AT&T divestiture has been analo-
gized to an elimination of a nontariff barrier. Is that a fair analogy
in your opinion?
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Chairwoman STERN. I think that's a fair analogy, yes. It was not
a tariff. It did constitute a barrier. However, it was not something
which was, on the other hand, limited only to foreign products. It
was an across the board barrier so it was not intended to be a bar-
rier to imports.

Senator DANFORTH. Maybe you have some knowledge as to
whether there was any consideration of the trade effects of divesti-
ture, but as far as I know, trade never entered into it.

Chairwoman STERN. I share your impression. I do believe that
both the erection of the system, as well as the dismantling of the
system did not have in mind the targeting of imports. To that
extent, it was not a nontariff barrier when it was raised or when it
came down.

Senator DANFORTH. But the lifting of it has exactly the same
effect as the removal of the nontariff barrier for which there was
no compensation.

Chairwoman STERN. Really not.
Senator DANFORTH. Are you aware of any particular leverage

that the United States has to gain compensation from other coun-
tries at this point? I mean it would seem to me as though, other
than maybe jawboning them, there is no particular reason Why
other markets would open themselves up to U.S. telecommunica-
tions equipment.

Chairwoman STERN. Senator Danforth, I, personally, am not
aware of such leverage. I have not studied the negotiating history,
however, of this very important sector of our economy. However,
again, I share the same impressions that you have. That at this
point there'doesn't seem to be that leverage, absent the bill which
you are considering.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much for your testimony.
Chairwoman STERN. My pleasure.
Senator DANFORTH. The next witness will be Harald Malmgren

of Malmgren, Inc.

STATEMENT OF DR. HARALD MALMGREN, MALMGREN, INC.,
WASHINGTON, DC

Dr. MALMGREN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I'm honored to be invited by this committee to appear as an inde-

pendent witness. I have a statement which I prepared that I would
like to submit for the record, and then just highlight the points
that I would like to make.

My interest in this subject began with a biased point of view.
That is to say I was an expert witness for AT&T in the court case.
On December 14, 1981, I testified before Judge Harold Greene in
the matter of what would be the international implications of the
divestiture, if it were to take place. That was before the 1982 Jus-
tice Department settlement.

The reason I want to review that briefly, just for a moment, is to
say simply that it was then clearly foreseeable what has taken
place since. There was a policymaking process tragedy in that we
didn't take into account what was clearly foreseeable.

It was then argued-and I argued myself-that the divestiture
should be viewed in an international context; particularly, taking
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into account the competitive pressures from other countries, thestatus g ose competitive pressures, and the fact that govern-
ments throughout the world were at that time not only reassessing
economic strategies in general, because of all the troubles of the
1970's, but had focused in on this particular area-the computer
and communications interface.

There had been reached the conclusion by most governments
that this broad interface was vital to their national interest; that
governments must play a strong and direct role to work with pri-
vate enterprises rather closely in the development of relevant tech-
nologies and their commercial application. In other words, this
whole sector had risen in priority gradually in the 1970's and had
become a major priority area of almost all governments in the
early 1980's, developed and developing countries alike.

It was my opinion then and remains my opinion now that the
most important influence of the governments in most countries
was not exercised through direct official assistance through R&D-
that is, not through subsidies directly, but rather through coordina-
tion and integration of private industry, independent research fa-
cilities, universities and government agencies. I told the court that
in many nations cooperation, coordination and technology sharing
are viewed as procompetitive. Thus, in the United States we often
tend to think of intraindustry cooperation and integration of effort
as anticompetitive. The governments of most of our competitors
considered it to be procompetitive.

That is where one of the big problems arose. I predicted with di-
vestiture that the new AT&T would have to restrict the flow of its
technology-which had previously been rather liberally made
available both to domestic and foreign producers.

Mind you, I also said that the main damage of that would be to
domestic producers rather than to foreign. It would have to seek to
embody its technology and equipment for sale by AT&T to replace
the revenue loss of the operating companies to build a new base of
revenue based on the technology of Bell labs. Therefore, it would
have to make a strong effort to increase sales and equipment at
home and abroad. And to succeed in a global market endeavor, I
told the court that I felt that AT&T would have to engage in a
growing variety of international joint -ventures and greater sharing
of technology with enterprises in other nations, not this nation, to
penetrate foreign markets.

In the meantime, I also said at that time that foreign producers
would be better positioned than U.S. firms to sell equipment to the
new divested, deregulated operating companies in the United
States because many foreign firms at that time had already
reached a scale of production and productivity required to compete
head on with AT&T in an open market situation. In other words,
the starting gun that was fired in 1982 by the settlement put the
foreign competition in'a better position relatively.

There were concerns in the executive branch in 1981 and 1982
about the potential dangers to Bell labs, thus to American techno-
logical leadership, and even about the national security conse-
quences. But these wider international questions were not given at-
tention by the Justice Department.

38-521 0-84--2
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In effect, the divestiture formula and its timetable failed to take
into account the international competition and the fact that the
American telecommunications market was a global, not a national,
marketplace.

In other words, what I have described has pretty much taken
place. And a lot of that is in the ITC report that you have. There
was a policymaking failure in Washington. It was not a matter of
failure of party politics. Nor was it a matter of failure of a particu-
lar agency. It was simply a matter that the policy process did not
pull together the national and the global issues and potential con-
sequences.

Thus, before the 1982 settlement, the U.S. Government should
have devised a strategy for enhancing American competitiveness
and offsetting the competitive disadvantages that were foreseeable
in an abrupt shift in the structure of their network and of the com-
munication services of our country.

I don't want to leave only criticism to the executive branch. If I
may, I would like also to mention the fact that in Congress there
have been a number of' proposals which also would have done fur-
ther damage. This is also true in the regulatory commissions and
in the courts since the 1982 settlement.

For example, the proposal, S. 1660, that was before Congress ear-
lier this year, would have done even more harm to the American
competitive position because it would have changed the economics
of the situation for the major producers, major communication
companies. The R&D side of their activities would have encouraged
bypass technologies, which are already taking place, but acceler-
ated their development in the long run and would have had damag-
ing consequences for consumers.

The tragedy of our policymaking process lies in the continuing
tendency even now to devise policy alternatives without first con-
sidering their worldwide effect. This then leads me to the present
context. There are certain issues that I would like to call to your
attention. Some of them are obvious, but I want to explain the
complexity of these issues to give you something to think about
and to ask our executive branch friends to deal with.

First, the reality continues of heavy government assistance,
intervention and guidance in the world telecommunications mar-
kets.

Markets of other nations are often closed to foreign suppliers
completely or major segments of those markets cannot be penetrat-
ed because of state monopolies, national standards set with the ap-
proval of government, government purchasing policies and so on.
The list is before you.

We need to seek changes in national laws, regulations and poli-
cies of other governments. But this is a technical field and there
are no simple solutions. For example, if we sought internationaliza-
tion of technical standards, we would have certain problems. First
of all, the bodies that are set up for that purpose, like the Interna-
tional Telecommunications Union, have become highly politicized
and they are not very useful. The EEC governments are planning
new standards, but they are not planning standards that the
United States could meet, but rather standards that European com-
panies could share.
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But beyond that, there is another question. And that is: To what
extent can companies competing internationally continue to seek
to differentiate their own technology in order to gain advantage if
at the same time we want international standardization? That
brings to mind the case of IBM versus the EEC. There is a quarrel.
IBM says they want to differentiate their product and announce at
the suitable time their own technological characteristics. And the
EEC says in that case we can't have compatible equipment plug-
ging into yours until it's too late. Therefore, IBM must announce
its technical specifications early. Do you want standardization or
not?

We gain by not having standardization in some cases, and we
lose by not having it in others. It's a controversial question.

Similarly, if we want to examine other governments' R&D sup-
port policies, we will have to accept foreign government scrutiny of
our own. Our own programs in DOD, NASA, the national laborato-
ries and other agencies would have to be looked at by other govern-
ments.

In the terminology of a national security specialist, much of com-
puter communications technology is dual use, and government-sup-
ported programs do have commercial consequences, even in this
country.

Second, American policies which regulate transfer of technology
abroad and use of that technology in other nations need to be reas-
riessed. This is a matter of bargaining, because we do have some-
thing to bargain about, although it will be highly controversial.

Let me explain what the problem is. Our export licensing and
control policies impede our competitiveness in at least two major
ways. First, our delays in licensing and our continuing strictures
on foreign use discourage buyers in other nations to encourage for-
eign governments to seek alternatives or to develop domestic capa-
bilities.

The second, and in my view more important, problem is the po-
tential for extraterritorial intervention by the American Govern-
ment in the future. This is encouraging foreign governments and
private enterprises to seek alternatives now to avoid future disrup-
tion of their communications and information processing system. I
think that is becoming clear in a number of countries. I know I'm
quite aware of cases in Europe where that policy is now being es-
poused by heads of government to their major companies.

But you will not make headway in international trade in this
area until we completely reorient our export control systems to
take this problem into account. Rather our present policies are in-
tensifying efforts by foreign enterprises to delink from U.S. tech-
nology where they can.

Third, our export financing policies will have to be reassessed.
And I simply note that in this case American multinational enter-
prises have long since learned that sales from their European sub-
sidiaries to China or other developing countries are far easier to
make than sales from the parent in the the United States. I will
give you the example of ITC, which has recently had a major sale
in China from its Belgium subsidiary; not from the United States.

Fourth, our present array of regulatory and executive policies
have to be made coherent. If we are going to bargain with other
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countries about what they do, we will have to make some adjust-
ments in what we do. It doesn't mean it will be reciprocal, but
there certainly will be changes necessary not only in the hardware,
but in the software that drives the hardware. For example, our
laws on software protection are completely inadequate. The prob-
lem is you need something international in character.

Finally, we must stop devising regulatory and legislative changes
without considering the international competitive circumstances.
The past and the present predominance of domestically oriented
agencies must be counterbalanced by globally oriented policies im-
posed upon them.

I note in the statement a few points about the ITC report. I think
it's a good report, but it does leave some unanswered questions. For
example, it doesn't pay enough attention, I think, to who the new
buyers are in the new situation. We not only have the new operat-
ing companies who are free to buy from anyone-they can buy for-
eign-but we have new carriers in the new deregulated situation.
We also have noncommunication companies carrying on communi-
cation services such as Merrill Lynch, American Express, and in-
formation companies. We have the railroads entering the commu-
nications business by using their right of way to lay fibe-optic
cables. And we have also the new phenomena of intracorporate
bypass, which, I believe, will grow very rapidly because of the
economies of scale of handling all information systems in a secure
way within a company on your own grid, and then offering services
to others.

So these new buyers are spreading in number. There is a prolif-
eration, more than seems from the report. I think the demand will
grow rather faster.

The other point I would like to make is that in overall terms of
the economy, investment as a percentage of GNP hasn't changed
much for the last 10 or 15 years. Nonetheless, investment growth
has been slow. What has also happened is that the composition of
investment in our economy has been shifting. More and more of
that investment is going toward this communications computer
sector. I would call this the infrastructure of the next technological
revolution, the new grid that provides productivity for our factories
and our farms and our services.

Investment in steel and the basic industries has been declining
relatively, while the investment of this sector has been growing
rapidly. I think that this rapid growth will continue for the next
several years and have a profound effect on the economy, and that
market will grow, I think, rather faster than is visualized in the
report of the ITC.

Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Malmgren follows:]

STATEMENT OF DR. HARALD B. MALMGREN BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
INTERNATIONAL TRADE, COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, U.S. SENATE, JUNE 25, 1984

THE CHANGING COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT OF THE AMERICAN TELECOMMUNICATIONS
INDUSTRY

I am honored to be invited by this committee to express my views on the outlook
for the American telecommunications industry.
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On December 14, 1981, I testified on behalf of AT&T before Judge Harold Greene,
in the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia, in the matter of the Justice
Department antitrust case against AT&T. I appeared as an expert witness on the
international competitive context in which AT&T then functioned, and expressed
views on the implications of divestiture and restructuring of the AT&T system.

I would like to summarize for you the views I set out at that time, in order to
show that the recently experienced evolution of domestic and worldwide telecom-
munications markets was clearly foreseeable more than 3 years ago-and clearly
foreseeable before the ill-fated 1982 settlement between the Justice Department and
AT&T.

I said in court that it was "my firm conviction that the markets in which the Bell
System operates-as well as Bell's ability to operate in those markets if it were frag-
mented-must be assessed in a global context. The assessment must be made in an
environment in which the parameters of competition are determined by technologi-
cal change and by government policies of various nations which are aimed at shap-
ing the direction of that change. Moreover, I strongly believe that any structural
reorganization of the telecommunications industry in this country will have a pro-
found effect on the competitiveness of a major part of the high technology sector of
our economy. This effect goes far beyond Bell itself, for the role of computers and
communications technology later in this decade, and in the next, will affect the
entire structure of our economic activities and our job needs as we develop "factory
of the future" and "office of the future" technologies, and as our burgeoning serv-
ices sector becomes interwoven by computer memories and sophisticated communi-
cations systems."

I explained at that time that, spurred by many economic shocks and slow growth
of the 1970's, governments throughout the world were reassessing economic strate-
gies, and stepping up efforts to guide industrial and technological change. Increas-
ingly, the computer-telecommunications interface came to be considered in many
capitals as the highest priority area in developing new competitive thrusts, as well
as in improving productivity and quality in traditional industrial and service sec-
tors. In other words, a conclusion was reached in many parts of the world that
rogress made in the telecommunications-computer interface would provide the
asis for modernization and improved competitiveness for the entire national econo-

my.
In this process of rethinking in most capitals, there has emerged a view that gov-

ernments must play a strong and direct role and work closely with private enter-
prises in the development of the relevant technologies and their commercial applica-
tions.

It was my opinion then-and it remains my opinion now-that the most impor-
tant influence of governments in most countries has not been exercised through
direct official assistance to R&D, but rather through coordination and integration of
private industry, independent research facilities, universities, and government agen-
cies. I told the Court that in many nations, "Cooperation, coordination and technolo-
gy sharing are viewed as procompetitive. A closely supervised integration of effort is
seen as a means of reducing risks, cutting down on duplication of effort, exploiting
division of labor, and assuring adequate finance."

Thus, in the United States, we often tend to think of intra-industry cooperation
and integration of effort as anticompetitive in the development of new technologies,
especially in this sector; the governments of most of our competitors consider it to
be procompetitive.

As regards what was then called the Bell System, I stated to the Court that "It
seems evident to me that the Bell System has overcome the institutional impedi-
ments to R&D in our country by achieving through its internal structure what
other countries are trying to do with complex efforts to coordinate and direct the
R&D efforts of various manufacturing enterprises, research labs, service entities,
and government agencies."

Thus, while we were considering the dismantlement of the Bell System, the perva-
sive trend elsewhere was toward emulation of the integrative strengths of the Bell
System. I expressed the view that AT&T had "evolved a uniquely American alterna-
tive to the centrally guided systems of other nations." Indeed, the Bell System then
had a unique advantage, the greater efficiency and freedom of action derived from
acting as a private enterprise.

In this connection, I observed that Bell Laboratories, America's preeminent scien-
tific institution, had been supported by the large, steady earnings flow of the entire
Bell System. On this basis, Bell Labs had been able to generate many scientific
breakthroughs and commercial innovations, and Bell Labs had liberally made these
technologies available to American and foreign competitors. With divestiture, I pre-
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dicted that the new AT&T would have to restrict the flow of technology out of Bell
Labs, and instead seek to embody that technology in equipment for sale by AT&T.
There would have to be a strong effort to increase sales of equipment at home and
abroad, to replace gradually the sales volume and earnings lost by divestiture of the
operating companies.

To succeed in a new global endeavor, I told the Court then that I felt that AT&T
would have to engage in a growing variety of international joint ventures and great-
er sharing of technology with enterprises in other nations, to penetrate foreign mar-
kets.

In the meantime, foreign producers would be better positioned than U.S. firms to
sell equipment to the new, divested, deregulated operating companies in the U.S.,
because many foreign firms had already reached the scale of production and produc-
tivity required to compete head on with AT&T in an open market situation. Scale of
competitors was an essential factor when the starting gun was fired by the Justice
Department's settlement in 1982. Foreigners were already better placed at that
moment in time than most American firms.

There were concerns in the executive branch in 1981 and 1982 about the potential
dangers to Bell labs, and thus to American technological leadership, and even about
the national security consequences, but these wider international questions were
given little attention by the Justice Department.

In effect, the divestiture formula, and its time table, failed to take into account
the international competition, and the fact that the American telecommunications
market was a global, not a national marketplace.

Thus, much of what I had suggested to the Court would happen has happened.
The problems which give rise to complaints from our industry now are problems
that should have been foreseen 3 or 4 years ago.

There was a policymaking failure in Washington. It was not a matter of failure in
party politics, or in a particular agency. Rather, the policy process simply did not
pull together the national and global issues and potential consequences. Our govern-
ment acted without adequate attention to the intimate interaction of our own econo-
my with that of the rest of the world-and without adequate attention to the strong
role of governments in most of the rest of the world marketplace.

Thus, before outlining the 1982 settlement, the U.S. Government should have de-
vised a strategy for enhancing American competitiveness and offsetting the competi-
tive disadvantages that were foreseeable in an abrupt shift in the structure of our
communications networks and services. If greater competition was deemed to be
necessary, then far greater thought should have been given to who the new competi-
tors would be, and how American firms would fare among them.

It would not be fair to limit my criticism to the executive branch alone. Some ef-
forts have also been made in Congress and the regulatory agencies, since the 1982
settlement, which would have hampered further the competitive evolution of the
American telecommunications industry. For example, I wrote letters to the Majority
Leader and to the Minority Leader of the Senate on January 20 of this year, ex-
pressing my personal dismay with S. 1660 and H.R. 4102, regarding proposed limita-
tions on access charges. I again stressed that there was danger from such proposals
of further erosion of our industrial base and our leadership in leading-edge technol-
ogies. I said in those letters that "Meeting foreign competition goes far deeper than
just winning an end sale; it goes directly to the ability of U.S. firms to maintain the
demand and revenue streams necessary to fund research and create new jobs." The
problem in such proposals lay in the nature of the access charge solutions proposed,
which might have favored end-consumers briefly, but which would have also proven
uneconomic for the industry as a whole, and which would have greatly accelerated
the drive for bypass systems, which would hurt consumers in the long run by rais-
ing costs of the common network. Moreover, accelerated opening of bypass networks
would no doubt provide yet another new area for those foreign competitors ready to
provide volume supplies based on existing large scale of production in their own do-
mestic markets.

The reality of our telecommunications industry is that it must compete in a global
framework, both at home and abroad. Every domestic action-every legislative step,
every regulatory change, every court decision, affects American competitiveness.
There can be no isolated, insulated actions that have purely domestic effects.

The tragedy of our policymaking process lies precisely in this continuing tendency
to devise policy alterations without first considering their world-wide effect, and the
competitive consequences for the U.S. industry.

This then leads me to the outlook for the American industry. Certain issues
should be considered in making policies for the future:
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First, the reality continues of heavy government assistance, intervention, and
guidance in the world telecommunications markets.

Similarly, if the U.S. Government wants other governments to change their forms
of intervention, it will have to accept foreign government scrutiny of American gov-
ernment policies and practices. Thus, R&D assistance, and cooperation, by DOD,
NASA, National Laboratories, and other agencies would have to be looked at to de-
termine the extent of commercial benefit rom U.S. Government assistance. In the
terminology of national security specialists, much of computer-communications tech-
nology is 'dual-use," and government programs do have commercial consequences.

Second, American policies which regulate transfer of technology abroad, and use
of that technology in other nations, need to be reassessed in order to ascertain
whether such policies are counterproductive to American long-term interests. In
particular, our export controls and export licensing requirements stand as a major

_ impediment to American competitiveness in foreign markets, in at least two major
ways. First, our delays in licensing and strictures in foreign use discourage buyers
in other nations, and encourage foreign governments to seek alternatives or develop
domestic capabilities. Second, the potential for extraterritorial intervention by the
American Government in the future is encouraging foreign governments and pri-
vate enterprises to seek alternatives, to avoid future disruption of their communica-
tions and information-processing systems.

We shall not make major headway in world markets if we maintain the present
orientation of our export control system and our emerging policies on technology
transfer. Rather, our present policies are intensifying efforts by foreign enterprises
to de-link from U.S. technology and to seek autonomous technologies of their own.

Third, our export financing policies will have to be reassessed if there is a real
intention to promote major project sales in developing countries. American multina-
tional enterprises have long since learned that sales from their European subsidiar-
ies to China or other developing countries are far easier to make than sales from
the parent in the U.S.

Fourth, our present array of regulatory and Executive policies have to be made
coherent, if our negotiators are to have any positive results in trade talks with other
governments. We shall have to bargain to get results, but that will mean changes in
the U.S. as well as abroad-not necessarily on a reciprocal basis, but certainly in-
volving some degree of adjustment in what have been considered domestic matters
in the past.

Finally, we must stop devising regulatory and legislative changes affecting our
telecommunications industry-both equipment and services-without considering
the international competitive consequences. Justice, the FCC, and the various Exec-
utive agencies involved with trade and finance need to get their thoughts together.
The past and present predominance of domestically oriented agencies must be coun-
terbalanced by globally oriented policies imposed upon them.

The ITC report which has just been released provides some general background
for your evaluation of the economic scope of the industry, and its foreign competi-
tion. I have not had time to study it adequately. However, I would note that it prob-
ably does not give adequate attention to the fundamentally changed economics of
AT&T, or of the new operating companies. The operating companies are now free to
buy from any supplier, arid are considering even producing and selling equipment
themselves. I do not think it adequately examines the fact that foreign competitors
are not only exporters to the United States, but are producing inside the United
States as well, some of them on a very large scale, with others seemingly ready to
expand U.S. production. The ITC report also does not adequately consider the regu-
latory changes, and proposals for changes, since the 1982 divestiture of AT&T.
Moreover, since divestiture has only in 1984 taken effect, past trends are a poor
guide to the future.

We do not yet know enough. But we can say with confidence that we have been
very careless, and very myopic in our policymaking regarding the American tele-
communications industry. That has been damaging to our national economic
strength, but we can still turn the situation around, by more coherent public policy
thinking, and better global strategies.

Senator DANFORTH. Do you think the ITC report attempts to
quantify the effects of the divestiture on trade in telecommunica-
tions? Do you think that the ITC report understates, overstates, or
correctly states it?

Dr. MALMGREN. I think it may understate the import possibility,
the import potential in a number of areas. The consumer premises
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equipment obviously has already been moving rather rapidly, and
there has been a rise to something like 18 percent penetration now.

On the overall, the penetration is not that big in this economy
yet, but in many of the areas, the potential is there for significant
inroads unless the competitive circumstances here are more favor-
able. That means that the scale of producers here has to be fairly
big. The technology change has to be fairly rapid, which means
high profit requirements, which means that the regulatory process
shouldn't squeeze them too much; that we should recognize the
need for rather rapid movement in R&D. But also that they have
to develop export markets as well. Therefore, the export market
side of our possibility of strengthening the base at home, getting
the scale necessary, is very important. I suppose you have been
thinking about that quite a bit in making the proposal for your
own bill.

Senator DANFORTH. How will the openness of the U.S. market
compare with the openness of other markets?

Dr. MALMGREN. Well, it's clear, and I don't think there is any
real argument about it, that most of the markets are closed or to
the extent they are open, they are open in very narrowly defined
ways. But there are a couple of changes going on. First let me say
that the British system is being changed. And, theoretically, at
least the Japanese system will soon be changed. There is already
evidence that the Japanese themselves believe the system will be
deregulated along American lines, restructured along American
lines, because there has been a new company formed already to set
up an alternative communication system in Japan. I think you will
have other witnesses talking about that.

In Britain, there is an attempt to restructure and decentralize as
well. So far, the British experience has been not so successful. But
there is hope in the EEC to integrate the British and the other Eu-
ropean producers in some new direction. I think that is a danger.
That is to say that there is an attempt to construct a European-
wide market, and that could be a market which is somewhat closed
to outsiders, such as American companies unless they are inside.

What is happening, though, now is that there is a second level of
activity taking place: Our companies are finding partners in other
countries, in Japan and in Europe, to do joint development. That is
often economically sound, but it is also a desperation measure on
the part of some companies. That's the only way they can get into
those markets. Not only has AT&T arranged with Phillips and Oli-
vetti, but you have the example of IBM negotiating with Italy now,
with a likely announcement any day. And there are other compa-
nies.

And certainly ITT must be considered at least as much a Europe-
an company now as an American company, because of the very big
base ITT has in Europe and the very big R&D of ITT that takes
place there.

So there is an internationalization of this market which is accel-
erated by the policies of other governments. In the developed coun-
tries the PTT systems generally don't buy much from outsiders
except where the technology is very good. You know, clearly supe-
rior. The most extreme cases have been the Japanese and the
French and the Italians. The German Bundespost is also rather re-
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stricted. There is intense use of standards as well as other policies
to make it difficult for outsiders to be party to internal develop-
ment in projects. So there is clearly an unbalanced situation in the
world marketplace. It was never addressed by U.S. negotiators. It
was simply not addressed in the decision of 1982. And it should
have been. Frankly, it's a little bit--

Senator DANFORTH. The horse galloping down the path.
Dr. MALMGREN. I say in the final sentence of my written state-

ment that this has damaged our national economic strength, but
we can still turn the situation around with more coherent public
policies and some kind of strategy. And I listed some of the ele-
ments that would be involved. But I warn you, this committee, that
the strategy that we take internationally will involve some soul
searching about our own policies. And we will have to bargain
about some uncomfortable issues, like extraterritorial controls
under export controls, or like some of our protection of software
and other issues. There is a bargaining situation.

The bargain is going to require bigger concessions on the part of
other countries, but some on the part of us as well. It cannot be
done any other way because a lot of what we are doing is forcing
others to become more autonomous. I think we are encouraging
some of the foreign governments to play even bigger roles by our
periodic reach into their system.

Senator DANFORTH. Senator Bradley.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would ask to have

a statement put in the record.
I think maybe it's this last point that you are referring to where

you say our present array of regulatory executive policies have to
be made coherent if our negotiators are to have any positive results
in trade talks with other governments. We shall have to bargain to
get results, but that will mean change in the United States as well
as abroad. Not necessarily on a reciprocal basis, but certainly in-
volving some degree of adjustment.

What are you referring to there?
Dr. MALMGREN. Well, such matters as export controls and extra-

territorial jurisdiction. But it can get into other questions such as
protection of software. We have been relying more or less on anti-
quated rules. And we stick with a position that really doesn't
match even what we ourselves think ought to be done.

The relationship between software and hardware, how much you
embody in a machine that can make something and how much you
send in the form of an instruction from another place, is the ques-
tion of the relationship between software and hardware. Software
is the brain part of what you are telling the machine to do. And if
you have more of that brain in one place than in another, we have
got to think how do we protect the software content internationally
in a more sensible way. We are using copyright laws, but they are
really irrelevant, because this is a much more intricate field than
copying a book or a poem or a music score.

We have to change also the way in which we approach the regu-
latory requirements, the licensing certifications. All of this whole
area is ambiguous and it is handled by people who know nothing
about the world market. We have, in fact, a lot of ignorance domi-
nating policymaking.
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Senator BRADLEY. I want to read a statement to you and ask if
you agree with this statement.

This country has got to stop treating trade policy as the step-child of foreign
policy or domestic economic policy. Put bluntly, we don't have a trade policy. In the
interdependent world, all of our domestic policies have an effect on industry's abili-
ty to compete internationally. We have no idea what our myriad of policies for de-
fense procurement, small businesses, subsidies, tax breaks and all of our trade re-
strictions have on the structure of the U.S. industry or its ability to compete inter-
nationally. The divestiture of AT&T is another in a long list of policy changes which
were taken without considering the implication for trade. Until this country adopts
a more coherent trade strategy, we will be forced to use whatever leverage the Con-
gress can muster on a piecemeal basis to open up the foreign markets.

Do you agree with that?
Dr. MALMGREN. Yes, I think I do. Regarding what you mean by

what Congress can do on a piecemeal basis, I have to see what the
proposals are. But I think that is right.

Senator BRADLEY. Well, they are piecemeal.
Dr. MALMGREN. But, Senator Bradley, I think you and i have dis-

cussed this in the past before this committee. Before you came in, I
was describing the court deliberation and the fact that I had laid
out to the court before the 1982 settlement most of these problems
that would arise if divestiture took place without taking into ac-
count other consequences. In my view, the right way to have gone
about it-it's water over the dam-but what we should have done
was thought through a trade negotiating strategy that was conver-
gent with the restructuring domestically. And there should have
been a timetable that was somehow interactive. We should, at that
time, when t ade was smaller, sought to unbind some of the tariffs.
It is already becoming expensive to do this now, as in the idea em-
bodied in Senator Danforth's proposal.

But we should have been thinking how do we restructure taking
into account the foreign competition. And the courts were well
aware. Justice Department chose to ignore all these issues saying,
well, we are not concerned with that; we want more competition;
we don't care where it comes from.

Senator BRADLEY. So you basically say that before divestiture
was granted that it should have taken place over a longer period of
time and it should have taken place in conjunction with attempts
to get other markets open. Is that right.

Dr. MALMGREN. That is correct.
Senator BRADLEY. In your last point you say that we have to stop

devising regulatory, legislative changes affecting our telecommuni-
cations industry without considering international competitive con-
sequences. And it's the next sentence that I want to ask about:
"Justice, the FCC, and various executive agencies involved with
trade and finance need to get their thoughts together." How?

Dr. MALMGREN. Well, I don't want to make an organization pro-
posal because they can simply sit down in the same room and ex-
change views. That is conceivable. But in my experience of nearly
20 years with the executive branch and with this committee as ad-
viser in this field, I have yet to know about a case where the Jus-
tice Department listened to anybody on these matters. Nor do I
know of any case where the FCC actually sought the advice of the
trade negotiators or the Commerce Department as to what would
make international sense.
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Senator BRADLEY. So you are suggesting no specific institutional
remedy, but just more talk.

Dr. MALMGREN. I think it is possible for sensible people, if they
listen to each other, to come to terms.

Senator BRADLEY. But doesn't that proceed from the top? You are
saying that every administration in the last 20 years hasn't put an
emphasis on the international dimension of communications policy.

Dr. MALMGREN. Well, I think correctly spoken, Senator Bradley,
every administration, regardless of party, has failed to interlink
commercial consequences, whether it's telecommunications or
other industrial policies, with our international competitive cir-
cumstances. We made many decisions. For example, in the anti-
trust field, we have often decided to restrain cooperation of two or
more firms, and so the firms have then chosen to go to foreign com-
panies to make a joint venture, pushing our technology out, which
makes no sense whatever. It would have been better to let them
cooperate internally than pushing the technology to another
nation. We have met many examples of this.

But it's a failure at the top to understand that we need to inte-
grate the international and the domestic in our thinking, and that
most of the traditional thinking on antitrust or on cooperative ac-
tivity in the economy is antiquated at this time.

Senator BRADLEY. One last question on extraterritoriality. You
say that that is something that we will have to give on. And that
you say that failure to give could be damaging to our longrun in-
terest in telecommunications. And could you explain once more
why?

Dr. MALMGREN. Well, let me put it this way. Telecommunications
and computers and the broad information processing interface is
conceived as vital to economic progress in almost every country, be-
cause it's the new infrastructure, like the railroads were 100 years
ago, to provide productivity improvement to the factory, the farms,
and services. It allows you to develop the newest technologies and
be on line with technologies in other parts of the world. In that
case, then if you feel, as the government-let's suppose Timbuctu-
the communication system you have, the computers and the infor-
mation processing capability you have, could be shut down in some
specific areas at some future time by the United States, if you use
U.S. equipment or technology. Then you bloody well will not use
that technology. You will find somebody else's, even if it cost more
and it is less good.

There is this problem in other capitals of the world of having the
fear that, later, somebody can reach into what is the heart of your
system, the part that pumps the blood to the rest of the body. And
I think that is a fundamental problem we have to face. That the
more we try to reach into other nations decisions the more we will
frighten off others from using what it is we can reach, which is our
technology-and the more we encourage others to develop their
own autonomous technologies.

So we have a fundamental problem in export controls. We want
to deny our technology to certain parties around the world, but the
process of pursuing that objective is damaging to our own sales
abroad.
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Senator BRADLEY. So that you not only damage the sales of goods
produced in the United States abroad, but you push our own tech-
nologies abroad and encourage other countries to develop their own
technologies.

Dr. MALMGREN. Yes.
Senator BRADLEY. Or to purchase from other countries that are

less likely to interrupt their supply.
Dr. MALMGREN. Yes. I even think we get to the further prob-

lem-it's more subtle and most companies will not admit to it-but
there are plenty of times when companies that have a base in sev-
eral places-here, Europe and Japan-will think before they decide
to lodge that technology in the United States with a patent or say
this is an American R&D result. They may well decide, well, let's
just dump a new idea through the international telecommunica-
tione grid and the computer to some other point and call it a
French invention or a Japanese invention, because that way we
keep out of the American control system. I think that is going on
in some companies. That is not good for America.

Senator BRADLEY. It certainly is not. I find that very interesting.
Do you have evidence of that?

Dr. MALMGREN. As I say, most companies don't like to discuss it
because it's not very patriotic, lp.t's put it that way. But it's a natu-
ral bias in business planning. It's common that companies will do
this. I am aware of it happening, but I'm not at liberty to discuss
it.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Senator Grassley.
Senator GRASSLEY. I just have one general question. Considering

the increased market share of foreign competition in our domestic
market, is it possible to delineate-and if it is, then that is what I
would like to have you do-the extent to which increased market
share comes from what might be generally recognized as superior
technology from abroad as opposed to just our ability to compete
pricewise?

Dr. MALMGREN. I have looked at the technology in this broad
sector. It's very broad. I've looked at it with some care over the last
3 or 4 years. I would say that the American technology is generally
superior in most of the areas of telecommunications, computers, in-
formation processing, including the software.

But there are some areas where the technology is converging,
particularly with Japan. For example, in the area of photo optical
transmission, the so-called fiber optic method of transmission, long
wave lasers and fiber optic technology itself, there seems to be con-
siderable progress in Japan, that is, a degree of progress that it is
converging with ours. Maybe even in some respects accelerating
ahead of ours.

Another area is in galium arsenide which is the base for the next
round of chips, and miniaturization of memory. In that area, we
and Japan have made substantial advances recently. But it seems
that Japan can produce in volume a lot cheaper in that area than
we can so far. So there are little areas where Japan is perhaps
pulling ahead. But generally the American technology is superior.

But I don't think it's useful to focus on what we most see in our
daily life because that's a kind of market that is already evolving
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rather rapidly and may even get saturated pretty shortly, such as
consumer premises equipment but rather on the hidden market,
the real guts of the telecommunications network, the transmission
equipment, the switches, the more sophisticated infrastructure of
our economy. In that area I think America is very strong, but for a
few cases. But if we continue to haphazardly develop our policies,
then we will see a stronger and stronger position of Japan in that
wider race. And they will begin to pull ahead in a number of areas.
We are still very strong, and will remain so for a number of years.
But it is very important to remember in this area that scale of pro-
duction and use is very important, not only in R&D development in

* the major systems, but in producing something cheap, you need a
£ very large scale. Just a few companies can service the entire

market in some of the areas that we are talking about. And that's
something we just haven't quite reckoned with. The Japanese have
speciLized in volume production: If we can make it, then let's
make it in large volume from the start. It's a very different way of
approaching this field than we have and that's why they enter our
market real cheap.

Senator GRASSLEY. So the answer is that most of the increasing
market share is going to come as a result of their being able to
produce cheaper products or ones that sell here more competitive-
ly.

Dr. MALMGREN. In volume. That relates to our policy.
By the way, let me just say that in the bargaining area there are

other areas we can use in relation to telecommunications. It has
always been the case that a nation can bargain trade in general for
specific objectives. I have no proposals in mind now, but in a wider
negotiation there are many other kinds of issues that can be
brought up and there is room for bargaining.

So if there were a multilateral trade negotiation starting tomor-
row, there would be plenty of room to bargain. And there would be
room to be difficult in other areas.

That's why I said that whatever we do, bear in mind there are
some uncomfortable aspects that will affect this sector, and will
cause us to review our own policies. And this will not go down well
with some of the traditionalists

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much for your return en-
gagement. As always, you have been very helpful.

Dr. MALMGREN. Thank you very much.
Senator DANFORTH. The next witness, is Lionel Olmer, Under Sec-

retary for International Trade, Department of Commerce.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE LIONEL OLMER, UNDER SEC-
RETARY OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE, DEPARTMENT OF COM-
MERCE
Under Secretary OLMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have a rather lengthy statement for the record. I would like to

introduce it and make a few brief oral remarks before making
myself available for questions.

We have in our country a great domestic and international tele-
communications industry, one that creates jobs, that is known for
its quality, reliability, and product innovation. Deregulation, which
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we have been pursuing with some vigor in recent years, is going to
increase the value to Americans generally of our telecommunica-
tions industry. Due to the ripple effect, this includes the promotion
of greater efficiencies in workplaces of industries outside of tele-
communications.

Deregulation does bring with it some problems in terms of our
foreign trade interest. Our markets are open and foreign markets
are not. Over time, that is going to reduce the ability of our indus-
try to compete because foreigners will have more sales opportuni-
ties. They will have their own protected markets, and they will
have our already open market which will enable them to develop
economies of scale which will be difficult for our industry to match.

We are today the world's acknowledged technological leader. And
yet our share of global exports in telecommunications products is
about one-eighth of the total world's telecommunications. Despite
the fact that looking at the total size of what our companies
produce, we produce nearly a half of all products in the telecom-
munications field.

We only export 7 percent or so of our products, whereas by com-
parison at the other end of the scale, Sweden exports 65 percent.
As you know, our balance of trade went from plus to minus several
hundred billion dollars in the space of 31/2 years. And with the
trends that I see, especially in Europe, it could well be a negative
$2 billion trade deficit by the end of this decade.

The reasons for our limited exports and the telecommunications
deficit that we are beginning to suffer are not solely due to closed
markets abroad. Our market has been so large that many compa-
nies weren't tempted to go abroad. They had no need to. But de-
regulation is spurring product innovation and it is obvious that
U.S. companies have telecommunication products which business-
men in many, many other industries and countries desperately
want.

But their governments are not likely to permit access to new
products absent some powerful inducements that are not yet visible
to me.

The Japanese market is becoming private, and we will have to
watch the process by which it becomes private very, very closely.
We properly claimed a substantial victory when the Japanese Gov-
ernment decided not to do what, in my view, it shouldn't have at-
tempted to do, by imposing domestic content requirements on for-
eign participation in the emerging industry of value added net-
works.

For the time being, it seems to me that we have that problem
shelved. But I would be less than candid if I didn't inject a caution-
ary note on that score. For U.S. companies to succeed in Japan-
and there are immense opportunities for them to do so-in areas
indirectly related to telecommunication, in the information sector,
they can do it but they are going to have to work at it very, very
hard, and they will need the backing of the U.S. Government
through thick and thin.

In Europe where the market potential in the aggregate is nearly
as large as the market in the United States, the telecommunica-
tions market in my view is going to remain a closed door to Ameri-
can based corporations. Europe, you must remember, is not a cohe-
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sive market. In total, tbe European Community accounts for rough-
ly 37 percent of the world volume annually in telecommunications.
But you can't look at it only that way. You need to look at 10 indi-
vidual countries that operate very independently of each other.
Collectively, they have an enormous fear of being run over by the
United States or Japan. There is no way, in my view, that the Eu-
ropean Community will open its markets until and unless they
first manage to create a more cohesive European market which
will give them the economies of scale that are necessary to compete
internationally. And pending that great day, which is by no means
assured, they are not likely to look benignly on competitive U.S.
companies seeking access. Indeed, I think a further level of concern
is warranted for what may be done to European based American
companies, even those companies in Europe that provide substan-
tial employment for European workers, that provide immense sums
for research and development to be conducted in Europe, that are
responsible for producing new products and much innovation
throughout Europe. They are not looked upon as European compa-
nies. And in my judgment, they will not be dealt with in a policy
sense as anything other than American based companies because
in the words of a European official with whom I recently spoke-
"the important decisions are made in America. And that's not good
enough for Europe."

So what are the options open to the American Government?
Well, we could continue to pursue bilateral negotiations, something
like the NTT agreement, that over the course of time has been of
benefit. Not as much as we would like to have seen, but it is work-
ing. And ideally, it is going to work even better as long as we can
keep people like Dr. Shinto at its head, and so long as American
companies increase their efforts to become Japanese-like in trying
to sell into the Japanese market.

Well, we can pursue the bilateral route with other governments.
But as I have said, I believe that will be a near wasted opportunity
in Europe. We could continue to press on trying to get other gov-
ernments to join the Government Procurement Code. The Europe-
an telecommunications. entities are gov ,-nment-owned monopolies;
they are fat. They may not be happy, and some of them may not be
dumb, but they are not likely to agree-they haven't so far-to re-
peated requests that they sign up for the Government Procurement
Code.

So there is the bilateral route and there is the continuing effort
to pursue the Government Procurement Code. A third option is
work with you and your committee in crafting a bill, like the one
you have introduced, that is in keeping with our international obli-
gations and yet does the job. And the job, I would like to say, in
closing, Senator, the job is to provide equivalent market opportuni-
ties for what is a great industry that has well served America and
the world in terms of technology and products and job creation.

Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Mr. Under Secretary, very much.
[The prepared written statement of Under Secretary Olmer fol-

lows:]
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STATEMENT OF LIONEL OLMER, UNDER SECRETARY OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE,
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am pleased to be here today
to participate in these hearings on the very important issue of trade in telecom-
munications products and market access problems related to the divestiture of
AT&T.

Under President Reagan's leadership, we are in the midst of the deregulation of
our telecommunications industry. We seek to minimize government involvement
and place maximum reliance on private enterprise and initiative. We continue to
believe that the best way to enhance technological innovation and effeciency is
through competition by the private sector with the least possible government inter-
vention. In other words, free trade by firms competing against each other fairly.

Today, more than ever, the telecommunications industry plays a central role in
the current high-technology revolution: it is emerging as a centerpiece of our post-
industrial economy. But the future well-being U.S. telecommunications firms operat-
ing in the international marketplace is increasingly uncertain.

The divestiture of AT&T and other related administrative decisions to promote
market competition in telecommunications were a response to domestic consider-
ations and not in contemplation of international trade developments. However, the
worldwide growth of the telecommunications sector along with increased competi-
tion in our domestic market is forcing us to come to grips with the realities of com-
parative market access between the major trading nations.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TRADE

The current world market in telecommunications products is over $50 billion and
is expected to reach $90 billion by 1990, according to industry and U.S. Department
of Commerce estimates. Challenging U.S. manufacturers for these stakes are foreign
firms, most of whom enjoy protected home markets through government-run postal
telephone and telegraph agencies [PTT] or similar monopolies that control the pur-
chase of equipment through certification procedures, licenses, standards, and other
requirements which often constitute insurmountable barriers.

One direct consequence is an imbalance in the trade of telecommunications equip-
ment. Ironically, less efficient producer countries, largely because of market restric-
tions at home, often enjoy the greatest trade surpluses. Despite being the world's
technological leader and strongest performer under competitive conditions domesti-
cally, the United States has historically enjoyed the smallest trade surplus, as a per-
centage of production of communications equipment, of any major OECD country.

Even though the United States produced nearly half of the world's total produc-
tion, our share of global exports is only about 13 percent. Japan exports 20 percent
of the total, while West Germany at 17 percent and Sweden at 16 percent control
larger shares of the world export market than the United States.

To put this in clearer perspective, exports as a percentage of total production indi-
cate even greater disparities. Sweden exports 65 percent of its total production, The
Netherlands 38 percent, Japan 16 percent, Canada 15 percent, while the United
States lags with 7 percent.

Over the last 3 years, the American position in communications trade (SIC 3661,
3662) was weakened perceptibly. Though exports have grown at only 9 to 10 percent
per year, a continuing surge in imports at an average annual rate of 25 percent has
eliminated the U.S. surplus. Our trade balance has declined from a $1 billion sur-
plus in 1980 to a deficit that may reach $300 million in 1984 (based on first quarter
1984 data). In first quarter 1984, imports of basic telephone equipment (SIC 3661)
were almost double the first quarter 1983 level.

Much of this deficit can be attributed to Japan, Taiwan, and Hong Kong. Our
largest trade imbalance is with Japan where the deficit will exceed $1 billion in
1984. Our combined trade deficit with Taiwan and Hong Kong jumped from $203
million in 1982 to $511 million in 1983.

This slide in our telecommunications trade balance certainly reflects some of the
same factors affecting our overall trade problems, such as the value of the dollar.

Nonetheless, there are unique factors that are more critical to this sector. Since
the Carterfone decision in 1968, the interconnect market in the United States has
become steadily more open. At the same time the major foreign interconnect mar-
kets have opened up at a much slower pace, if at all. This situation is being com-
pounded in 1984 with the divestiture of AT&T. What really concerns us is that the
growth in imports in the past 3 years doesn't yet reflect divestiture. Beginning this
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year, imports of major systems with considerable technological content will now
begin to enter the United States in large numbers. The newly divested Bell operat-
ing companies, for example, have begun purchasing significant amounts of foreign
equipment. This could result in a multibillion dollar trade deficit in telecommunica-
tions in a few years.

I think it is also important to clearly state that U.S. firms in this industry have
world-class competitive products. They do not need the establishment of trade bar-
riers at the U.S. border in order to thrive. However, in spite of having competitive
and frequently superior products they are locked out of key markets. Over time, if
they are limited to the U.S. market while foreign firms can compete in both protect-
ed home markets as well as in the United States, our firms may lose their current
standing.

JAPAN

The Japanese Telecommunications Industry poses the greatest national competi-
tive challenge to American Manufacturers. As the second largest single telecom-
munications market behind the United States, and with 38 percent of U.S. imports.
Japan has succeeded in fostering, as a matter of national priority, the rise of highly
efficient and technologically sophisticated telecommunications capability. As in the
case of computers, robotics, and semiconductors, this was accomplished by achieving
control over their domestic market, then by moving aggressively into the interna-
tional picture through trade and foreign investment.

The principal mechanism used to encourage Japan's progress in telecommunica-
tions has been the national service monopoly. Nippon Telegraph and Telephone
[NIT] Corporation. Japanese equipment suppliers-known in the industry as the
NTT "family of corporations"-engaged in controlled competition to provide NTT
with its equipment needs. Helped by shelter from the challenge of foreign competi-
tion, Japanese companies have reached world scale levels. Now, this relationship
with NTT is less a factor; while still influential in setting standards and specifica-
tions as well as being a source of technology. NTT now accounts for a minority of
telecommunications purchases.

Our principal negotiating goal with Japan in this area has been to increase sub-
stantially our export of telecommunications equipment. Four years ago the NTT
agreement was negotiated with the hope of expanding our telecommunications trade
in Japan. There's no question that the environment for selling to NTT today is
much improved over what it was prior to 1980 and you have to point to the NT
Agreement as central to that progress.

In 1983 NTT increased its contracts from U.S. suppliers to $140 million from $40
million in 1982. Because of this and explicit NTT commitments to treat United
States and Japanese firms equally in all its R&D activities and make more attrac-
tive the commercial benefits of selling to NTT, the Administration decided to renew
this agreement this past January. We have also begun discussions of telecommuni-
cations issues in the United States-Japan High-Technology Working Group and are
continuing to press the issues of telecommunications satellites and value-added net-
works in several United States-Japan forums.

Some questions exist, though, about whether the NIr Agreement will ultimately
provide the United States with equivalent market access to Japan's telecommunica-
tions market.

NTT represents a smaller and smaller segment of the overall telecommunications
market-only 35 to 40 percent (approximately $2 billion in 1983). As such, NTT's
relative importance as the "window" to the overall Japanese market is diminishing.

Out of the nearly $140 million in 1984 contracts to NTT, only about $30 million
can be considered typical telecommunications equipment that involves repeat busi-
ness. We have not yet had success in selling sufficiently large amounts of equipment
that is part of the functional Japanese telecommunications network. Given certain
extraordinary efforts by NTT to buy and U.S. efforts to sell U.S. equipment in 1983,
it is an open question whether NTT will increase substantially the value of their
purchases in 1984.

And finally, Japan is now in the midst of privatizing NTT and appears interested
in encouraging competition. While this is a welcome development, it's unclear how
U.S. competitors will fare, especially while Japanese national objectives butt heads
with market forces. The best example is in communication satellites where market
forces would have Japanese companies buying cheaper and better U.S. systems but
Tokyo wants to dictate purchases of Japanese products that support the national
commitment for the development of space-related technology.

38-521 0-84--3
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In sum, while our goals in Japan are clear, success is not by any means assured.
The question is: can we rely principally on the NTT Agreement as a means of ob-
taining market access at a time when Japanese sales to the U.S. of electronic-based
products now exceed $14 billion while we sell only $2 billion to Japan.

EUROPE

Collectively, Western Europe represents the second largest potential telecommuni-
cations market with about 37 percent of the world's equipment market.

However, telecommunications policies for the 10-member collective should be
viewed as distinct from individual national policies. Earlier this month the EC Com-
mission approved a new telecommunications initiative for creating and stimulating
a Community-wide market for telecommunications. While implementation would be
a large step forward in the Community's attempts to improve the environment of its
high technology industries. It remains to be seen whether such a proposal will be
able to overcome the deep division in many member states and most PTT's on the
formulation of such an EC-wide policy.

Most European telecommunication markets are dominated by government postal
and telecommunications organizations which have monopoly control of telecom-
munications equipment and services. Largely due to the entrenched nationalistic at-
titude toward competition. U.S. companies face limited access in many countries. In
France, for example, CIT-Alcatel/Thompson provide all of the central exchange
equipment and 70 percent of transmission equipment for the French PTT. Overall,
French companies supply over 70 percent of the French interconnect market in ad-
dition to their share of the French PTT which is nearly 100 percent. Little doubt
exists that market access to the French telecommunications market is nearly non-
existent and presents an impenetrable barrier to U.S. suppliers more so than that of
any other country including Japan.

While the interconnect market in West Germany is more open. We are concerned
that the Bundespost is not progressing toward greater liberalization and in fact is
working with the French to the detriment of other competitors. This is evidenced by
their deal with the French toward establishing a Franco-German set of standards
for the cellular radio system. This will effectively limit their markets only to French
and West Geman National firms.

On the other hand, in the United Kingdom we continue to see some moves toward
liberalization. In July 1979, the traditional U.K. monopoly structure changed per-
mitting a separate corporation called British Telcom [BT] to concentrate on telecom-
munications and leaving the British Post Office to handle mail and the banking
services. By passing the British Telecom Act of 1981 London also open the way for
competition in telecommunication services. For example, under this law private
firms can be licensed to provide services using BT's network and private firms will
be permitted to sell telephone equipment directly to customers.

CANADA

The proximity of the Canadian market makes it one of the most attractive to U.S.
firms. And Canada is one of the few countries that is encouraging some competition
in its domestic market. Unlike other countries where state monopolies dominate
markets. The Canadian telecommunications industry consists of a mix of private,
governmental and joint private-governmental corporations.

Like the United States in its predivestiture period, Canadian telephone services
are vertically integrated with equipment manufacturing companies linked to tele-
phone operating companies. The Canadian telecommunications sector is more open
than other major supplying countries. However, the vertical integration, plus the
171/2 percent tariff of most telephone equipment, results in an effective trade barrier
to U.S. firms.

NEWLY INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES [NIC'S]

A good portion of our growing trade deficit in telecommunications is attributable
to rapid imports from several newly industrialized countries, especially Taiwan and
Hong Kong. Besides Brazil and its restrictive informatics policy, these countries do
not appear yet to pose market access problems for U.S. industry. Most countries do
not have manufacturing capabilities beyond low-cost, standardized equipment-for
example, cheap hand-held telephone sets which make up most of our deficit with
Hong Kong and Taiwan. As a result, they purchase most of their systems from for-
eign suppliers. Because most of these purchases take on a major projects emphasis,
one of the largest issues for success in competing with Japanese and European com-
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petitors is export financing-either subsidized or at below market rates. However,
we are concerned that some of the NICs might try to imitate Japanese industrial
targeting, and in the process limit U.S. imports.

DANFORTH BILL

The Telecommunications Trade Act of 1984 now being reviewed by this subcom-
mittee recognizes the two major considerations in reviewing the trade situation in
telecommunications products. First, imports are increasing at a very fast rate which
will not recede absent intervening forces; and second, we have a lack of market
access in our principal competitors' markets-Europe and Japan. In short, com-
pounded by the AT&T divestiture and other administrative actions, the disparity in
market access between the United States and other countries is undeniable. Conse-
quently, U.S. telecommunications firms may find themselves at a competitive disad-
vantage because they do not have an insulated domestic demand. More critical how-
ever, is the fact that U.S. firms that are excluded from global markets may find
themselves with relatively fewer funds available for R&D, and an inability to learn
by participating in overseas markets compared to their foreign competitors who
have access to both home markets and the U.S. market-the world's largest.

While recognizing that this is a troublesome situation, we also realize that we
have some tools at our disposal to open foi oign telecommunications markets. One is
to press forward with bilateral negotiations such as those that produced the NTT
agreement.

The Government Procurement Code, while a vehicle for liberalizing the procure-
ment policies of PTT monopolies, has not been applied to date. Beginning last year
we again pressed for renegotiation of the Procurement Code to include telecom-
munications entities but this was rejected out-of-hand by most governments, espe-
cially the EC. The force of technological change will inevitably cause a degree of
liberalization, but this is likely to be a lengthy process. It remains to be seen wheth-
er hungry customers can overcome the fat and powerful monopolies which are tradi-
tionally resistant to change.

Unless U.S. industry obtains equitable access to foreign markets, the full benefits
of liberalization of the U.S. market will not be realized. The most pressing challenge
before the administration, then, is to secure access. We are seeking industry's advice
on this matter. I look forward to continuing our work with the Congress and this
subcommittee in developing meaningful and workable approaches to this very seri-
ous problem. Thank you.

Senator DANFORTH. You have looked at the ITC study?
Under Secretary OLMER. Very briefly.
Senator DANFORTH. The same with me.
Under Secretary OLMER. I have one comment I could make about

it, sir, that I do recall from memory. I do think it undervalues the
prospects for foreign competition in sophisticated product areas. I
believe that's a serious worry. The report from the ITC, seems to
me, to minimize the significance of increasing imports of products
at the higher end of the technological spectrum.

Senator DANFORTH. Well, I agree. I think that the ITC report
points to the problem but understates the nature of the problem
that you in your testimony point out. It is much more significant.

The ITC report tends to indicate that we are very good, we are
very competitive, and U.S. competitiveness is going to save the day.
I take it that you don't necessarily agree with that.

Under Secretary OLMER. If our companies are permitted the op-
portunity to remain competitive, I would. But I don't think they
will be so enabled because of the intervention of foreign govern-
ments.

Senator DANFORTH. And, therefore, what does that say for U.S.
policy?

Under Secretary OLMER. It says we need some new policies. To
me it says we need some new policies. I just returned from Europe,
as you may know, and attended a conference on high technology in
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information industries, where a number of European company rep-
resentatives and government officials were in attendance and
where I had some extensive conversations. More than listened to
the speeches; I read them afterward. There is a common thread
that rtns through every single one of them. It impressed me to no
end to come back and reflect on it; that common thread is an over-
whelming apprehension for what America can do to Europe's
desire to gain competitiveness in this emerging area that is so criti-
cally important not just to one industry or one sector, but to entire
countries. And because of that, they are not likely to be amenable,
short of a large stick, to opening markets just in the interest of
pursuing the ideal of free trade.

Senator DANFORTH. Is the administration endorsing my bill?
Under Secretary OLMER. We are in the process of working it

over, Mr. Chairman. (Laughter.]
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you.
Well, this isn't a hearing on the bill. We are going to have one.

Nothing in that bill is in concrete as far as I am concerned. But I
do think it's necessary to have leverage to open up other markets if
we are going to be open ourselves. It's beyond my understanding to
find that we have any leverage right now.

Under Secretary OLMER. Mr. Chairman, some European govern-
ments and companies in those countries have excellent small com-
panies, and some large companies which could be competitive in
the European market if they were allowed to sell to other Europe-
an PTT's. But they are not. They see the American market as their
opportunity to develop economies of scale since they can't gain
market access in Europe. So what I see is sort of a conversion. The
inability to alter in any substantial way in the near term European
policy, while our policy has been set-we have a deregulated indus-
try. We are encouraging competition. We believe that that creates
more technology and jobs and innovation and so on. And it does.
But over time, given the subsidization of those foreign govern-
ments, especially in Europe, and the fact that many of them today
are excellent companies-they really are very good-many are in-
terested in buying American technology. They are interested in
joint ventures in order to obtain the latest state of the art technolo-
gy that they can't afford to develop themselves because they don't
have a large enough market. And then it's no surprise after which
they very much want to sell into our market. And as it presently
stands, they are able to do just that.

Senator DANFORTH. Do you think that whatever we do by way of
changing our strategy, improving on our tools to deal with the situ-
ation should be done pretty quickly?

Under Secretary OLMER. I don't think we have a lot of time. The
company plans of several smaller scale European firms I have
looked over, leads me to believe they know exactly where they
want to go in America and how to get there and realize that the
policy framework exists. They are uncertain about their own gov-
ernment, and they are uncertain about the other governments in
Europe.

Senator DANFORTH. As you have noticed, Congress is not exactly
proceeding with the olympic-like speed in trade legislation this
year or, indeed, in many other areas. But if this is something
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which is important, and if it is something which must be addressed
legislatively, and if time is of the essence, my hope would be that
we could be ready first thing for the next Congress in introducing a
bill which would be supported by the administration which would
address this situation. It seems to me that if we don't provide an
adequate claimant for the telecommunications industry, we are
really creating great damage in the, one area where we should be
very competitive.

Under Secretary OLMER. Mr. Chairman, in 1979, the European
Commission made a proposal to set aside 10 percent of the 10
member state PTT annual procurement into sort of a collective
pool which other member states would be allowed to bid on. That
1979 initiative is about to expire. Well, it did expire in 1983, and
there wasn't one single example of it ever having been used. I
merely cite that as one revealing instance of the inability of the
Europeans to come together among themselves. And I'm afraid
that they are seeing through the process of deregulation in Amer-
ica and through the wonders that have occurred in the last year
and a half in our economic recovery, and the attention that the job
creating aspects of America has received in Europe, I'm afraid that
they believe the time is not only right, but it's fast running out.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Senator Grassley.
Senator GRASSLEY. I guess I'm pessimistic about whether or not

there will be a long-term strategy, if there is a strategy, to make
the necessary changes or to bring the pressure to bear that will. I
hope that there is, but quite frankly we have been so namby-pamby
in the way that we have approached competition and the necessary
negotiations that go on, never willing to back up what we say with
a strong enough stand-and I think it's because we don't have
enough of an overall policy. It seems like we are always trying to
put out trade fires. Congress is always running there with the
bucket full of water. If we use a hose, the hose isn t long enough, or
there isn't enough water pressure. We never quite get the job done.
And I just wonder if we thought enough about an overall trade
policy. I know that in 1981 and 1982 I made a suggestion for an
economic trade summit in which we would have the best people in
our country from academia, labor, business, government, and agri-
culture get together to establish an overall trade policy similar to
what had been done under the Williams Commission. And that
wasn't really taken very seriously or given very serious consider-
ation.

But it we don't have some sort of an overall strategy-not just in
telecommunications but in everything-we are going to have to re-
solve these approaches through hearings like this, through legisla-
tion like Senator Danforth has brought up a little bit too late. We
always seem to be catching up.

And for the professionals within Government that hang around
from administration to administration that want America to take a
second role, they are somehow dragging their feet, and it seems
like they always win out. And that is why we always look like a
paper tiger in international trade. So it seems to me like not only
in telecommunications but in so many things ih foreign trade we
are going to have to get our act together and have an overall strat-
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egy or we are always going to be having a brush fire to fight. If you
want to comment, I would be happy to have you react, even if you
disagree with me. But you don't have to. It s just an observation
that I want to make for the record.

Under Secretary OLMER. Well, thank you, Senator Grassley, for
the opportunity to solicit your support and that of the chairman
for the administration's effort to reorganize our trade policy appa-
ratus.

[Laughter.]
Under Secretary OLMER. That will also be a matter of first priori-

ty when the Congress returns in January.
Senator GRASSLEY. Well, if we have got to get a new bureaucracy

before we can have a new trade policy, instead of just being behind
in telecommunications, we will be behind on everything. I think we
have got to have a policy that is comprehensive.

Under Secretary OLMER. We have done, I think, a fair to good job
in the instance of Japan in the area of telecommunications. It re-
mains to be seen whether I will be proven right. Only circum-
stances that are reflected in sales by American companies and in-
vestment companies will prove that. But we have established a
framework. And the way we did it was through an intensive effort
that involved the entire administration. I have been sort of nega-
tive on the European Community and maybe I have allowed my
recent experience to overwhelm what might otherwise have been a
more optimistic outlook-but in the instance of Japan, the pros-
pects were not good. And yet I'm absolutely convinced that many
companies in Japan, many companies outside of the telecommuni-
cations area very much want foreign products because they realize
that there is greater product innovation abroad than there is do-
mestically, and they will begin to put pressure on their own gov-
ernments.

My written testimony has a sentence in there that suggested
that too will be a factor in Europe, but it remains to be seen as to
whether it will happen fast enough. I don't for 1 minute think that
market forces alone are going to solve this problem. They won't. If
they were allowed to, they would. The fact is that governments
abroad are not going to permit them to work.

We were successful in the instance of Japan because we did
make a full court press. And I think we need to do the same thing
elsewhere. We may have a similar opportunity.

Senator GRASSLEY. One clarification. My observation was based
upon not just this administration but over a much longer period of
time. In fact, I guess you can look at some areas where there is
some benefit from strong approaches that have been taken. But I
still think we lack an overall strategy-maybe there is one there,
but I think the point of the overall strategy, if there is one, ought
to be made more clear because I don't think it's understood at least
in the agricultural groups in my State that are so concerned about
foreign trade.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Senator Grassley.
Secretary Olmer, thank you very much. And I want you to know

that I very much hope that you will be back at the time of the con-
vening of the next Congress, still in the Commerce Department,
pressing for those good ideas which the administration has on
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international trade, and maybe even those ideas which are not
quite so good.

Under Secretary OLMER. Thank you, sir. Like-minded people will
be back.

Senator DANFORTH. Next we have a panel consisting of Wayne
Weeks, president of AT&T Technologies' Network Systems Group,
New York; Mr. John J. McDonnell, Jr., group vice president, Tele-
communications Group, Electronic Industries Association, Wash-
ington, DC.

STATEMENT OF E. WAYNE WEEKS, PRESIDENT, AT&T
TECHNOLOGIES' NETWORK SYSTEMS GROUP, NEW YORK, NY
Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Weeks, thank you for being here.
Mr. WEEKS. My name is Wayne Weeks and I'm president of

AT&T Technologies' Network Systems Group. We design, manufac-
ture, and install switching, transmission and cable, and wire prod-
ucts. Now while we are still, as most other people are, studying the
commission's report in detail and expect to file comments at a later
date for the record, this morning I would like to briefly present my
perspective and concern on the basic issue being brought into the
focus through the efforts of this committee.

The issue, as I see it, is whether the court and commission or-
dered restructuring of the telecommunications industry has created
significant trade problems for the United States. And in my opin-
ion, it has.

Conditions favorable to entry by foreign producers first occurred
for customer premise equipment, as we have heard earlier today,
with the result that we are all familiar with. And furthermore, we
are familiar with the strategy of first entering the United States
with lower cost products, and then building on this base to sell
more complex and sophisticated equipment. Conditions for major
competitive inroads by foreign suppliers now exist for network
products also. And logic tells us that these conditions will be ex-
ploited in the same way that they were for customer premise
equipment.

For network products such as switching and transmission sys-
tems, the full impact of recent changes in the marketplace have
not really had a chance to be felt. But even before divestiture, we
were seeing significant activity in some product areas. Among
these were digital switches, light wave systems and digital radio
systems. And our figures project sales of network equipment by for-
eign based companies to be a billion and a half dollars in 1984.
That's a 30 percent increase over 1983. And then a potential 300
percent growth over the next 5 years.

Thus, our projections are that the experience with customer
premise equipment will be repeated in other telecommunications
product areas. What we have seen so far is just the beginning.

Now our foreign based competitors are free to export their prod-
ucts to the United States, to acquire U.S. firms, or set up shop and
manufacture here themselves, all without substantial impediments.
And in selling here, they are not hobbled, as AT&T is, by the struc-
tural separation requirements of the FCC's "Second Computer In-
quiry."
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But what is particularly frustrating to us is our lack of a corre-
sponding ability to fairly compete in their home countries because
of tariff and significant nontariff barriers to trade and investment.
For example, we have found that the price of entry in many coun-
tries is the sharing of our proprietary product and manufacturing
technology. Our experience, is that these barriers are real and sig-
nificantly affect our ability to compete abroad.

This situation I have described has clear and disturbing implica-
tions for our Nation's technological leadership and balance of
trade. We favor free trade, but notice that it does not prevail. For
that reason, we strongly support initiatives such as the Commis-
sion's report, but we are concerned that it does not reflect all of the
effects on trade in network products, not all of the effects that we
perceive.

However, our hope is that the report will focus attention on the
need for'action to achieve an international free trade environment.

That's the end of my statement, Senator, and thank you very
much.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Mr. Weeks.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Weeks follows:]

STATEMENT OF E. WAYNE WEEKS, JR., ON BEHALF OF AT&T TECHNOLOGIES

My name is Wayne Weeks. I am president of AT&T Technologies' Network Sys-
tems Group. We design, manufacture, and install switching, transmission, and cable
and wire products.

We are still studying the Commission's Report and expect to file comments for the
record later on. Today, I would like to briefly present my perspective and concerns
on the basic issue being brought into focus through the efforts of this Committee.

That issue, as I see it, is whether the court- and Commission-ordered restructuring
of the telecommunications industry has created significant trade problems for the
United States. In my opinion it has.

Conditions favorable to entry by foreign producers first occurred for customer
premises equipment-with results with which we are all familiar.

Conditions for major competitive in-roads by foreign suppliers now exist for net-
work products also. Logic tells us that these conditions will be exploited in the same
way.

Furthermore, we are familiar with the strategy of first entering the United States
with lower cost products, and then building on this base to sell more complex and
sophisticated equipment.

For network products, such as switching and transmission systems, the full
impact of recent changes in the marketplace have not really had a chance to be felt.
But even before AT&T divestiture, we were seeing significant activity in some prod-
uct areas-such as digital switches, lightwave systems and digital radio systems.
And our figures project sales of network equipment by foreign-based companies to
be a billion and a half dollars in 1984-a 30-percent increase over 1983-with poten-
tial 300-percent growth over the next five years. Thus, our projections are that the
experience with customer premises equipment will be repeated in other telecom-
munications product areas. What we have seen is only the beginning.

Our foreign-based competitors are free to export their products to the United
States. acquire U.S. firms, or set up shop and manufacture here themselves-all
without substantial impediment. And in selling here they are not hobbled, as AT&T
is, by the structural separation requirements of the FCC's Second Computer Inquiry.

But what is particularly frustrating is our lack of a corresponding ability to fairly
compete in their home countries because of tariff and nontariff barriers to trade
and investment. For example, the price of entry in many countries is a sharing of
our proprietary product and manufacturing technology. Our experience is that these
barriers are real, and significantly affect our ability to compete abroad.

This situation I have described has clear and disturbing implications for our na-
tion's technological leadership and balance of trade.

We favor free trade, but notice that it does not prevail. For that reason we strong-
ly support initiatives such as the Commission's Report. But we are concerned that it
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does not reflect all of the effects on trade in network products that we see. However,
our hope is that the Report will focus attention on the need for action to achieve an
international free trade environment.

STATEMENT OF JOHN J. McDONNELL, JR., GROUP VICE PRESI-
DENT, TELECOMMUNICATIONS GROUP, ELECTRONIC INDUS-
TRIES ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, DC

Senator DANFORTH. Mr. McDonnell.
Mr. MCDONNEiL. Thank you, Senator.
As you are aware, the Telecommunications Group of the Elec-

tronic Industries Association has endorsed the Telecommunications
Trade Act of 1984. And we look forward to addressing some of the
issues raised by that legislation at a subsequent hearing.

Today we would like to discuss the trade impact of the AT&T di-
vestiture and the future of international trade in telecommunica-
tions equipment. Just like AT&T, the Telecommunications Group
advocates and promotes the opening of world markets. Our indus-
try is a world leader technologically and to the extent that world
trade barriers are reduced, our member companies can naturally
benefit from increased sales opportunities. Therefore, we have con-
sistently opposed protectionism and protectionist measures in the
United States and abroad.

We have been able to review and comment on the trade hearings
that were conducted by the International Trade Commission, and
our statement for the record goes into some depth in analyzing
some of their comments.

But in analyzing the impact of divestiture on the U.S. market,
we feel as you have indicated, that they grossly understated the sit-
uation as it exists today. For one thing, when we look at the statis-
tics which they so accurately have gathered and pointed out in
their report, we see a completely different picture than the one
which they portray in the report.

For example, when we look at the same period 1978 to 1983,
which they analyzed, we see a growth of over 600 percent in im-
ports, a number which doesn't appear to show up any place in the
report, but which can be readily calculated from the tables. By con-
trast, our exports grew by only 57 percent. Now, obviously, this is
not due to divestiture. The opening of our market started some
years ago. Divestiture is just the latest in a long series of decisions
which has resulted in the opening of the market.

We have also heard comments today that the balance of trade in
1983 reversed for the first time in this high technology area. The
other area that they don't seem to have addressed in the report is
what the Bell operating companies are doing in terms of determin-
ing who their equipment suppliers will be in this post-divestiture
era. There is a statement in the report that indicates they don't see
any major impact and that the Bell operating companies will con-
tinue to purchase from AT&T. And yet on April 9, there was a
chart published in Communications Week which indicates that of
all seven operating companies six have selected foreign firms as
one of their suppliers for PBX equipment. And, in fact, one has se-
lected all foreign firms. Each of them selected at least three suppli-
ers.
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Now if that is not going to have a major impact on the post-di-
vestiture scenario of the telecommunications industry, I'm not sure
what will.

You have already heard comments about what the impacts
would be on post-divestiture overseas. By opening our markets and
creating economies of scale for our foreign competition, we can
expect that they will be more competitive in the markets in which
we both compete, namely the less developed countries.

The second area that we would like to address today is 'he area
of the foreign market for telecommunications. You have heart] tes-
timony that the foreign market is closed. The ITC report gives us
some figures that tell us just how closed it is. They analyzed eight
foreign countries where the market is $21.5 billion. If you read
through all their figures, they don't state it, but you will find that
we got half a billion dollars in those eight countries. And if you
analyze it even further, you will find that the half billion went pri-
marily to the private sector. Virtually nothing to the public sector.
This tie that I'm wearing was given to me in November by the
German Bundespost. I suggest it may be the only thing an Ameri-
can communications company got from the German Bundespost in
1983. I can assure you it was the only thing my company got.

I have just joined EIA after 31/2 years as vice president of inter-
national operations for a U.S. data communications company, and I
still bear all the scars of the international trade battles.

The biggest problem that we have overseas is that the PTT's
maintain a monopolistic market and only in certain countries do
they even open the private sector. And the trend is getting worse.
In the European common market where they have closed telecom-
munications one to another to favor their own domestic industries
there is a move afoot to open it, but only to the other European
countries. The French minister of the PTT stated in April and was
quoted in Le Monde that this should be a major priority of the Eu-
ropean Community-to open the market so that they can develop
economies of scale which will enable them to compete with Ameri-
can and Japanese companies in the countries in which we mutual-
ly compete.

That brings us to the final segment of international trade, which
is the less developed countries that don't have their own telecom-
munications industry and purchase from Europe, Japan, Canada,
and the United States.

Here I'm afraid the U.S. Government must bear some responsi-
bility as part of the sales prevention team. The handicaps that we
endure in competing with foreign countries are numerous, but just
to isolate a few that we found most burdensome is export financing
at below market interest rates to finance overseas projects, a very
common practice that foreign governments practice on behalf of
their domestic telecommunications industry; subsidized and joint
research and development activities. That is quite legal overseas,
but here prohibited by antitrust laws.

The linking of government aid measures, such as providing aid to
developing countries which purchase equipment from the nation
extending the aid. A tying arrangement, which again, in this coun-
try is illegal per the antitrust laws.
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So we go into these less developed countries literally with our
hands tied behind our backs. In fact, it's remarkable that we have
achieved the kind of success we have. And it really is attributed to
the one thing that we will agree with in the ITC report, and that is
that the U.S. telecommunications industry continues to maintain
its technological superiority, and that's the only basis on which we
can compete.

Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. McDonnell follows:]
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STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MCDONNh.LL

Group Vice President

Telecommunications Group

on behalf of the

TELECOMMUNICATIONS GROUP O: THE

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman, I am John J. McDonnell, Group Vice President

of the Telecommunications Group of the Electronic Industries

Association. I am testifying today on behalf of the Telecom-

munications Group, which represents 68 U.S. producers of

telecommunications equipment. I appreciate the opportunity to

appear be fore you today.

As you are aware, the Telecommunications Group has endorsed

S.2618, the Telecommunications Trade Act of 1984, and I look

forward to addressing some of the issues raised by that

legislation in a subsequent hearing. I am here today to discuss

the trade impact of the AT&T divestiture and the future of

international trade in telecommunications equipment. A number of

recent studies have addressed these issues, including, most

recently, a study prepared by the U.S. International Trade

Commission at the request of the Committee on Finance. The

various studies have arrived at a range of rather divergent

conclusions, which underscores the difficulty of predicting the

impact of a market restructuring as sweeping as that which is now

underway as a result of the breakup of the Bell system. At the

risk of adding still further to the cacaphony of opinion, I would

like to offer my own views on the subject.

The Telecommunications Group supports the opening of markets

in the U.S. and abroad. Our industry is a world leader tech-

rilogically, and to the extent world trade barriers are reduced,

our member companies naturally benefit from increased sales

opportunities. Accordingly, we have consistently opposed

protectionism and protectionist measures in the United States and
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abroad. In a world characterized by free trade, we would welcome

the breakup of the Bell system without reservation as a market

openiq__measure creating new opportunities and a more competitive

environment for our companies. However, untortunately, we are at

present, practically alone among the developed countries in

having created an open market for telecommunications equipment --

the domestic markets of our major international competitors are,

with a few exceptions, largely closed to foreign sales.

It is against this background that the AT&T divestiture has

occurred. We have, in effect, largely completed the process of

opening our-own market unilaterally, while our major r-vals'

markets remain wholly or largely closed. In my view, the

existing imbalance in reciprocal opportunities has been

exacerbated by the divestiture, and that fact holds significant

implications for our long run trade performance in this sector.
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I. The International Trade Consequences of Divestiture

The breakup of the AT&T system is resulting in a substantial

further opening up of the U.S. telecounications equipment market,

which was already one of the most open in the world. In effect,

we have opened our own market unilaterally while the markets of

our principal international competitors remain largely closed to

our products, particularly with respect to core technology items

such as switching and transmission equipment. We believe that

this unilateral opening has had and will continue to have an

impact on trade in telecommunications equipment -- specifically,

we think that it will result in a sharp increase in import volume

anti import share of the U.S. market, and that if anything, it

will have a negative effect on U.S. firms' export performance.

A. Impact of the Divestiture on the U.S. Market

We think that the biggest single trade-related effect of the

divestiture will be on the volume of telecommunications equipment

imports into our own market. Imports reached an all-time high of

approximately $2 billion last year, nearly double the 1982 total,

and over five times the total for 1978. We believe that the

divestiture will accelerate this trend.

The breakup of the AT&T system cannot be looked at in

isolation -- it is in fact only the most recent in a series of

judicial and regulatory actions which have progressively openea

up the U.S. telecommunications equipment market to foreign

suppliers. A series of FCC actions in the 1960s and 1970s

allowed non-Bell equipment to be connected to the public switched
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telephone network (PSTN) -- and as a result, imports of products

such as telephones, modems, telephone answering machines, and

PBXs have increased substantially. At the same time, U.S.

equipment producers increased their export volume, but not at

nearly the same rate at which the volume of imports was

growing. In significant part, this reflected the fact that most

foreign markets which had their own indigenous equipment

suppliers were closed to our products -- our increase in exports

for the most part reflected sales in developing countries and the

Middle East. As a result of these trends -- an import growth

rate that far exceeded our export growth rate -- our balance of

trade in telecommunications equipment turned negative in 1983

(Table 1).

The statistics gathered by the U.S.I.T.C. for its report

illustrate how this phenomenon has occurred. Table 2 depicts the

U.S. import and export trends in the major telecommunications

equipment product categories according to the U.S.I.T.C.'s

statistics for the years 1978-83, the historic period which the

U.S.I.T.C. examined in its study. As can be seen, imports of

customer premises equipment -- a product market which was

significantly opened by FCC regulatory actions -- grew by b40

percent between 1978 and 1983, totaling more than $1.5 billion

last year. By contrast, our exports grew by only 57 percent

during the same period -- our trade deficit in this product

category exceeded $1 billion last year, and the balance of trade

ran against us by more than 3 to 1.



THE U.S. BALANCE OF TRADE IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 1978-83
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Source: U.S. International Trade Commission Report, Table 4.

Table I
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Table 2

TRENDS IN U.S. TRADE IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT, 1978-83

Telecaimunicatiow ftuiplunt (Total)

Em~ortS

value Increase (Decrease)
(S Million) OVer 1978

$ 748.5
858.4 141
969.9 301

1,138.3 521
1,319.2 76%
1,341.7 791

value
(S Million)

$ 300.1
413.0
559.1
712.8

1.018.1
1,990.3

Increase (Decrease)
Over 1978

371
861

1371
1291
536%

Tranmission equipment

increase (Decrease)
Over 1978

211
361
70%
921

1041

Imports

Value Increase (Decrease)
(S Million) Over 1978

S 66.1 -

73.1 101
92.1 361

106.4 561
185.3 1641
331.7 3661

Cable, wire and Light ulde

Value Increase (Decrease)
(S Million) Over 1978

S 161.1
156.0
108.6
137.0
134.0
164.7

(31)
331
(15%)
(16%)

2%

Value Increase (Decrease)
(S Million) Over 1978

$ 8.2
16.0
30.3
38.5
41.0
48.6

951
2701
370%
4001
5931

customer premises Fquipment

EXPorts

Value Increase (Decrease)
(S Million) Over 1978

S 314.6
381.8
454.7
492.1
520.8
495.0

211
45%
561
661
571

Value
(S Million)

$ 213.7
301.4
408.6
552.8
775.0

1,582.4

Increase (Decrease)
Over 1978

411
911
158%
2631
6401

Switching V cipment

Increase (Decrease)
Over 1978

161
54%
931
1621
1671

Irvrts

Value Inccease (Decrease)
(S million) Over 1978

$ 12.0 -
22.4 871
28.4 137%
15.1 261
16.8 401
27.6 1301

.Srce: ')..rr.TC. plic,'mli- 1d42 (June 19841 Tables 4-P.

.8-.5' i A Q

Year

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

Year

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

Value
(S Million)

$ 72.6
88.2
98.8

123.6
139.6
148.1

Year

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

Year

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

Year

1978
1q79
1980
lqR1
1982
1983

Value
(S Million)

S 199.7
232.4
307.9
385.5
523.9
533.9
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In the other product categories, cable, wire ond lightguide,

and transmission and switching equipment, the total volume of

imports has until now been smaller -- reflecting, in part, the

relationship between Western Electric and the Bell operating

companies -- but here too, prior to divestiture, the trends were

already largely unfavorable for the U.S. industry. The

independent telecommunication and interconnect companies, and to

some extent the Bell companies themselves, constituted markets

for foreign suppliers of these products. Imports ot cable, wire

and lightguide products increased by nearly 600 percent between

1978 and 1983, while our exports showed virtually no growth. In

transmission equipment, imports grew more than 3 1/2 times taster

than our exports. Only in switching equipment did our export

growth rate marginally exceed that of our imports.

When these figures are aggregated, it is evident that even

before the divestiture, the trade trends in this sector were

already highly unfavorable to the U.S. industry. Imports have

grown at a rate more than six times greater than our exports

between 1978 and 1983 -- and while most of our export growth came

prior to 1981, the greatest increase in imports has come since

1981.1/ In effect, our exports are stagnating, while our import

volume is growing explosively.

All of this happened before divestiture, but it suggests

what some of the effects of the AT&T breakup may well be. The

1/ Moreover, if one begins with a base year of 1976, the
figures are even more dramatic. U.S. export in 1983 were
205% greater than 1976 but import were 1,449% greater -
a seventeen fold increAse.
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market for customer premises equipment, where the most pronounced

import growth has occurred to date, is the product area where

pre-divestiture regulatory measures have had the greatest market-

opening impact. We believe that the divestiture may have a

similar effect in many other product areas, and that the

experience of this sector may, in effect, be repeated on a larger

scale. To the extent that we see room for some hope in these

figures, it stems from the fact that U.S. firms' strongest

performance has been in the highest-technology product areas --

we retain, at present, an overall technological edge in this

industry.

We note that the U.S.I.T.C. has concluded that "there is no

particular indication that the divestiture is expected to produce

an increase in telecommunications equipment imports" (p. 87). In

part this conclusion is based on the Commission's view (p. 86)

that "the bulk of the Bell operating companies' market should

remain with Western Electric." We recognize that predicting the

future is at best a hazardous occupation, but we disagree with

the Commission's assessment for several reasons. In tact, we

would point to the 1983 import surge which resulted in the first

trade deficit in the history of the telecommunication sector in

support of our contention. While divestiture had not yet taken

place, its existence was known and already beginning to affect

huying decisions.

Recent reports indicate that the former Bell companies have

turned to foreign sources on a widespread scale (we have attached

a number of these reports to this testimony). A large number of
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Bell companies have already concluded contracts with foreign

suppliers to use and in some cases distribute their products,

including key switching systems and PBXs. In fact, many of the

operating companies -- apparently anxious to sever the AT&T tie

-- are reportedly courting suppliers other than Western

Electric. One industry observer commented recently in the

Washington Post that "there is a little bit of animosity between

AT&T technologies and the Bell companies, a lot of which exists

because the Bell companies view AT&T as their competitor."

One example of this phenomenon is illustrated in Table 3,

which depicts PBX sourcing by former Bell operating companies

which are now marketing customer premises equipment. Each

company is marketing three lines of PBXs, and in most cases at

least one of these lines is a foreign-made PBX. In the case of

one former operating company, Ameritech, all three PBX lines are

foreign-made, and in two other instances, two of the three lines

are foreiqn-made.

We believe that it is logical to assume that the former Bell

companies will seek alternative sources of equipment since it is

ultimately to their advantage to be able to choose among several

suppliers. This process will inevitably lead to an increase in

foreign sourcing because in many product areas, foreign-made

equipment is highly competitive with U.S.-made equipment, and

foreign firms are likely to offer favorable terms to the

operating companies as a means of securing and expanding a

foothold in the U.S. market -- which is the largest telecom-

munications equipment market in the world. Numerous recent
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TABLE 3

PBX SUPPLIERS TO THE BELL OPERATING COMPANIES

Former Regional
Bell Operating

Company

Aeritech

Bell Atlantic

Bell South

NYNEX

Pacific Telesis
Group

Southwestern Bell
Corporation

US West

Division Selling
PBXs

Ameritech Commu-
nications

Bell Atlanticom
Systems

Bell South
Services

Business Informa-
tion Systems

Pac Tel. Commu-
nications Systems

Southwestern Bell
Tel ecommunicatlons

Firstel Information
Systems

PBX
Manufacturer

TIE/Comm. (F)
Ericsson (F)
NEE (F)

TI E/Comm.(F)
NEC (F)
Intecom

American Tel.
ITT
Northern Tel.
Intecom

TI E/Comm. (F)
GTE
Intecom

TI E/Comm.
American Tel.(F)
Northern Tel,

American Tel.(F)
Northern Tel.
Intecom

TIE/Comm.(F)
NEC (F)
Ztel

(F) - Foreign-made PBX

Source: Communications Week, April 9, 1984.

PBX

Data Star
Prodigy
NEAX 2400

Data Star
NEAX 2400
IBX

Focus
3100L
SL-1, 100
IBX

Vata Star
Omni
IBX

Data Star
Focus
SL-1

Focus
SL-1, 100
IBX

Data Star
NEAX 4"400
PNX
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Table 4

IMPORT PENETRATION OF THE U.S. MARKET FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT, 1978-83

Percent of Apparent
Domestic Consumption

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

Source: U.S. International Trade Commission Report,
Table 4.
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reports that foreign suppliers are gearing up for a major push

into the U.S. market tend to confirm that this is actually

occurring (we have attached several such articles to this

test imony).

Finally, while no one can predict the future with perfect

accuracy and clarity, we do have the benefit of some historical

experience with respect to ,,arket opening in this sector. As

noted, the market for customer premises equipment, which was

substantially opened in the past two decades, has seen a major

influx in import volume. This has occurred not only at the lower

end of the technological spectrum -- disposable telephones and

similar products -- but also with respect to the higher

technology product lines, such as PBXs and modems. We think that

it is not unreasonable to assume that a similar result may occur

over the next several years as a result of divestiture in product

areas such as central office equipment and transmission emuipinent

-- in fact, imports of all of these product types showed a sharp

increase in 1983, when the effects of the imminent divestiture

were heginning to be felt.

B. The Effect of Divestiture in International Markets

We believe that the principal impact of the AT&T divestiture

on competition in international markets will be to enhance the

cost-competitiveness of the foreign competitors of U.S. telecom-

munications equipment producers in third country markets. To a

large degree, cost reduction is a function of sales volume -- as

volume increases, a producer reduces its unit ccsts through
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economies of scale and learning economies (the so-called

"learning curve'). Foreign firms gaining access to tne U.S.

market will be able to add U.S. sales volume to the volume they

already enjoy as a result of their protected home markets --

enabling them to reduce the cost of all of their products and to

price more aggressively against U.S. firms in third-country

markets such as the developing countries and the Middle East.

U.S. firms could offset this advantage by corresponding increases

in their own export sales volume. However, as long as the home

markets of our competitors remain largely closed, our ability to

do this will remain limited. We address this issue more

completely in our assessment of the future of international trade

in telecommunications equipment.

TI. The Future of International Trade in Telecommunizations

There are two international markets for telecommunications,

the more developed countries which have domestic telecommunica-

tions supplier industries and the less developed countries who do

not. Each of these markets has unique characteristics which

affect our international trade.

A. Trade With Developed Countries

As accurately pointed out in the U.S.I.T.C. report,2-/ the

rI.S. represents the largest market for telecommunications

Equipment. The other major markets which have a domestic

2/ U.S.I.T.C Publication 1542 (June 1984)
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tele'communications industry of their own are the European

Community, Japan and Canada. The U.b.I.T.C. report accurately

reports on the status of the telecommunications market in eight

major foreign countries.!/ It documents very well the fact that

all foreign telephone administrations have restrictive purchasing

policies in place which favor domestic suppliers. Therefore,

most of the trade which presently exists involves the sale of

d equipment to the private sector. At the present time, even the

European Common Market countries have kept government Procurement

of telecommunications equipment out of the arena of competi-

tion. Unfortunately, the U.S.I.T.C. report does not separate the

foreign market figures into Private Sector and Government

Spctor. As a result, it gives us no clear picture as to which

part of the $21.5 billion dollar market.A/ which it analyzes is

open to competition. However, by analyzing Tables H-6 through

H-15 in the report, we find that of the $1.3 billion in U.S.

equipment exported in 1983, less than $.5 billion dollars went to

the eight developed countries who represented a $21.5 billion

dollar market. If we can assume, as the report states/ and the

EIA Telecommunications Group supports, that "U.S. tirms remain

foremost in telecommunications technology" then we can only

conclude that the overwhelming portion of the communications

market in developed countries is closed.

3/ Ibid., p. 44.

4/ Ibid., p. 38.

5/ Ibid., pg. xii.
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Also, the report fails to point out the ongoing effort

within the European Community to establish a European

Telecommunications System with open procurement limited to the

10 FC countries. One of the stated objectives of this eftort is

to create a market large enough to encourage European

manufacturers to make the investments needed "to allow them to

compete with U.S. and Japanese tirms." 6_/ Clearly, the European

Community has no intention of opening its markets in the same

manner in which we have opened ours.

As stated in the U.S.I.T.C. report,/ Japan has had the most

closed market for telecommunications. While we acknowledge tl-at

Japan has undertaken some programs to open up their market, these

programs have had limited success to date. In 1983 the U.k.

imported $470 million -- an increase of 60 perce'L -- while

exports amounted to $7 million. For 1984, projections are that

imports will rise to $660 million while exports will increase to

$25 million..-/

The growing trade imbalance necessitates the consideration

of stronger measures. This is why the Telecommunications Group

of EIA welcomed the introduction of the Telecommunications Trade

Act of 1984.

6/ French PTT Minister Louis Mexandeau, Le Monde April 3.

7/ Ibid., p. 44.

8/ Department of Commerce figures.
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R. Trade With Less Developed Countries

In 1983, the international market for telecommunications

equipment outside of the eight foreign markets analyzed by the

U.S.I.T.C. report amounted to $14.4 billion dollars or 26 percent

of the world market. Of this, the U.S. was only able to capture

$.8 billion or 1.5 percent of this market..2/ Unfortunately, the

report does not address this issue in any depth.

Given our often stated technological superiority, why have

we been so ineffective in a market which, in theory, otters equal

opportunity to both ourselves and our international competi-

tors? We can cite the fact that the governments of most

countries who ha.'e a telecommunications industry --- as a matter

of public policy -- support the export activities of their

domestic suppliers. These supports take several forms:

o Export financing at below market interest
rates to finance overseas projects;

o ~ubsidized and joint research and
development activities;

o Linking of government aid measures (such
as development aid) to developing country
purchases of equipment from the nation
extending the aid.

We would he remiss if we did not also cite the U.S.

government as a member of the "sales prevention tea:a." While

other countries encourage exports, we apply export controls.

While other countries encourage and finance joint R&D etforts, we

enforce antitrust laws which inhibit such activities. While

9/ U.S.I.T.C. Report, M. cit., pg. 17.
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other countries attach strings to foreign aid grants, we consider

it beneath ourselves to do so.

The very entrepreneurial spirit which has caused our tele-

communications industry to grow from 380 firms in 1978 to 550 in

1983L/ works to our disadvantage in international markets for

two reasons. Many of the smaller companies feel that the financial

risk of entering the international marketplace is too great given

the existing obstacles. Secondly, only our largest suppliers are

capable of bidding some of the large "turn-key" projects.

It is possible that the Export Trading Act of 1982 could be

utilized to overcome these disadvantages and the Telecommunica-

tions Grnup is actively exploring this possibility. It should be

noted, however, that the degree of success enjoyed by companies

formed unler the act has been disappointing at best and

catastrophic at worst.

Therefore, we strongly recommend that efforts be made to

counter the incentives being provided to our competitors by

introducing similar measures. For example, the Export-Import

Bank should become more competitive in extending export tinancing

to U.S. firms and we should act on some of the pending legislation

permitting joint R&D efforts. While we do not expect and are not

asking for parity with our foreign competitors in these areas, we

need to blunt the non-technical advantages offered to our foreign

competitors so that our technological superiority can successfully

expand our export market.

10/ Ibid., Pg. 17.
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Telephone
Equipment
Fight Is On

AT&T Breakup
Opens Up Vast,
Growing Market

By Merro Brou

NEW YORK-The breakup of
American Telephone & Telegraph
Co. not only created seven giant re.
gional telephone companies, but it
also hms opened a vast and growing
market for telephone equipment,
more dramatically than industry ex-
ecutives could have imagined.

With the end of their old product
supply relationship with AT&Ts
Western Electric subsidiary, the new
Bel holding companies are buying

uipment from companies Woes
United States, from Canadian.

based giant Northern Telecom Ltd
and increasingly from offshore com.
pnies such as Japan's NEC Amer.
ia, a subsidiary of Nippon Electric.

It is too esaly to tell whether"
American or foreign equipment
firm will benefit more from the
breakup, but the nature of the new
competition is clear, company offi.
dais say. "The industry is becoming
a world marketplace, and you will
se products coming and going de.
pending on their price and techno.
ca," said WilJam L Weiss, chair.

man of Ameritech, the Chicago.
based telephone holding company
spun off from AT&T. "It is really a
shifting sea."

As the Jan 1 ba apw
psahed,1 many eqipen menu-

ftresworried that=te would
face difficulties in silig to the Bei-hoe compnl, firms that hd
made virtually all their telecommun-
kcations equipment purchases from
Western Electric. The fea was that
the -mponal procurement experts
would favor products made by
AT&T Technologies, the new name
for Wetern Electric.

In some Cases, the exact opposite
has taken place, according to indus.
try insiders, and, for the most part,
regional phone company officWs ar
bending over backwards to buy
products from companies other than
AT&T. In part, that is due to a cr-
taln tension between AT&T and its
offspring and in part to the desire of
procurement staffs to rind the best
be a for high-technology goods.

"There is a little bit of animosity
between AT&T Technologies and
the Bell companies, a lot of which
exsts because the Bell companies
view AT&T as their competitor,*
'said Robert LaBlanc, a leading in.
dustry conmultant and a member of
the board of director. of TIW/Com.
municatio Inc.. a major equipment
manufacturer. 'They went from be.
ing bedfellows to winding up at the
oppoite ends of the court," said an-
alyst Steven Chrust at Sanford C.
Bernstein & Co.

Furthermore, regional company
executives are under such pressure
and increasing scrutiny as heads of
Dowly independent, publicly traded
companies that old loyalties fade
quickly. At U S West, Rey Wolbert,
a purchasing vice president, said
that his company has saved about
$15 million this year m a result of

See PHONES, G1l

I
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Phone Equipment Market Booms
" PHONES, From GI the regional holding companies to contract in the $250 million range

hI.g competitive bidding on $131 sho 100 percent growth this year fo major switching equipment with
million in contract rded to over 1983. "Divestiture has made it Nrthern Telecom, according to
AT&T and Northern Telecom. easier to sel to the Bell company Rgr Colo district staff manager
. Philadelphisabased Bell Atlantic, market because the up-front costs of for procument at Pacific BelL
for instance, has agreements with 1 selling to sMalle orgaiatiom is Without father detail, Cole sid
manufcturer of utmner equip- , Bender said. AT&T Techologies was considered
ment, and Ameritch ha For most of last year, AT&T of. in that bidding.
deals with Northern Telecom, Eri Ilcias were reluctant to eU high- Since 1971, when Northern first
eon, NEC, TIE, and AT&T Teh. quality COMunW and low.end busi- came to the United States, sales here
ole, a well with four smaller nim products to the regional com. have grown from $30 million to

company for data communications parents fearing their competition. To about $1.5 billion. And the compa.
products. "What we anmaeking is a certain extent, that strstey ha nys U subsidiary expects to
the tcnology and equipment that changed, although say record sles of $800 million this year
beat fits our cutome mnlls,' UW AT&T will hae a hard time over- alone for central-office equipment
Ameritsc's Weist. "We to comin1 inroads made by competi- from six of the seven regional com.
wherever it is to get it tor By this time, the regional com. pMies, up from $125 million in 1982

The difcultes of thom reltion penim are saying, 'My goodness, why and about $300 million this year.
ships ar confirmed by several re- do I want to buy from them?' Moreor, ales of Northern To.
g company officials, We met LaBlanc aid. lecor A* switching equipment to
with the Weter people Whd went While the post-divestiture market the regional holding companies will
over their total product line, and for smaller residential and business exceed the company's sales of that
they just couldn't meet what we products has bloomed for more than gear to other local phone firms this
were looking for, mid Dick Perry of a dozen large and rudll domestc year for the first time. E. F. Hutton
FirtTel Information Systems, a sub- and foreign companies, a more dif- & CA hic. analyst Charles Nichols
aidiary of U S Weak do Denver. ficult market to crack his been the predicts that Northern TelecomUased Solding Wemast n e mammoth multibillior-dollar can. sales to the Bell companies will rise
bfrd hoding company spun of ttal omce field. to between $730 million and $840
from AT&T. They were Only AT&T Technologies and million in 1985.
flexible on terms and W lg, Northern Telecom Ltd. have made AT&T mrkete sy, however,
and their marketing strte gies !Ir sat on that front to the regional that tey m catc g Northern Te
our have a tendency to conflict." faim because the complex central tacom, rebounding from what one

As a result, S West has signed office equipment requires months of official said Wd a 1983 market share
major osum r premite equipment tetng and standards aPPrOval b. of 5 percent to 10 percent in the $1

contract insted with TIE, le fare purchase Md installation billion dJi fr.switching-quipment
ANmria, and with Te, at .maler And even there, regional company market to close to 50 percent this
w York ompnypa agreements officials claim they me working dil- year. -We'r s at a later point,

worth a total of more than $100 mil. gently to approve products from b we're on equal competitive foot-
lion. TIE ha signed contracts to de. other manufacturers. We need to g 9' ad ompHe At
liver products to each of the seven make a big effort to get other qtu-. Technologies' general manager for
divested regional companies, while ified vendors, said Pete urley, Ts- network market planning and mno-
NEC Telephones, the NEC America &Wsant vice president for purchasing eatwknkt
subsidiary, has contracts with r of for the regulated side of Bell Atlan. W t in He s view, that narrowly
the seven, all excluding Nynex and ti' basinm u n ars iwsta.arol
Pacific Telesis. and with Southern But because that process i s slow, divided, competitive marketplace
New England Telephon, a mipany Northern Telecom has been able to will include moe and more foreign
In which AT&T had a minority inter, take advanta( its foothold in ayers, particular from Western
eat. Analyst Frederick Ziegel of Salo. high-pri digital pitching iystn reopen companies such as L M.

Brothers estmates th the NEC high-priced difoitaliwit g st Ericon and NEC, which has yet tomon BrC established before divestiture,a head ter the digital-switching businesscontract for smaller equipment total start that makes it perhaps the ma. n
between $50 million ad $75 million. jor Mort-trm beneficiary of t jor way in the United States.

Loumis Bender, vice president for breakup of the Bell System.
business development at NEC Tele- Northern Telecom is the hands.
phones oversees a marketing staff of down winner by far,' sid Salomon
about 250 people, and he sid that Brothers' ZiegeL Just recently, for
he expects his firm's business with example, Pacific Telesis signed a
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Bell Split-Up a Boon to Japan

Sales to U.S.
Growing Fast

By ANDREW POLLACK

id ai Te neoM Yomt ri
TOKYO. June 1 - The brealtp of

the American Telephone and Tele-
graph Company and other steps to
deregulate the American telephone
business have opened the market to
competition, as they were intended.
But We opportunities are proving just
as inviting to foreign companies -
notably the Japamese - as to Amer.
l"-- ones.

"It was one chance i-it often of.
feted," said Koicu Shbimbo. a spokes.
man for the NEC Corporation.
Japan's largest telecommunications
equipment company.

Slupments to the United States

from Japan have soared in the last
two years. In 1983. such exports rose
60 percent, to the equvalent of $470
million, according to Commerce Do-
partment figures.

Ln addition, the Japanese compa-
nies are hurrying to set up factones in
the United States. both to be close to
the market and to avoid possible
trade restnctions. For instance, the
Ol Elec-tric Company plans to start

Technology:
The Japanese ChaLlenge
Third rtacle of a series
to appear pernodically.

making car telephones at a new plant
in Atlanta this month, and two weeks
ago NEC announced that it would
build a plant near Portland. Ore., to
make transrussion equipment.

NEC is also expanding capacity at
its telecommunications plant in Dal-
las. and intends to double the number
of push-button tone telephones made
there next year. "In every plant we
are looking for space to expand grow.

iug operations," Mr. Shimbo said.
As shipments from Japan have

grown, the United States trade deficit
has worsened and tensions have in-
creased. In 1983, for the frst time, the
United States imported more tele-
communications equipment tisan it
exported.

Pressure has mounted in the United
States to have Japan and other na.
tons open their markets as well. The
International Trade Commission is
investigating whether the A.T.& T.
divestiture opened the market to for-
eigz companies, and it is to report in
the mile of June. And Senator John
C. D0;nforth. a Republican from Mis.
sound, introduced a bill a month ago
that would penalize nations that do
not open up their own telecommuni.
c3tions markets.

Fearful of trade friction, the Com-
muucations Industry Association of
Japan, a trade group, has cautioned
its members to avoid explosive in-
creases in exports and to build facto.
nes in the United States. according to

Continued on Page 33

J
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AT&T'S Western Eetric Co. subsidiry,
Hic hopes to use sales of its nu to
gain a back-door entry into the booming
oMe automatan market.

"Al at once the U.S. has become an
open market," exults Ryici Toys, a
manager at NEs North American divP
sion. "It you have a good product, you
can ride the wave. That is what we've
done: We see ourselves as a winner."

The AT&T brealp was a much-needea
boost for xm Although it operated a
network of 100 distributors in the U. S,
NDc had difficulty competing with the 15
American, Canadian, and European com-
panies vying for the market. So when
AT&T announced in January. 1982, that it
would divest its operating companies,
0= sped up product development and
started talks with the s,' en new compa.
nies. which could be in strong positions
to sell Pax. "We knew the gate would
only be open from 1984 to 1985" says
Toya. "Those that didn't have a market
share by 1986 could be squeezed out."

01 owKRuW NiC has already won
contracts to supply U.S. West, Ameri-
tech, and Bell Atlantic, three of the sev-
en new companies, with an advanced
new tx (page 179). And Southern New
England Telephone Co., which will still
be partly owned by AT&T after Jan. 1,
plans to combine the new NEC product
with Wang Laboratories Inc. computers
to create its own office automation sys-
tem. NEC estimates that these contracts
alone will bring in more than 1100 ml-
Wn in the next two to three year

To vin the contracts, in September
NEC abruptly scrapped its four IaX mod-
els and replaced them with a single,
more powerful and versatile system. The
NvAX 2400 allows companies to expand

DEUOW.ULATION IS GIVING NEC A 4ANCE
TO PUT ITS STAMP ON THE U. S. PAX MAAXr

the Pox or add new features without North American telecommunications ex-
having to rewrite the software or buy a ecutive in Tokyo: "They price very ag-
new system. "It is the first system that gresaively and are willing to take sus-
has everything in oie machine," boasts tainted losses for a sustained period of
Toys. Since the machine uses the same time to gain market share."
software for 300 or 6,000 phone lines, possms prrimuJ. The keys to NECa
service and maintenance ar easier. success will be how it handles its distri-

Canada's Mitel Corp. announced a simre button, support, and service, says an
iBar system two years ago, but it has executive from one U. S. competitor.
suffered from delays on which NEC was "Whether you can stay in touch with the
quick to capitalize, analysts say. "We marketplace without a direct-sales
moved in just as Mital's reputation was force-that's the difficulty," lie says.
at a low ebb." says Toys. B'it comped- NEC is confident it will avoid such pit-
tors say NEC could sup up like MiteL falls. It will manufactum half of its Bx
Many of the NEC system's most sophisti- systems in its plant in Dallas starting
ared fetus have not been completed. next year. To help its distributors set-

Competitors also charge that NEC is win- vice their customers, NEC's U.S. subsid-
ning contracts with low prices. Says a lay, NeC Amerka Inc., based in Melville,

38-521 0-84--5
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i- t r- to a Busn s -1..-..,*

IN. Y., will double its staff of 200.
NEC sees its PBX customers as potential

buyers of other office automation equip.
ment-including small business comput.
ers-that NEC has had trouble selling in
the U. S. so far. For every $100 million
worth of PBXs it sells its customers, an
additional $0 million of sales in local
area networks, terminals, and other
equipment linked to the PBX will be up
for grabs.

But the competition in'the new era of
telecommunications deregulation will be

ferocious. Computer manufacturers and
communications equipment makers are
joining up to tackle the potentially huge
office automation market: ism with
Rolm- Honeywell with Ericsson, Olivetti
with Crr-Alcatel. 'They see themselves
going up against IBM in the future,"
says Charles Robbins, a research direc-
tor at International Data Corp. "But NEC
doesn't need anybody: They've got the
chip technology and all the components.
And now they've gone out th get the
right salespeople." i



Breakup seen opening up U.S. market to Japanese
NEW YORK - The breakup of the

Bell system will open the U.S. market
to a flood of Japanese telecommuni-
cations equipment, according to re-
port findings recently released here.

According to the report, "Japan,
Inc. in the Telecommunications Mar-
ket," published by Northern Busi-
nes Information, Inc. (NBI), divesti-
ture has fundamentally altered the
nature of competition in US. tele-
communications markets in several
ways, all of which will benefit the
Japanese.

The Bell breakup has breached the
supply line between AT&T and the
former Bell operating companies, the
report claims, making the new re-
gional holding companies potential
customers of Japanese transmission
and central office equipment.

The report contends that the re-
gional holding companies have al-
ready shown that they intend to be

major suppliers of subscriber switch-
ing equipment procured from Japa-
nese firms.

iapm~ma odkey ytem.
All seven regional holding compa-

nies, plus AT&T affiliate Southern
New England Telephone (Snet) are
entirely dependent on Japanese-
made key systems, according to the
report, and five regional holding
companies plus Snet will supply Jap-
anese private branch exchanges
(PBX).

NB! said that divestiture exposes
AT&T's embedded base of obsolete
electromechanical key systems and
analog PBXs. This represents a po-
tential new market for Japanese
products worth about $20 billion.

Divestiture !as changed the na-
ture of competstion in the U.S. tele-
communications equipment market,
according to the study. The historical

relationship between AT&T and its
customers has been weakened or bro-
ken entirely.

In the future, more emphasis will
be placed on technological and cost
considerations; this, NB! asserted.
will tend to favor the Japanese rela-
tive to many of their North American
and European competitors.

The initial stage of deregulation,
the creation of the interconnect mar-
ket, led to today's situation where,
according to the researchers, Japa-
nese companies made the largest pro-
portion of key systems sold in the
US. in 1983.

The final stage of deregulation,
the breakup of the Bell system, will
allow Japanese suppliers to expand
their share of the PBX market to as
much as 40% by 1988, the report con-
tends.

For all but the smallest Japanese
companies, establishing a large in-

stalled base of digital switching prod-
ucts is the key to penetrating the en-
tire range of US. markets for
electronic information technology.

The growing Japanese position in
telecommunications, and the demand
that it will promote for other Japa-
nese nformation technologies hold
implications for the entire US. econ-
omy, according to NBI.

In 1983, the Japanese enjoyed a -
surplus in telecommunications trade
with the U.S. of $389 million. Com-
bined with a related surplus of $1.4
billion in electronic components and
$767 million in computers, the total
becomes $2.6 billion, nearly 13% of
the entire $20 billion trade deficit the
US. held with Japan in 1983, the re-
port states.

The 174-page report is priced at
$995 and is available from NBI, locat-
ed at 66 W. Broadway, New York,
N.Y. 10007.
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PBXs Vie For Office Systems LimeliLht
But Most Vendors Hare
Yet To Deliver Promised
Capabilities For Office
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Changing (ortunt in a growing market
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PRX mutallilcons over the neat few years
a Price stabilization between 900 and

61.11M0 er port at the retail level
The market ha-en led over the loot five

yer by A'&T and its forme manuufactiring
arm Western Electric Co, bu AT&T ham seen
it market dominance slashed from ptlmoat .50
percent of the toita number of tine hippedd in
197h to abtut 22 present i 1983. Northern
Telecon and Rolm continue to held the No 2
and No 3 position. with 16 percent and 15
percent of the market in 198.1 Mitpt. clearly
the leader in the market for fewer than 100
lines. holds a .ifid fourth plaie. with 12 per-
cent of overall market ahore

Inteom, with unly 2 percent of the market
share in 19M3, and NEC America Inc. M,-I-
ville, N Y . one of four companies- with a 4

ricaaaon (I *%l

Inlacati 41.9%)
Amisgetan Ta' - I Futiaul IC01%(

tttMts TlWAM~oiea (0 ?%l

1988
41a - 2111157.7 lines tit iten C

percent share, are apecto-d to challenge the
leaders at the high end aided by ditribtiin
decals with the r-roist (tell holding swnict.

As a whale, the IOX market reached about
8:t billion in tI, tiot qlie doubling the $18
billion *arth of PIXx mId in 197 1 iht- four
market leaders accounted for more than two-
thid of the approximately 3 51 billion lines
shitped in 1993

Analysi pIroet 9 percent annual growth foe
the remainder of the decade with the ernateot
growth occurring feo uyntema with fewer then
(Ut lines flut the shakeut that started in
1983 with Plxkwe l Internatonal. Datanpont
Corp. Tel--lee.icc Inc. and IRlhhle Ei-tric
("t. devipping out of the market as expected to
take ito toll on nme of the approximately d,)&-

Cuntinued on Page C61
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Much ifihe ('eine grnwlh
antiip.st1sA fsr thi vear will
heo in ao;lh. i new or sellet
busitven cunllivers, Mirtes-
nsad Nsnero hu:l.101 Centres
cuAtr o-e ceiling fewer than

100 ti-ltpso lines earn,
More sed.

PBX Makers Using Multiple Dls
if'Oltinu il from Vog-e IVj to clme fion resfinal

1.1aki-l to all of thm. but they hold gil n sno enter-
are in varuorl slits of prt-par. sonni.-ciq irst -IU pereent from
Isdne, fivr dhtrthuion trnd vulur-.idk-d r-Ihrs
hivnt- tiigh rot ti hin. " lilro.vsl Inc . Dulli.. torelv-

MSsula mls, -We snidtrr4in tlgt.ivilsv-- i.h, iO1* The
aiss .qmpurtunsily ti glU with eimpann helreve* thut a
si.ivrn, %hr stav et it till strre. iihrrt nres us-sed -up-
viv-htr 4tratio lbes". who pot -tlIt in omnqvrntlua. hut
hae, gt ilill oi Iwr " while I Ihviillinglintr. it t

linh ts I hic, Wnitmioilun. r-Is-tu n lb-, ll0's.itst t Gnn-
Mi.- ,endK" lisp. Irsvit-. sril t strit l
Calif ire gntiUl vni stl,-- l ti-ctiirvvhrltl(tt firr--
ndut d drak-re i distrhsutiro tiet l stiketisgll lUli Ovv.ran
Ziel tiarkelonst i nd nires vtl e tuid. I 5 ivia.sl rtoike on lil-
pr.ho nI lill Koraiot tlid iry rhte iw-rays hatve hut
ontdon Ion- tlecomposirtrrin-s viry u't-v le-ist rugllirt lhry
l.intit lh.it will hi- lKMin igto Il iitillsr ov-4vss,. hut
slo NX IIX, ut h- nwldilnuit to-ph h s-11 viti.li.yecIhle in
ths4, lie lour vo afeiis nt aW tlcind n . totU tha t I hook
htept-to vat perctnt of Ztel'a they will dedi.lle iorc tsr

BOCs To Bolster Centrei

PBX Makers To Compete With Product,
('tintinti.d from 1P ie llt #A well s los.l-irei i-twrkeing and Iformat pes-io-

toiitletrvriloon kitl suf rvirc p.icka .s- tsr tldTTr- oil cisnvrrsivn rhe ewstch ain slioe deoignt-od to
lines- iLf4 )( oervi s-r- 41-hiir ,i rvics-, bvicsiv o enin.v fil te heateI tenant market. an area that tie

loour er-er, di-rrest kinds of re.pn- fiss- - reahalpiv the PU.X market. according todiretttrof
Knepp( i liv .d that only ventlies het deasIl iirttly marketing lil Currrn
wit their cuotnunuers will have the rapithilit to In shiri- -i-nant t noLhilunion. ne large PIIX
iffer thee kindsn o cfentracis can cromlte the ms-il for multiple smaller ay-i-

klitul eupett in hip bhl IsifliU linen of its trn, v ksy systerns. iterrirmn Aid
hlit awittisi SX.2)i i before the end of its Il1-vul Keiornlirtng the aeed to fisrm relative hipe with
to vie next February ,e urding Iii vice lpiiidtrnt u olTe,,tut-vnvn( sendrv loiusban io nignest sir
lunini-no dviselope-nt Iin snith Ih- .lid Itilh lificativn stat-mensL with lli-wlett-Patkird. |tta
toil Nilhrn Trht-iun ilthr. will Iv th X- itsn-11 rolt irkuin.llmorr torp. DECa., and Wang in.
filelel ai .0v i lni~i. pttiiis l -ei',uo-ilthuvvichtli ire diratim that their e.utpiment can he interfaceo

dvlerwilthe, they hv- lurgr inctilhl lisa n and with Ilnt--m'
w-Il iuppurtdiel pemsutta "A'&'i S yrl-o o.i prl. Ztiel Inc . Wilmington, Kes. introduced its firs-
vst hs nit cr,,utoed the res anuns me ,rtiipntiLt cod, t- Nitwitrk Ilnch.s -gntliNXI loot spring and said
hi --. id it i-optl . tO k gin niirsite... this u..o.s rho,

Ihi-5K .Iit-, desXrigned to Ijunlh Mitrl into Ihe prssuvt etivithievs PIX rod lucal irsn- network
til .iutwoiirsooitn Inikt, w.htbiilul-l loie iIh-h, function in a itkisn rins ,rchitictrue compuirskbk
try in .lauaity 191) Slmith .id the i.-lvo wire with tinl-l- I lF J 5 l aken ring stanslard
tie.- r,-till lf .In underslrliatn -ttifillitlht lill K;riv.ir., nmarketing ad iilr vice p-i-
*,.vIld l - riqutritol l'e nilullri. deviuhpinenl dent Nstd fill lNX will it- curiltiml with A'r&t.

Ailvaln -so- eslab- that Sluts4 sriltio) -ts rinig See1eirsti-n . Itiln% sVl II. Intevor'to IIIX. ind
the .iSX-JINXIio otrkitletoishe dieNiriithnuvfan Norl.rn rvl-nmtsi-.-l "A&TiminniI ran
-ser- mo- ui lon ilelh lurt livid wih ItM (or f i i-tilt-airy until thesy fiiglrt-r olt whil they want tislis
Polllee tr't lloh"l' ornlli 11 1. i . on else , .4 la.. with ohi.-lole-.ies. V,l 'et ill 1) they II11 ,em;xtta

.1ilr41011., s nilh W11.i I think it hatll lir. *rtilt lignin.' K.itv-ilo mild Zhl iitnurkrtinit the IIIX
clvrog-l t in iluilrhv -t rt.lrsrml to thal prahuct I through U Wi t Inc. interonltict. ard lniipt-
knw what the stile a ts, itri - w linit didn't er silrpsinte -u.rving i UljKM4
hiik til t-posisn wa hi-.t in ll.- soilt if ilie 11 K' Iluvuni- o ltmmunicaolsoi Syntems Inc-
projut l;" .tantrord. t'ann, claimetd about 4 per-ceit ofrls-

lh1' hlutiUrula i l0lNhais-d , .411m l i upolurt hIllX inlrksh pie its I95I It lOmn SIll. whith
Lit Ie.ilislisasvsvn rtls- up to 2'% killsitn lr -c- litrhdvis Ifn. otio) to .itiilt purs. is selling like
a.liver t.tt usrd two piar irlgvr .isn sisiti- hIutcke.' ,ccurdig ti |trtj Shuphun. director if
ervinu filr oleltl irunkso II oupp ret. Irisllr 1ii to product phlisning
It tsl lIss-n t iuble ChIllS tAbM circle pst lld Uhholin di-lined to sty just hew many Omni
mrenory. trid tell procc-tl i distribut-id through hitral"k Iark en cts to sell is 1914 tIut at thui
- fr-es of oiorproacs.tr ctmittr-lhil will.,I to $IKI a pt. tila- system in the lIeit eapn-ove if
Mitet hat not ye-t innstrt-il any isctl with the thlird-lticatsion aystemslb o e with ill-digs.

lcv.r-ylil-mo voyes-ben. but it i coisidsrng joint ti sig.nalling end switching tLat cen handle 56
huts 'with a limited num-ber o ves sire Whe.-n kbples vice sod data for intrufasslity transtive-
00 gt into thil form of ntrastagie psrtno-riuig you ntun- the Yankee G1%tup. itisteutn. said t1l ex-
oUt Is, careful.' Seath said Itl- d -l-ined to ots-e pects to empeIt-le succ.-isfully against AIrTt- II-

lhe veridr Mite is talking wilh .in .aid pnoluctq mer.suvina and Synteam il "We oee Systesmxis. a a
till not hr avilable until 00nw lime in 19&5 fairly i th-pricvsd witch in tcrmra ofit copubilitlel

lnt-rom wn the firt totmiptly to erg orut a for inlegrulvl voice data With the isldittn o(data
itul PB1X that loil0iv Inlegrtles oice need drila capbility on sur, we think we have clear poles-
Sdelhisered its firt IHX in 19;41 and ilasoni. mire flat to di n..upmanahp.' Iuhun lsid
hn 125,1oll hslnei initallerl in the I lit.d ,;tilts- The Omni S1Il ha s dual-bus architecture that a
'ite IIIX handles voin-.isdtrcuit-ortd ddlt, alliowo oniultais-ous high-upeed voice and data

Service Flexibility
tronsrominivn over estiit single twi-lnl-iar wir-
int A ditaowithingi ptoun lr tiln- OilS1 is
h-itsd (t .r ovatlitbiltty in the third quarter. (T-

void The ism ,111 him s X 15 gssLway to public
pocket-swttAInS 4aw networks. and a T.I trunk
interfc, sto available

In tilt nest year-und-a half. I ;TF plan, to sntfi-
cvlly .iddrs- the police automation market, hut
lhuahan derlined to dicu uny plns in that area
(;1 V iv op-nilni itout $U million in It&l) aimed
at expundin the Ovllet line this year. he said

lrcson l-,miaunictus Inc . I;ardi n Grove.
Ctlif" has nit yt stirtd -rllink LO MI). I Il in this
country ultlugh it has InoLill.itions or orders for
Mitre than Iti.I lis"nes osrveeast. ircording to
niarki-tislg fri rngnsme muter Per Ihtep-soi

The M I) 110. which oppirth frito l!#) to 2) 9)
ooteoitv. in Imilld on us lisa- Inteteslcefiliolule 4 IM I
aii a ;r.iip Switch uui' E:vert ILIM i Ifon-
tainoil nand muppirla tip to Zoll vite ,ntus flA1% a
nlis.l-alti 'Ill troup uWllchi.n trve al tnter-
f.o.s ls-twe.n IlINM,

Ikfeoj-om ,naid iatht r-cause Ihe MIS-IIIi u a
ceertac ciiiilnlrnnto, is thw n-,( rellutre the powr
isler eis-lltvvnll ne bt Iy th- plastic romp-

mitl otl b illrr vrnt-iiro -- iie eviveheltittr i
r-iluts, siso or elern times smre purr.- Ie said,
etltig Illintile AIUX as ep-tuilly high in power
c,-n* ullltfin

rX" t',,rp s Ist-i lIltX ains hosios.t xLrted chip
e-nt, hut invi evtted it avo rd nildy-ajr, arcordng
tr IUb Ilaik. vice pc-iend-t of per-Aut marketing
and lr.it,-gie planning it the leeie, Calif-tiae.d
eompesv Ilak -slld that fe.iturr phors-eo will he-
some tin ssor.staigly Niginiast trend in the PIIX
market -1 thick this trs-nd wili lie tn powerful u
the integraitiot of voice and dilts It ho the psrts.
tal to ulilate the tohm !ogy of the LelepPihon on
pi'plin% d vki

The Ittee'a strength dlei rot lie only in its re$.
saging telephe , Ilawk said It integrates a lorIl.
area network usng buth kmasebod and roadlband
ihnulno ies Ihe system's dist but-d dt-sign atic
aftens hae.idr.th-u sequred by tragic flow-dt
ractly from Ike telephine All ,onilae. Ilawk vaid,
was built from the grIund up to hndle data and
Voice ilteovogill capability

The market will st os- delivery of production
hipmrnL 1 of CXC Rom PHX until midyear.
'swk "ad

Cesoetsiri- Sketilaco. April. HOW5 .- CY
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With New Features, Marketing
Nyne ia aeo oTenng fel. include both Centres and records , the ability Ia auto-

lurinif package. verification PI|X. More said mati clly rerunfigure net.
of line use. and station rear- Illin i el alin believes worka, and inter-
rantig eit with minimum Ing that bIth prouuetican remain connection with electronic
film-, Mores sId Dut cape- viable ,nd -aid thatt it haa a teltephorett Next year they
hilht- of 911 Ahpa should be long-term commitment to would have to provide digital
available by thin year'n third Centres The (hragi-heosed switching capahslity of 96
quarter. he said Future plan R(ll hiqt Mlin with the IlMinoit kbps. and sri 191ki they would

Comere C.mms wmiot to de. need the ioility to transmit
average Ito Centeva rules and data at 5l libya and to inter-

O 0reatrtcture rats in other fat with T1I circuit These
ways to fret anticipated ae- are tll capatiltis PoXe atl.

particular products ea charge r rea.u. ready provide. Irom taid
L'XC vice president of pro'd- Standing out in contront to Centree can caclh up, F m

set mirekeiig snoil strategic rot other IROKo. Swiathwnt- note. but it wil take a Kn.d
planning Huh II+wk said ten lk l in anything hut hull. marketing joub on the p.anr of
tXC'n ttelooPUX,cht-duledto ish ti Vintres The hohnl the uperatlin companies
stLut ting in mildyur. is eunipany' equipnvoset sl d- They will have to show eom-
di-isid vi that valie can he iary in siltini ItX,, and Wrt crete features, delivery dires.
iddisl -',ily ho ri-,,lre 'CXC said the maprrty Ofthe ri ggns' and pricing schedules, he isid

haa ins intention of eotablibh- hulitne cumotmeso are latter Many piLeitial customers just
li vi direst .ite toree. he.s served he thin tluipifsent do not believe that the olrast.
vital We- will mot mak the ('tri-s is not state of the ti cousipunlrn will fulfill all
osiLoke of scolnlvetit head to art.' West qid. rurticulurly their promisesq he aid
heit with onet ditrriutor* benaus .it congit hisndle high- F~urthermore, a tOC selling

ricorun :i.minunications ipepro data FIrtu.ree 25 tum- lath Centres and PB1X equip.
Inc. (;rd-n i;rave. Calif. panies sursi-yed ly the KVwt- ment iuld end up eumpeting
wlichhItliss .gnelan R&llpict era M..nsig ment kitvup -al sg mtnxit itv-if. frfuaobserved
with IlItn*ywrll Inc. will alaso hit is% under tim sichiev state. Each it it separate sales
IA., tuling Ihmi,-vwell's inter- ofthe, art peirfirmuioe thie foren4 wiiiuld pith ilt own
tainmt nrm to dirobiite ito year, Ithvir Centri, myitermi productanddspraegtheoth-
I1X line. which ursiosn ai.- would in-i to provide real. ees. he tid. ltima Ily hurt-

re..t als furte will aloi sell tim ntitnn'iese detail int overall -ales eflrt

iCointinuel from Page Cis
Irnurlth.arregrio-olt brvnvnd

the ,July deadline fir slteprit.
tng the two acti itlt- Still.
thes trnpnny expect to brshe
tip 2 1 iKI oll 1414 ) Ii new C-r
trees linsts thia year, according
to Nvnex'n Murgic
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Vendors Aim To Position PBXs As Office Con v1lei
Continued from Page CI they're great sad super a.J therefore allow someone buying a switch today ane priced coe derably below AT&hr

n companies that have leo thin 4 they should be purtlet.d." he said, tOfo 10ot I yearn out Our sreliler, now-aind stall have the capability to
Percent at the errsll market. But the key to success. Dyer said. a turs will be eb = to sPport inurfaces attch a data accn ssry in the future.

C(enponrg the PIOVX mark-i to the the c'(st-eflrctive meriting oqica and to oxal aes netwarks anal srnfl'acs Keepselk maintained that AT& I.
uto industry, Ken 1lloarnwan'h. presi- data in an automated environment. to video. he said. though a major wie. is leof threat
ent o Intemational Retnrte Uevel. "The manufacturer that can design imn lot year rapped plasa for a tsday than it ws two or three year
patent Inc.. Nvrwalk, u:oni,. noted the techoolugy to do that ecoioomicully senes of,4lce products but did intro ao because of"dovestiture ehaosa' lIe
hat "there are too many nuniafactur, will have a major niche in the market- duce ito Cypress veicodaito terminal, said that un a technical basis. product
r With the automobile. Meredes place'" And it as expected that IBM. which for product Role hu more applies.
airs quite well at the top, and Toyota ror'eemi aMoog the ae -Japan now owns 2J percent of Rolm with the lions. features and flexibility to han.
sla its own at the bntuin ohere is Inc tnd AT&T. 'AT&T Information option to increase' its equity to 30 per. dle future requremnta
am e -fw lth, but there isp t ns for Svstms will get their act together. cent. will heighten Rolm's .ressnc in 'The one area where they are

5 Mercedrs and IS Toyouas' Just their sheer site sugrgests they the nflhcelutomntan area. unique i in the political u.scle they
Nevrrthelres. nw entries are en. will Thay're, f n ettabl s coanpe .' Itlen's mad ala, C II- is biased vn have to fall back n.-pople in bards

aied over the ent t" year fron ie aid "And theJaopAeoe will tight a dinrbat d preoiesing architecture and ofadirectors ana their position us a lo-
,apaanen including No tar'Ivonput- gexea price battle I'heir hardware ia ce handle up to UijAt) vocedato cal eff.plnyer. furexeampte. That can he

riep. Thnpsn (0., and Matiu. viy oa, and neil; hove eotabhhed purla ill installed (;DXa can be up heavy muscle." he said
hai.i pFlectrie Indutrial 'o I,td at st, taken manufacturing f.araliva croilid to CIIX-Il capacity. the com. AT&T may have the muscle. Kro-
Narthern Teli ev-e t p den of mar. lore flut they have wovaaka vi.. in k di. pinywald Prie otantchro-assa data pick said, but Hles his the advantage
at "leve'l-apent aid corpaite plan. tiliktaw. niltwafe pe+lanabl th3t ire Switching is alsaut $lj0 a line. of experience in the maintenance a(
nt olla Iv-r aul despiretls' height- unr'.ated. and their pn.t-,,.v servoc New software fiatiarn are inten- diital switches -We tell customers to

nPil tcnep, ition. hn company ia may liave wanarthing ta 1- aloeired ' duced annually tor CIIX products ad look at applicatiuns and product sed
ataomieds l old intu iteeurrent mar. In a.'eeral. nuirkclang %trit4 y for in most instances do nut require new ask quesios about who as actually

t 'hre -absut Ill fivrest tie.crinlg traisnted to maintain the digital switch.
ienbe Hrorareh Inc. Marri.town. e_ . There's a vast difference between

J -but is not getting enul about senvaie who once handled renadential,t .lire "One mu. never fti that 1'el, s Uan Simen .w-ic nd omie.e who's ued to
to Uw eutumer wl luys " Iivr Total P13 hsndhang baio w u srness irv ' 'An4 the u,inere.iare ,. niio Market Sham Nesdlvas toway. AT&Tdt.vec It

North a-n's a Nll ,,viviii 11thl dish market Ptrolegy. Auteling to staff
-Ii's frams tall toi OIl line". his twu 4 98 manager Gene Sulseme. is to become

gallon installed lanv-i-mre thaen * - 3 the leader in ,aaimee-utomation Pys-
!01) f'ilXs--and shippedf an Ptteres utre fe r it' oirated o We W boo,
It)iKt line last year Thai Caiureas liere the information controller for at
I-ated to grow hv slhost ;t percent s /.igss flces will he lt'e lOX,' e sid The
114M, liyr s.ad SyeteemlS is AT&T-I-' rest entry an

Dy.r %aid Nuorthern Telecam. ased OTH that area
PNlihnulle. Tenn. does ni believe in lgSalone denied that the Symteaaiffi
noratausa ot I'lXY or in ola -lc aaralteas the commiapny aInstalled i.
ne-a ren avable settlement for a mensainn ayesrm and cod that At&T,
many whuwe nuoar pro-luct hat in faoct. till rnrkets the older system
ann the narkt c.,nce 1975 'ajuite. Pa uners that di not require 'he tune-
-at. he %did. should he able to be tionvilly ofthe t It leed olciale-

iateal in place and vhuld be ern. 4.% tpea that the cnepoitny hus altered i-
ble with Alte.autiiantVii 4VoAi mensions in lau aol SystermtoSit

nou from man) vtaiare "We a'se the Mac heeioe production has not been
IX is the ideal vehicle t di that AT&T 4.0% ramped up ulificivtly tor the newer
ai.taonrno dont wiont Iii thr w oPut lemiuct

Pat dlw.y have or it. kkd in '"hie %ud flut he did a ay that delaverivot have
tcnduia vaisiat praiside peaaiaooil can. keen allao-eted ho chip shoaeOgmeaand
rtr and Itandird rnturetaia that hat .rderm hove curpa*,ed the ti0
navit their produtli. to other ae'r. aInt wvt'. ATA'r -a.ad it would be' ahle to
aiavn suurce" and aaice-autamaiuun I k lt'iaverdunarat,4tr. yearue("htpsenL
Iih'-%tal,,nt. Iyer aid Narie'rn 'l- ,.ilume cou.d hot he panned down to
Iia anivalused its Oipen W.srld piro- a .lwoIit kacbtc 'ir avalAbility
a nised a half yesr aria witl the schedule, but lie did o.-y the earlit
laaoawtinn theSt..I ,.oan ints- NORIMM Ti4 M R+OtSe . delivery wauld prhibly be in the ,ep-

aied ,rie caentelin *Al ling new tx-ml r tlene ramino--fa.r a simple unit
ctiois avI interfaces (or e aupmeent % 15.01 In iony irn.tinree. he "id. delive'ry i
-riltA by vuice-mutomiainun vcndurn schuedulhd for as year Jad a half duwn
hIling Digital E'aquapmnit Iurp, the r'.oi luo-cause of tuoat'mar re•lueot
-try iaarp. Wang l..iiolaanlr Inc. 'At new Iuuldui cs fir esaviple, own-

h'ii #Packard Co. anal Data ia-ai er*seniat 'verthlan to I ,iit unc. u'cp The orven n llow fcr data delvry tasas' hive to be tuggled -
tribstiaon and praic eorll -ns a, ,PIP ('harlotn Nsipl", district manager
rier its pact eith DEC1. Northern market ai-quireia-m't. cuttomeer. nfur.
stam deiicrod the (aampuicr-*.- the ItIX market is changing. Dyer hardware for implu'inentaton. Ke- mstaan syltm sat AT&T IS sid AT&T
X Intrlite ICIII chased 'in the eontluded "Ike days ftjuot shoving pick aid+ -We tell culumr, to l,ouk it ran. nte Ito- isapriarce at interface
th American I 514-mrubais per. ti-vchhroicy at the custoner are gone how often a vendor rngsoutonapple- inl wath -lTce s cm To date. Iew-
and T-arier standard. It allows The 'ulicae ot the future is n kyth.' he cation and st what hardware changes Iett-P'cbaiCrd. )ata (enisl. Wsng
*way data comununict.ns be.- said -We human bi'ng% will be aut are needed to implement it It can gt I. ahe.iaorics. and Ihaaceyell Informa-

en computer turmnils .nd rnt' Inae.l or duopl.tcad only to the exte-at cery epraari vvro l.it you need a tun system, leave Annonaced supnixrt
ible ciputers through the SL-I we allow it to happen Any terminal lotutlhardwarntoxupgrade yur wirth" * orAft uiotal multiplex interface

rt.indnrd phone wiring or T.I. Inputoutput deviceshould be friendly Selling factors in tulmu favor, Kre- IlMlI that allows high sieed trans
-patille media iniough to hn used without .m hoasle pick staid. ore built-in self-tent and misai.m between ;oral terminals and
he canipany's Digital Trunk Int4cr- is the human eing We are not out maintenunce made pooasale hecauae cmixe.et as well a' betiein remote
- ItTI) allowed Ihe SI-I to transmit just to automate tlh olffie, but to hn- the features are built into the switch. teornala and cumpters

rand data an digital trnatt direct' esnoie it and ergusonsmit '.very manufacturer A-AT hanse Dbl on a direct
I anoiherSL.I or "L.ltl us gs any Lake Northern Telecom. Itom also talks shout erronumi c Hut the nnly challenge to Norther Telecm nand its
medium It alaosalluws cannvcton nes its I'llXs--the tIIX la. -as a way toAee the differences to sit down CPI Both interlaces are vyint to he-
ther PIIXA that can he connected 14 total battunuea communication system, and nae the systems.' he maid otain industry standards sad are re-
-l trunk aceroidng tm Hill Krcprk, derictor o Krtpick alas talked Jhluot alTuoda, erAtin ouppreet.e from among the
e said he exn ecL price eritunn to troup marke-ting at the Santa Clara. bality Pales hs als bayee Ion hit-end rar ks o the computer manufacturers

i'm out this year as vendors add ',ihf.basrd company In addition to in term of.price. and th-(lIX-Il i.by To date. however. neither mterlace
-eaturet a-d service options t IMb, ae company is working with Krrpeck'sestustima . IpI-rt.nAhe has eat commercially implemented

r products and charge fame that add- Ilellt-Il'ackaurd. lUC, und lDaw ten- AT&'o s.'y iytenx Hult tjw mulnutac- Knpot.l'o cited service as a way or
'elue lDeoresing hairdware p ices cral tn have interfaces with their of- Iurer clart that the individual phm .es vendors Io dilicrevniste ihem rlves i'i
f prompted "i wide rani uof kills te.i.utwtan systenas 'We believe available for ieth nystrnia give ite cua. the FIX market "It will be important
whistles aoId under tae hylo that iur votem arc'itecturnily Is goingtI tumrts the option to buy phone that iv'ntunued on Page C" a
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BOCs Revamp Centrex Service To Vie With PBXs
But With Bell Cos Pwtmng Both Mat*et,
PBX Makeis See New P0 As Mitxr Tnht

By Karen Lynch tInmet thait have mot connaastntly
After years of being (rested like an ben lured iway from Centre,. Lamb

unwanted sitrghild by lo lell. l.en. niid lPVX* are "very appealing. veri
trwx is being marketed with reiwed effective" to bustneaeinl usiim 100
viitie by the divnented Bell operating to M01) telephone sets. Asid lutniei
companies But vendois of rival llX Morea.ditricl manageroflineofbuai.
4yrsnimi. which require rewer lin-s to ne-ia muna-ment for Nynex Service
ofier mire features. i-ratem cintrul Co. Ne York.
and twinership benefits, my they don't The ItX. ire trying In hold onto
view the new Centre- puyh is much of their uiltonser b se.s in ill there mar.
a thr.it kit-to--itnd -orme -drn-rvt-r question

The ri-cent lurry or Aetiviy oritund their ultima ntentoi Itnri lien.
I'olres hun included a sleow if new nix. manager it cunimunicinalii qya.
roioluct nhiinceme nI for the service, tema Nor feVil-inhoum 'iectric Virp.
,ilimpts by the OtX's bf.fo vritsus descrilaed (intr inn "a "lnrt-term can-

.%lie cinini-lusi ias t kep Centrea pIblillty thIt telephone vpinoe will
ranm stabile and compel-tve, in itf. witnt to try to hold onli until they can
f41" at hrldmnit Ihe 4i-rvi-', up- get rini the loumnesa ot provinl: fIe.
I

t
l hl targeting new niirki. t ht thine qvi-irtc Ilienunuinvc." V.'nwe

lie l-pliine imipsno-, lid priniw ly a nlurld I hilbt the reinwid miiarketing I.t
.ganri-l Citroa it a vbiet-Ierm ntratelty rho

iiw cr the inliiiriIV' will go lo- I4X'. which are just Kttleos into the
anrd lti-nning the nliw ,if hia-l.atx Ic.ililvoir equipment market follow.

frim (.ntrer- Is rginule inr li sr e in I le hri,ItpoliAT&T. Are trying to
Iu rig a oo-parta line hewenn nirh hohl iitii thlir cutrioe until ihvir
it1l4I'len hlihlonging ,i n cusloner ni-c clpuipitnt buniniesies are firmly
and the central nfilce--iu inw under in place :in said. Then they will try to
scruliny swillh thosr eusimers over to IIXa.

Slud-i, ly Il1,1l Cimmimnicionuia It- he pred led
, ncl il'li., thvinldrilri-uir-h lThe lhoy lni rs -treglth with an
itilvi lliprt iorliiiir.ltion ownil uv lhe lobervatiin iir hw the unee-riritod
seven reiinil If-11 hiding cnpma. nun-l-Il telephone conpunui ire
Ire., -li-w bit the number ofi',ritr. handling n. to butone.-.i 1TE
ow" in u' hit a new high lait tieem- Teh-pl e lipt-linan, is olsahoiiig VI|IP
hor, l,liwing an 114- in 21) ninth I4- 'ti-ciue it Is a Ietter deal lr the
lin, '-Cinrito ia -in the cis- in cilt-u-nur prte-wine." ic-ording to
pite at uncertainol- iver the lilllict AliiL I.,h-llnIv. deoevrfropuhiclfair
uca-..e husrcn a ill have n the * rvinc, reir i;11E Tlephlne Operatiian palrt o
said Thoinuao Limb a entrel Sinio-m TF1 .- vice I *tarp. Stamhird. Conn.
.crvr cirtrnt manager fre1(;1 I' lh" e r li-t nonli-il I-iphone

But the- un ertainty aver thi fa.4-r- i vpony, io Ala, a.Iling I-,nre-- hut
llv pr-lnil Lhargi nif $2 l i, iee iii u-n-iiol. p nrlliutly -sad Miny

ineon a irvle iluat r-iqutr.i ir lree i| the, itolnr uh-lperileonl ire working
ties Olin iniliillIIXo io ki.,llng nrer -i uiilir principle, lie suud
au~try inild,-r- frum prup-ating ijnat Acil chili- ni ri-egi IoltIl Iuld-
i-lw iiicblgvaull undr.-ie vn r-gain moimiii p~ntio-vn are otre-ini crnlinued
nid its Jriving tie tIt(Xq tn hrir illl-gt-glV t"i'i lrin. it leIit esne)n.
tli- regultir I try la tTwt the c.-d-t- Ih it it% ephisin miay lie else-
hurge., which irechclule,, togi into were -It'% almost a nturaul pheuum-
if-ct in June eon-" itit hutn-Sa Cuntorn-e are
The. upsurge in ('intrest oaks Ihat twitching Lit IlIXo. -tind Claude Wei.
(it h-t. rrirdcd ptimaitly i-Irv iiail.itint vice pren -lent for itratlegic
rn .n -uilicq puh began by the lliXs planning itli . uthwelern [fell

n 1192, l.imh iaid. and rrum the. Iw- t'rp. .Sinl I.,uou. ta *We have a
rlnii tr the i-line main mu ,i i-i- hard hme ro-st justifying (intrex" fi
en el litimer pre% inausly hill to mi It cuntitmri with ntie lia IlU lines.
.fhvi ill the new tintre hnUin- - is io- llotltid

iilng fran -miller custi-ni.re llii lii r itse um iion if etltmer.' too llIXa
erent ,lr,.iia the evir IN-i laait t-llt iit li AT&T indluittd the
anib ait Whin niiiy teh-phue plly in the Ite 197),and early
uml sunie hexin in 19141 and i-t I to t ritti ir aktu "Fo i hie time,
wer snd evin eliminate the nllil- ATT hud ti-d the Il(s tii try to
ium line requirement. -the market d. n i,-nd ti-,nrex." Frim ei planed.
i-nponiae can overwhelming,' iniar- tinc-it wi-nt upi-nd ixotcntial i nhanee-
I from husiieas using .I-l in 40 nilv wniere ignivid. he -aid
nes. he said Aflu-.r yi.. ol n- glect. can Ventrex
While oamr Mt.o have direied v.1w cauch up'
Mry attractive Centre, pack~lao fue li-yin-n i, n Innug touted i-iu service
null hunewan. "there'. a lot i-ran. thal -fern i-t cuii.orri the high i -
-at s rue in large i-mNniresreen- ability i fa tetral office machine lnd
-ragd" aaid Alan IFr al. vie pnre- the lrr-lkium from relpixni-ibilhty for

fn of the i"ocltrn nliangimi-nt naiinlti he iny.tem. according to
roup. Morris llains, N J tharv f Iudler. i. ltit vic pr-cudcit
,SAty percent of the Foirtune 2.50 of new servicing planning and i-ple- o
cmpanil- now use Centrex Frvna mi-ntilo nr ill Centrvl al-nol-Ter

l. ' verybudy' afier that markil," an ilnuot unlimited capacity r nr
hich the tBUCn are fighting t hold. gnawih and dynamic swings in vi-. I

word PBX vendors hnv hien i-li-ad- ue, he jid I
i-eroding that base. according fi Neil ieiturei like unfrrenie calling, dl-
ther. director li product maiketing rect-ii- wurd dialing. autum.'atiicilly tik-k.n-

Harrs Corp' Iligital TI-ph.ne h-fied vt%.ard dialing. i-ler,,m, iall 8
-sterna Divti-on in Novato. Calif tranflr. thre. nay calling dnd others
The midsized buainesue are the cus- con he ai-vintnudai d a

Junti. 1942 1963 1964 1985

ta.&nA agva-I-rEECatnEMEA cO ne- rita860w4 than wiae CMWtoow-nnue nww
of W-1 Miciho Of klm~ae Canaanx "ycows saeiSO w-in the uawinasoc in aiawatman of
twa"ion Pa "clss wen theao Posetaped Prtorw i-IM cal icla

Ctntreta' inability to hanrlle data
well ha proved to be a big drawback.
iundotry othoerver %nid lut now 11:i1
snd AT&T Technolgiev li- i. are both
working toward this end

AT&T Ti-chnoloie plan to provide
the technuliy for simult.ticuui viice
and 9 6 kulvbiLn-pvr €etitd dtti iaps-
hIlity by next yvar' firit alter )ate
tranmmuion 1 56 klps in also bevIng
develowlca

rins sold several mntrfiro
are developing prununt.a minemlid to
enhance t.ntrex Tb-se would provide
nulch fe ture ,a su.tmvr mar, ge-
ment, v.ceairuie. and -loo up acees
tat X 25 pturke-owilebh-d nitw-rko

Thi in-w Ine-tl"-ig iil Cvieorx
could have ai deprissive ilr- t in IIX
tales. According to Edin It Spievitck.
president itf the Nrth American Tele-
cimmunicmtmioinAn uiaxltion NATA. a
trade atuiaiiion repin-vtlng the
manufacturer and tlitrilulorn of
PIIXU and other tel-phint- l-iluipivrnt.
t row me-suritng how moh the new
C'entr.. push is affecting previui-ly
inti-putd growth i- iIIX sde "
don t think it's had any ceurrnt cel-el."
sid Jack W Hlun-entro. vice pri-xi.
dent ofp.lm C-irp. -an t a (lirs. illif
The eel'tire market will continue to
liminmih. Went tood

Uner res-tia is even sin-tri-r "I defl.
itely nould not put mi-ri-n. Wcn-
nihoutC'€ I;ennio ooid In Iall. tennis
a h'aning toward w nilt ig toa IUX
ytem fon o- onef the Piltthurgh lmisd
limpiny's plants tht is usvai about
-10(t) Centren line. he -tid
"Frnnklv. my dr-ction is to move

ut af Centrex," said a mmIcr of ihe

Ad Hoc Telecimmuniuationa Users
Committee, which ri-prent large us.
ers of nummuni-tmn systems The
c-immunictiun nlvi-nigir. who did aot
want to b quot-i ho, name. i3d ih.
he h.lit- alo*ih all of hi rompny'$
rfcihtl- except twil in a PBX Syatem
and mi turn to PBX ue for the re-
mainder

Yet despite claims Ito the contrary,
undersre-d by the nl g0s'growing in-
volvement in the POX market itweif.
mi-t of the III cumpaitirl "ait their
aggi elve nw ticks in merkeling
Cevintre,. revtructurci rate. and en-
hucing heir prilducta are purt of a
ltn-term contitlimoit

.lt ilUtait Il--ll t-nner. hs devel.
apiita fa il y pcariurt-. dublad (en-
ten. f-or cutomers villa ncdl ranging
down ta i-x nli e "All -at them are
w'ling ila)ve l t years mrea.-itl" a
spokeswoman nail The tinlco's parent.
U S We-it Inc . h, an equlipmrent nub-
iidirn -We're coUlp-ting wi-th them.
with Centro.,. just like we're nicmplt-
ing with enmpailleit lke lnm." the
Mountain DIell pkew. rnrn silJ

Montain lell has nt decided
whether to enter the I'tX buine
through a separate subsidilnry, al-
though it han applied t4 the FCC to
keep that option open -We are empha.
ni-in-g (entron and are not selling
PIIXs." the spokeswoman said. adding
that that could change within a year

Nynex's approach i- markedly dif-
ferent from Mountain Rill' The hold.
Ing company is riling both Centrei-
acid IIIXs through the smn- salet
force anduineekngpi-rml-iitocon-

,Continued on Page C7
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Divestiture Changing Shape Of PBX Distribution
By Borhrn Kerbel force or on their own. trained personnel We have never gone in and takThe divestiture of AT&T h change the lae of Nortern Tliecor Inc., Nashville. Tenn.. discover' over a diutributor-unlea it' failed to deliver

'IJX di.iributlon in this country 'nl all bae with a. ecrtic approach to diatribu' almost gone out of bullies. Krepick said.Unt,Wan l. PlXu were dtrbutcd by dilwt olte tiov The enropuny has direct sales fort. factory. Krepick said he deeon't we the operating cnforces. by intervonecta who resold gear purchoved authorized dealers interonnctalt independent nit us the major force that others do "It amazes
threigh -upplv houses and by AT&T through its tOecphone campauniand uboiiisriesorthrveo(the to %e how many oporsting companies have pick
localtriating companies But now ,even giant new hrlional IRll holding comp.sies-Paciflc Telesis up multiple IIBX There's disaster dow treil
interomn tl-..the reeioiot i1 11 operating compia r.up, BellSouth Curp and Southwmrteni Bell The regionelsoIfer'theeniest way toget revenue
nit.-re in the dintributioi picture Carp -marketing itu SL-I and SL.I(EI scenes of the hort term." Krepick coo noid 'We could haThough they are %tart-up without inautllc'lt lU Lvap switches pushed a tot of hoses out of the factory and hthe r,'lntalu.pnie ohcr oise qni osluity Ioos. There ire thoo who wuld criticize the overlap. ulthy f14e 1hen we would have mat here and a
lions ihri-.a'n snall r interconnect cimpanios. thi ping of these channels in certain areas o( the coon- 'What did we do?"cannot compete with their volume-purvhoaiig pin. try, suggeoling the ieovltobility d price ware that AT&T district manager fvr market ri.quiremer
er Tlie holding companies al have the potential to esult inp service to the end user in the leng run Charles Knpfcited the WUCs heritage ind idquii kly curner market sohir far vvisiors ihnut-lack. Northeco did in fact withlraw Its direct satl force thinks they have the potential to bicrne mutng -iroig dtiro val.t forcen-might siihirrioie lust month from 12 Suthweste statnl heavily diotnhooes As ,steircalahltv."Wehsven'tse
loindi.r i a sea of small regional inteeciiveto penetritcd by third parties The company will. hom it yet The, * tll'f 'lave Il he trained They have

Mrnti tcturerw are n0ow evaluotiig their t(rthu vver. sedll irecoy in those iotatee to any users thut learn how 6. n.ts And Muintain.' he Sild
tan otritires trying to otrli a hilanci' il.it in. r anI to buy directly Kn olr(qf ,Vi .&7s direct aalrn 1*yyriiuch allows
4ur lhe t-et Pemetratn fir ilhi-r pr ituct 'l'i IM Uyvr. vice pr-erdsni #it market development toull-rthekindforervicethatwillildlterentiateit
eioorwihil have 'curod cntrLs with (tie io.rit. anicurporteplanning,said Northerm, rationule i themarket Multiplechannels. Knopf( id. result

Ieg o,,mp rote cnuidir themoolves winner. hut twortld, 'IVi. ,ta.-ive the cutomer should have a multiple b Is. e nfusng the cuetoner With ants
thio" thnt fiil til orr not neci'e, arilp lme's choice- And we dent believe tny one iotuiny can systms, multiple channels might wirk, he said, b

.lne. thli'e (ist'iirp. du not istnt tit In -ii if rtirr te o-lole country with one chanr' larger YAtems that are uhect to price erusmn i
the. nillitiolit nw '-loniin oflortol hy thti lohlcir Vyir vild North-co pl ne t c titiis its multi' milt provide rtetomer with "ortem Illnrrm
rfimp, vise and rrlnnain that their strategy 'd irmdt chinnnel approach "Wecun't e'mphamuz enough the thi-ir rodq ,nd a wrvice force ihit afers tption
iih frnts hecal hai'.-wilh otr v iterrrin.'t piwr ofthe 1it', Wt m them a a very reputlile There's a lradre- Ietween hiiw many weays y
oUploirl in sm n -- rrii- nnu.r" eaterir'. ithi' l vt txoirful oum-," he til *int to ihitrihute .id hIvw milch otrvl you mat
soevic't i nipport tn 'irl , ' linti tlura. (:hali. hon a tatully uver -litrilutti," Kintyf iid

til " in' lthotie ititiVU th' 1It#hXrI illto 0 cLit itillrenl philimiphy 'We wont very trin mlea i a Knopf said he eapxto to me IIIX tnd 'mcev
n si;r -is sIri m.irki-ilnl rt .islilsirf tiecinthli- vi'rvic' catpililitv on the hat evl.' Aid lill Irma vindur -mutually ertyllne' vth 'ithtr
inl Ifill Kri-pick. these (lor 'i gip nitrhis-lieig ait Krepick. rlritolor of ( rup marketing "Olther. will |Uliiiietit and coming ip with juviit nervicer ag'
lo eil. thitrIrret that the rr'iliin will havi tiu ric hai twit. threr. li r di-trilbutarv in a givn arena ment urier whichonre'the vrndre wouldw'rveI
ore thi-it srvier lihpnrtmnrta iii irder ti. trin o i s.n' will cut prlr and it will in-come unhealthy Or o i t'r dlugr ttciin top ietermine where the dill
onrch line hin rnaretl 'There 'nn wau tly I ill Ivoulved. Where th-res twit vni)usih profit, the culty in a 4)ytem tien This would avoid a fine
tin .vpytl-, o rro" tils' whl' company to .ul rt cu.tolmr vls, hi the ihrt ,nd of the stick " punting hoatle in which the ol'icc-4ynums vend
.v hue.* I'm -iluim in why ihey iilii a pick Krllak raid Rolm will cortiurL to build ip itA lain the I'l vendor-and vice ve'roa-fo anoe iir-e 'nd ntrk witlv it," hi' ,tid own distribuitn channel 'hr'e.quaurters .f the hug'e in the eytemAn,lv.Li .:rus- that ,lrlit s.jt's will plv n in-to cunopnyn revenue crrem- frem io 'twn local Ideo Kitipf dic ot expect In v rite ,utumato
rinly ipmlirtutit rile ii selliig tort!,- viot-in oiolpln a Ituu',o. the reminuler from Intercon' olIplitrn (cting viii the 'IIX dilsrilutilcin marke

-Tus, omiotnies king thur dilliur4 iilU v-,iv rett tfh in'rcnneitivr i nut feir hii. diow 'Y"u II ,ie mare ol' trend twird oisy.qratiun tha
%po-iiv* .' tm waint their hains nvi4 ly the i.iu tbthnavnrepiulinirlitini-twtrk. Kritkmid Iniii'i)mrp~inylryinglaodor'* rything Themacne
inott tura-rn 'Stmc...il 'wfireo'r mapirlt'iiys. 'l'v'y ire not .fr id They kot they hive to ii l tit tion hlt.' he eaid

*mn mtliplirri blucming a I't.iding itlltrihutin perform ,icivirulin to contract, which ia tough with lut tone tialyst .ailroA, dir tor of P81
httinil. acting in concert with ventie dirett sales required ensul quotas, spare.|prlts inventory, and market ialy"- e4crhl Inc . Mur %towr
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PBX Suppliers To The BOCs
REGIONAL BELL W~Slo" SELiNG CWE PBX PBX
QEPRATING CO. (Pexa) MAMJFACTiURFERI

z Mooeech Cilfoaniaelctal, 'TIEl/Com. 0410 SINAME rTCH.b,*gtae Poiy
*NEC NEAX 2400

8*1Adeitiam yli*ti T7EComm.u Date StairanDeli AM autc In. -E NEAX 2400

Bell415uth Sovlcee AmesrIMa TeL. FIIAe

BELLSOUTH NrimTeL. SL.1,00

fByuJF Ssileeeee ketwyevsaln *IETom 1111nSai
WA: sternas, LI10. GTE OF1,1111

NYNEJ ifcom Dex.,

hceTol Comseealoe~cse TI/Comm. Oftstal,PACIFIC13TELESIS. Amesin Tel ftcWs.'toup Woottomn Tel. SL.11

Sotuzthwester BE Sosjflnwewn OaW Ar~n Tel. Fmcu
Corpratin Tl~catseud~eona5 bUS Noaher Tel SL-l,100kslmbIeCacm lax

mr~anin ~ Flrte kdrnneecjon TIETComes Of ewLiiisti'ijiist kvle . NEC NEAX 2400

N I . thike emo supphtr 'will be the
otocl n itet d. c t' in I'ltX dilititbution,
fidlwetl by Iht Witlitt the Ill i or oTice-
auhi'otaIttn iup ,S. your' dead in the outer,'

lhil Matr pintlhiay at thiy point in pvculatlive.
and at Ii t urn itlr analystt mivani.oi director
(Geore (',,hoy i fd' irrvtcer ltIu 'arth Inc. lam.
brtlgi', Mace,. die.grv with MAtruo' p.' ulaton
Ctilhivy agr-l thut tlKe u'icr 'yet-i11 vi-edurs will
tipart 'IX dstrthiitaiin-but nt through direct

Lhe ilt- th.,t Waog nr raiti.r maiwr ,flce-.v%-
tame veitt r oitid lo ini a Fortune 1(01)U compiny
aid m-lla 'lX I% ,ihurd tc'.l a ctimirtl tinse P'tBX
nAlto are clttiitiut tn in-di-pth knowledge The
t.it planv aa'itt i. rihtillv iiT-ernl--ita muth
mi-re eainti-nan vi. and 1upilrt ivten-,ve.- Coleny

Whit will Inoriit il mlitti ,o ieh vnrrgy ihat
mill h'nt wen tot |'itoi'.4 sl-iri vi-nih. mI ihe
PIIX maiuficturere *l.' luipm,.nt can la InW.
fared. tiliv vsid 0ffit..eytl.iiic v,-iidorm ullnle
ly mil nup-rt ittirfav'i frio otultiple IllX ven-
dir hut will pr,ibahl alim th mwIv- with ne
Colony .ili. it in -'ecttqil hu i\lig will .mon an.
n.tort, tah t altiilp wt h ntt tm Inc

Mittl ('iell riclise vwe privtdi-nl of hootmiem
i-vil'oi'lmt nit Iitt Smvith .Iiet-. with Helm e anmee'
mint ilit ac relatlill ngrulilr Ipli( ltch works be t
In tie Ilnilil. Stite.. Mitt-I'A primlutta traditionally
hive l-tn distrhuted Ihrtugh upply bouse to in-

"lut to market ths SX-i(KI we flt we needed to
be clcir tii the pioili iaslmlig the pe,,duct and
wJnti UA lo nll a tuiovNr as Smtle,' 'immih said
That nctwork o in intoc he said.l, h hr diclined to
nane th di'lv-ee hecaUte somi' (it them still have
rilutonhips with other viidr

Aniilvi-% ,oy Motel omvc.'rd Ite chance to wure theregioenal II(W'4 al di~trihuturq Im-,au..e the SX-2ixg)

was dlavld Smith dni h.it -We hod an in
opportunity to .igrirteivcly pure them, and we

iCuniinud on Page 7)

ItO ¢'- au..wva & Akinday. .April ' I,5.i
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CORPORATE PERFORMANCE

JAPAN'S TWO-FISTED

Wherever the cutting edge ofJpa este hih technoiogv slices. NEC likes tob. H, it i building ie proloty t an man" obserntwlon snilit. one

30 FORW A rf 25 MU
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TELEPHONEE MAKER
Though far smaller than either AT&T or IBM, hard-charging
NEC Corp. think. it's better than they are at tying computers to
telecommunicatil r. i equipment. I by Lee Smith

c1Pi" $Afl lnI, h' rdf l pas..

APAN'S NEC CORP still be:.rs tracJ of its beginnings as a done ,) AT&Imanufacturing subsidiary, Westel
Electric. Its oldest plant u. Tokyo is

replica, down to the woodwork., of Weste
Electric's antiquated Hawthorne Works ne
Chicago. Even their logos were similar f,
years. But NEC has managed to break out
the telephone supply business in ways th
the newly deregulated Western Electr
(now called AT&T Technologies) is sti
dreaming abouL

NEC has become Japan's largest manufa
turer of semiconductors, and third in th
world behind Texas Instruments and Motor
ola. AT&T Technologies, by contrast, make
semiconductors mainly for its own use. NE(
has taken command of at least Pars of Japan'!
nourishing personal computer market. Ant
as data processing and telecommunications
become ever more tightly intertwined, it is ir
an enviable position. "AT&T is very big in
communication, but it doesn't have much
experience selling computers," says NEC
President Tadahio Sekimoto, 57. "IBM, on
the other hand, is very big in computers but
not in communications," So though NEC's
annual revenues of about $7 billion are small
compared with IBM's $40 billion or AT&T's
estimated $56 billion, NEC thinks it can stay
in the ring with the giants because it's a two-
handed fighter.

Much of NEC's muscle derives from its
position in semiconductors, the basic cells of
telecommunications equipment and comput-
es. Making the semiconductors at home
gives NEC control over the design of its ma.
chinery and also a cost advantage. Though
NEC initially bombed in the U.S. with its
higher-priced personal computer, it's about
to try again, this time with a machine that wiLU
compete directly with the IBM PC but cost
less. The deluxe model, which can store the
equivalent of 3.500 single-spaced typewrit.
ten pages in its memory, will sell for just un-
der $4.000. or about $1,500 less than a com-
parable IBM model.

NEC conhdently expects its international
business to grow rapidly through the rest of

e .the decade. Five years ago sales outside ]a."s pan accounted for 26% of NEC's total. In the
rn fiscal year that ended in March. international
a business had grown to 35%. In another five

m years. NEC anticipates, overseas sales will
ar be 40% of the $18-bilon total. assuming the
)r company continues to expand at the 20% an-
of nual rate compounded of the past several
it years.
ic Turning NEC into a scrappy international
1J competitor has been no easy job, for the

company spent its early lie as a coddled t t.
pendent of the Japanese governmenL Born

e in 1899 as Nippon Electric Co.. it was a jointr- venture of Western Electric and two Japa.
s nese businessmen. In 1925 Western Elec.

t iic, along with parent AT&T, decided to
s concentrate on the U.S. and sold its shares to
I ITT. At one time ITT owned most of NEC's
i shares, but when Harold Geneen took over
i I'l in 1959. ITT gradually reduced its inter.

est. the last shares going in 1977.
NEC, now widely held by Japanese and

foreign shareholders, makes telephone
switching equipment. transmission lines, and
similar paraphernalia for the government.
owned phone company. Nippon Telegraph &
Telephone. The comfortable relationship
guarantees NEC a steady customer and also
the fruits of NTT's generous research bud-
get-S400 nullion in 1983.

OR YEARS telephone equipment was~about NEC's only business. But '.ihen
Koji Kobayashi. who at 77 is still chair.

a became president in 1964. he
saw that NEC was drifting toward trouble.
He realized that in a few years most of Japan
would be plugged into the phone system and
the company would have no place to grow.
Kobayashi pushed NEC into overseas mar-
kets, first exporting broadcasting systems
and later microwave stations. Microwave
stations fit easily into most communications
systems and sold briskly in places as dispa-
rate as Australia, India. and Mexico.

NEC got into computers in the 1950s. but
in the mainframe business its performance
has been less than exciting. It signed a pact
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At a New York press conference NEC un i uschea e rsn o/f te IBM PC.

with Honeywell in 1962 to make mainframe
computers in Japan based on Honeywel
technology. Fujitsu -and Hitachi elected to
follow IBM. producing r,nframes thaj run
IBM software. The two JajAnese companies
so cJosely follow the IBM product line that
Hitachi was caught stealing IBM secrets in
1982, and Fujitsu last year agreed to pay
IBM compensation for having made software
almost identical to that of the Amrencan
company.

NEC's image has remained untarnished.
and next year Honeywell will start to stlU
NEC mainframes under the Honeyw,01t
name in the U.S. and Europe. Still in what
is rapidly becoming an IBM world the dis-
tinction of emerging as a leader of the non-
IBM gang could be as empty as being a
prom.'inent maker of. sat. long-distance pro-
peller planes.

Personal computers are another matter.
The machines are unusually important in the
Japanese office because they can cope with
the thousands of characters of the written
language that frustrate the conventional
t)pewriter. The operator of a personal com-
puter can play a keyboard of 50 or so phonet.
ic symbols that then dig the appropriate char.
acters out of the machine's memory. Seeing
the potential. NEC plunged into the personal
computer business full force in 1979. and has
come to dominate the Japanese market for
higher-pniced machines. It has been turning
RL SA , .A-.s,.i Aalirfaoin

out PCs at the rate of 40,000 a month and has
captured almost half of Japan's PC market.
More to the point, says Peter G. Wolff, an
analyst for Prudential Bache Securities in
Tokyo. "NEC is probably the only mt.nufac.
surer in Japan making a profit in the personal
computer business!'p RESIDENT SEKIMOTO gets much

of the credit for the PC't success.

Long before he rose to his current
job in 1980. Sekinoto attracted

NEC's best talent to his projects, whether
for research work in the central lab or for
putting together a budget in the transmission
division. Noriyuki Naito. a former NEC exec-
utive who is now manager of the Boston
Consulting Group's Tokyo office, says Seki.
moto accomplished that partly by gravita-
tional force. At 5 feet 9 inches. Sekimoto is
tall for a Japanese of his generation, and his
exuberance creates an energy field in his
neighborhood. In conversation Sekimoto is
always in motion, elaborating his arguments
with broad hand gestures and quickly drawn
sketches. He pulls off his loafers to drama.
tize an anecdote about the importance of not
tracking dirt into a room where semiconduc-
tors are being made.

"Sekomoto might not be the best engineer
in the company, but he is probably the best
manager." sass Naito. "Sonic managers are
afraid to make mistake, so the)' avoid deci-
sions Sekumoto i. willitig to make a decision

I and :upporn it wvith all the resources he

can get."
Some financial analysts cluck when they

look at NEC's debt-laden balance sheet. To
keep up with its n'als in high-tech business-
es, NEC has had to invest heavily in new fac-
tories and equipment. $28kti million last year
in the semiconductor business alone. Hitachi
invested $220 mllon and Fujitsu $230 mil-
lion. NEC has borrowed liberally. a practice
made easier by the Sunutomo Bank's being
one of NEC's major shareholders. with 5% of
the stock.

NEC doesn't necessarily get its loans
more cheaply, but the knowledge that it has
Japan's most profitable bank as a lender of
last resort may well encourage its borrowing
ways. Sumitomo. for instance, bailed out
Mazda when the automaker hit heavy going
in the 1970s. Only 30'c of NEC's capital is
equity, compared with 57% for Fujitsu and
58% for Hitachi. "Amencans look at our bal-
ance sheet and say we're bankrupt." says Se-
kimoto a touch huffily. "They don't look at
the assets we have in patents and people."
He agrees, however, that it would be a good
idea to get the equty share up. In February
the company issued $270 million of new
stock.

NEC's earnings have not been impressive.
On fiscal 1983 earnings of $138 million. the
return on equity was only 12% and return on
sales 2.3%. Some outsiders wonder why it
keeps pouring precious money into its home
electronics business-1'7V sets, videotape re-
corders. and the like-which is scrawny
alongside that of Matsushita Electnc. maker
if the National and Panasoic brands, and Hi-
tachi. NEC doesn't seem to stand much
chance of making a profit in those lines. Seki.
moto answers that he doesn't regard TV tiets
simply as entcrtaimnent boxes, but also as
monitors for systems through which home-
owners will be able to scan supermarket
tales, order airline tickets, and check on
whether the back door is locked. The compa-
ny wants a role in the home computer and
communications business-C&C as it's
known around NEC-as well as in factory
and office C&C. Sekimoto's argument isn't
altogether persuasive. NEC. the critics point
out, can compete in C&C without making all
the components itself.

Still, investors-about one.fifth of the
shares are held by foreigners-are so enan-
ored of NEC they would probably climb an
electnc fence to get at the stock. NEC has
recently been selling at about 42 times earn-
ings, vs 16 for Hitachi and 25 fur Fujitsu.
The British securities hm Vickers d., L(ost3
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is betting that NEC's earnings will rise 23Q a
year for'the next five years. Others have un.
liited faith in NEC's distant future "It's
not a stok you buy for yourself," advises a
Tokyo managenient consultant. "It's .one.
thing yuu buy for your children and
grandchildren "

The Prospects for gener3ions vet unborn
look bright. At home SEC seem, assured of
a growuig market. although an increasigls*
complicated one. NTT. no Ianger as vital as it
once was but still an important customer. is
undergoing changes that on balance will
probabis be good for NEC. The company will
be hurt b% pressure the U.S. ha, brought on
NTT to shop outride it. lirtle clique of NEC
and ten or so other major suppliers. From
Cray Research of Minneapolis the phone
company has ordered ; S12-million super.
computer: from AT&T it is getting S49 mid.
lion in miucomputers. From Northern Tele-
com of Mississauga, Ontario, it will buy
pnvate branch exchanges, or PBXs, which it

will resell to business customers. A modem
PHX is an office phone system with a cont.
puterized routing mechanism that directs not
onlh incont ng voice call! to the right phone.
but also data to a computer, WVere it not for
U.S. pres.,urc, those contracts might have
gone to SEC.

But atter the decade or so of sluggish
growth Nobayashi foresaw. NTT has si:,ned
to overhaul Japan's communications net-
work. providing a windfall of S7 billion .v sear
of business for the next 15 years. NEC wdl
almost cenainl% get a big slice. The phone
company plans to spread a web of optical ti.
hers over the country. Instead of being
turned into electronic signals that are passed
along copper iires. voices and data will be
transformed into light pulses and sped
through the fibers. Light pulses are iess vul.
nerable than electronic transmissions to in-
terference, and optical fiber systems are of-
ten cheaper. NEC doesn't make the fiber but
produces the semiconductor laser that

transform the electronic signals into light
and assembles the components into %witch.
es. transmission lines, and other systems.

NEC can al.o probably" count on a helly an-
nud income from the military. The Japanese
r)efense Agency ordered $550 million of ra-
dar and other electronic gear in the last fiscal
sear. The agency is not likely to repeat a pur
chase that big soon. Still. the tnore the U.S.
s:olds Japan to increase its nultary spend.
ing. the happier NEC is ael% to be.

Overseas semfuconducfor sales have been
booming as the., have for most producers.
NEC sold q4oo million of cups outside Japan
last year. Business in the L'.S. is so promis-
tng that in Apnl NEC opened its second
American semiconductor plant, in Roseville.
California.

A few months ago the company an-
nounced that it had designed its own micro-
processor. the device that pulls information
out of a computer's memory and puts it to
use. So far the news hasn't thrown Silicon

4
?qtfE'

Sotm of his associates 'ttle ir a nwtoi In 7oAt,).NEC Fr*sident 5*1tirnotoodis jwt or trooliMotipth'-wo
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Valley into panic. That would happen only if a
Hewlett.Packard, say. were to announce that
it planned to build its next series of comput-
ers around a NEC microprocessor. What the
announcement does sig-ify, however, is that
at least one Japanese company is no longer
willing to concede U.S. dominance over a
crucially important chunk of the semiconduc-
tor industry and is willing to invest tr, a risky
and demanding business.

NEC's ambition includes taking a bigger
bite out of AT&T's business. The breakup of
AT&T in January means that NEC and other
equipment manufacturers can sell to custom-
ers through the new regional phone compa-
rues. which are eager to have something on
the shelf besides the wares turned out by
AT&T Technologies. NEC has been export-
ing telecommunications equipment to the
U.S. since the Sities, and since 1978 has
been manufacturing telephone equipment in
Dallas. But it has only 5% of the S3.3-billon-
a-year PBX business: AT&T has 24%. Cus-

timers. it seems. are leery of buying intri-
cate phone equipment. which can cost $4
million for a 5.(100lhne system, from a com.
pany on the other side of the world, worrying
that they might have to call Tokyo for ser-
vice or spare pdrts. By selling through the
regional Bell companies. NEC would help
customers overcome those fears.

So far .NEC has signed up nve of the seven
regional companies. The PBX equipment is
good. and the price is right. "NEC is the Cra-
ty Eddie of telecommunications," says Rob-
ert Fleming. an analyst for the Gartner
Group. a Connecticut consulting fim. "It will
not be undersold." He believes that by 1987
NEC will have 12% of an estimated $4.5 bil-
Lon U.S. PBX market.

NEC is pinning many of its hopes for
growth on the concept of the local area net-
work, in which all of an office's electronic
equipment is knit into a single system. In the
NEC version of this growing office phenome-
non, the personnel clerk at his work station

can summon an employee's health record
from the mainframe computer, add some in.
formation, and pass it all along to the person.
al computer on the desk of the employee's
boss: the advertising director can send
copies of a layout to five other departments
simultaneously on a facsimile. NEC makes all
of that equipment as well as the optical fiber
to connect it. The competition in the local
area network business is likely to be fierce.
engaging, among others. Hitachi in Japan and
Digital Equipment. Wang. and Xerox in the
U.S. The rival that ever) one worries about.
IBM. surprised the industry in May b% an.
nouncing that it would be two or three yea,.
before it would be able to deliver its full sys.
tem. But a NEC senior vice president. To-
i'iro Kunihiro, 55. noted in IB.M's announce-
ment that the company will be ready to
install the wiring for its future system this
fall. "They wiuit to tie up the customers
now," Kunihiro observes dryly, "even
though they don't have the machines to tie
up yet."

NEC is talking up to. ire.iclrt ivdeninput,'n Wt'hen an a tictionei,' at t is I0 anee 0i r.'wlear
itica I inatrkri Patsia¢ llistir.it into, a. nolrrOphol(lor wrille. tlh'fit un lio- port of! Ihrl,'cirp"P thkird

A S TO THE FUTURE, NEC expectsto have by the end of the century a
commercial version of the ultimate
communicationss gadget, the two-

way Dick Tracy wristwatch with which the
wearer can talk to anywhere in the world and
also send and retmeve data. "But it won't be
a wristwatch," says Michiyuki Uenohara. 57.
director of research. It's not the technology
that's limited; it's the human being. Eyes re-
fuse to read videotext on anything as small as
a,wnstwatch. Fingers are too clumsy to op.-
erate controls on it. So the device wi likely
be the size of a pocket calculator.

Uenohara is even more excited about the
potential for translation machines that could
convert written and spoken words from one
language .o another. A' a preliminary step.
NEC is working on a machine that can read a
simple Japanese novel and render it into spo-
ken Japanese. A more complicated itno.ru.
ment that can translate Japanese into foreign
languages will have in have a huge vocabi -
lr and j knowledge of grammar that vill

gobble up enormous quantities of the memo-
r' chips that NEC makes. Uenohara thinks
that such a machine will be of great service
to humanity a' well as to the semiconductor
industry. What a boon it would he ifJapanese
scientific papers and engineering manuals
could be translated quickly and cheap* into,
the languages of the less developed coun-
tries of Ashw and Africa and. although eno.-
ha-a forgot ii. mention thom. of Europe and
N.oilh Ani'ric., a, we-ll 03
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THE INROADS JAPAN
IS MAKING IN FIBER OPTICS

i

T 'he furor over the escalating Japa-T nese challenge to America's lead in
chipmaking is obscuring the island

nation's powerful push into fiber op.
tics-a technology that could become
just as important as chips. While U. S.
chipmakers scream about the Japanese
gnawing away 13% of their U.S. busi-
ness, Japan's share of the embryonic
U. S. fiber optics market has already
reached that level--and is growing more
rapidly.

Japan's aggressiveness stems from a
national strategy to stake out fiber op.
tics as a "sunrise" technology. The Japa-
nese view it as the next semiconductor I
industry, and its development has top
priority. "Now we are in the microelec-
tronics age," says Mikio Ohtsuki, direc-
tor of Fujitsu Ltd.'s Transmission
Group. "Next comes the optical age."

For Japan, the U. S. is a particularly
tempting plum since deregulation of the
communications market this year has
caused demand to soar. The primary use
for fiber optics is long-distance commu-
nications, moving both phone conversa-
tions and computer data. As yet only a
tiny fraction of this traffic moves over
glass fibers. But "the fiber optics mar-
ket is growing at a frenetic pace"-40
or more annually--says Paul Polishuk,
president of Information Gatekeepers
Inc., a Boston market researcher. I

In two years, the U.S. will be laying
an impressive 1.3 million mi. of optical
fiber annually-five times that installed 1
in 1981, predicts Northern Business In- c
formation Inc. And by 1.990 the yearly [
total should hit 4.5 million mi. The actual t
distances covered are much shorter than
these mileages because the fibers are I
bundled into cables that usually contain u
8 to 48 strands of glass. a
PRIVA lNKS While the phone compa- n
nies still drive most of the growth, new fi
common carriers and private systems C(
are also springing up rapidly in the D
wake of the breakup of Americani Tel- ai
phone & Telegraph C4. "Now that it's 1(
o|K'n season on comfluniatiorIs. any- m

IFICNC)I iX,v

(1I!i()!

body can establish a system," notes
John N. Kessler, president of Kessler
Marketing Intelligence. Large compa.
nies, such as Sears, Roebuck & Co. and
McDonnell )ouglas Corp., are setting up
their own private links. About 50 office
buildings, most of them in New York
and Miami, have been wired with fiber
optics. Industrial parks and universities
are putting in fiber local-area networks.
And most major railroads are negotiat-
ing with companies that want to put op-
tical fibers along their rights of way.

Japan has been preparing for the blos-
soming of this technology for almost a
decade, assiduously cultivating a broad
fiber-optics industry by sheltering and
subsidizing domestic manufacturers. Its
production capacity for optical fibers
and related electronics gear is projected
to shoot from about $200 million last
year to $2 billion in 1990. That is far in
excess of Japan's domestic needs. In
fact, it should be almost enough capacity
to satisfy the entire U. S. market.

"It looks like another classic case of
what we find unacceptable about Japa-
nese industrial policies," says a U. S.
trade official engaged in negotiations
with Japan. "They shut us out while
they build an export launch pad, often
using our patents and technology, then
bombard us in our own and third mar-
kets." Michael K. Barnoski, a consultant
who -pent 10 years in the fiber optics
divisions of Hughes Aircraft Co. and
rkw Inc., warn- that "if we don't get
iur act together, and fast, the Jalnese
ire going to do :o us in fiber optics what
hey've already done to us in autos."
Japanese companies are moving quick-

v to exploit the U. S. boom. To qualify
under AT&T's buy-American policy and
void a stiff 17%', taritr, NWC Corp. has
modeled a Virginia plant to as.semble
ber optics terminals and electronic
)mponents. Fujitsu recently opened a
alias plant that turns out terminals
nd the repeaters that are needed every

to 20 mi. to regenerate arid rvtrans.-
it optical signals. And Sumitomo Elke-
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CrLa
ime and again,

you've heard it said, "To make
mone); you have to have mone.)'

The truth is, you have to know how to
save money before you can think about
making more.

That's why more and more people are
joining the Payroll Savings Plan to buy U.S.
Savings Bonds. That way, a little is taken out
of each paycheck automatically.

In no time, you'll have enough Bonds
for a new car, your child's education, even
a dream vacation.

Whatever you save for, Bonds are the

.Thsk s
InAmerica.

safest, surest way to
gain capital.

When ,Vou put part af et;ur ju'nji intO V.S. Savingx Bonds ur-
hling to build ai bnght-r futurefor your counirv asd for V.ourtelf
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services a% automatic translation of for.
eign'langu'ige calls, videophone, home
facsimile machines, and two-way TV.

Some analysts question whether there
will be enough demand for such services
to justify the expense. Optimists counter
that i.,S could be thi basis for a $170
billion industry, including equipment and
services, by the year 2000. "Once cheal,
transmission is available, it will create
demand." declares Masahiro Hirano.
planning director at the Engineering Re.
search Assn. of Applied Optoelectronics
Systems. 'Ten years ago people won.
dered whether there was really a de-
mand for all the memory capacity that
semiconductor makers were manufactur.

The japanese beleve
that fiber optics

can make smokestack
industries more competitive'

ing," he recalls. "Now we know: The
more you have, the more you want"

Created by Japan's Ministry of Inter-
national Trade & Industry (MITI) in 1981,
the optoelectronic association started
with 11 corporate founders. Today more
than 150 companies are members, and
they have been a key force in putting
fiber optics to use at 400 sites outside
the N'rT sphere: transporting video.
voice, and computer data in factories
and electric utility systems, keeping
track of traffic flow on highways, and
managing data transmissions on local
networks in office buildings. The group
pegs Japan's market for nontelephone
fiber systems at $15.6 million in 1980 and
560 milhon in 1990.

rasicna n AwS. Now the Japanese are
developing a system for automating fac.
tories. It will perform remote-sensing
chores-measuring temperatures and
pressures, detecting flaws through opti-
cal inspection, and gathering data on
production trends, The objective, says
Koichi Murakami, a MITI administrator,
is to link a company's factories with
headquarters so the manufacturing op
orations can be run from one cental
location. The Japanese. says Polishuk (,f
Information Gatekeepers. believe fiber
optics "can make smokestack industries
more competitive."

The U.S. has no counterpart to the
initiatives of MITI and ''rr. not even a
research cooperative--and that worries
many Americans. "We can certainly
match championship laboratory data."
notes consultant Barnnwski. What is un-
clear. he adds, is "whether we're vapiable
of matching cham:,,onshil pcrforman'e
nn the production line and in the field

TEC,4NOiOGBUSINESSEfK,MAY'; I 1914
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tric Industries Ltd.. the No. :1 uptical fl- gtl s. David C. Thomas, executive diree,
Ier producer after %T&T Technologies tOr of transmission systems development
Inc. (formerly W\Vstern Eletr.c) and at ,TAT Bell Laboratones Inc., admiLt.'
sCorning Glass Works., is buildings a $10 that "one celebrated case is our TAT-8
million research venter in North Caroli- (transatlantic telecommun.cations cable,
nu. This center could b.come the hub of which is going to have a lot of Hiachi
full-scale fiber production in the U. S. lasers in it." The 3,600-mi. cable will be
after Corning's basic patents expire in laid over the next four years at a cost of
the early 19*k. roughly $400 million. Once the transat-
TWE H.AtR sa.LL Japanese companies are lantic cable goes into service in 1988 and
also stumping the globe, hawking optical proves the technology, everyone expects
systems for cnnecting a phone compa- a furious market in linking the islands in
ny's switching centers. They have won the South Pacific and the Indian Ocean.
maor jobs in Buenos Aires, Singapore, Although Japan has seized the lead in
and[long Kong. The Buenos Aires in-
stallation, perhaps the world's biggest
municpal system. absorbed nearly 5.000 T I
mi. of optical fiber- from Sumitomo, as
well as Nr' electronics gear.

'The Japanese bought that job, plain
and simple," says a U. S. competitor. Su.
mitomo's bid on the optical cables, he
adds, was about half the bid of four
other consortiums. Meanwhile, he adds,
in Japan, Sumitomo sells optical cables
to Nippon Telegraph & Telephone ithet
for two to four times the world price. "It '

somebody subsidized me that way, I M.
could sell low in Argentina, too."

Nr' pays more for fiber, Sumitomo
says, because it demands very high qual-
ity. A Sumitomo official asserts that
"nobody in the U. S. sells optical fiber of
the quality that NTl' demands for its 400 'h

megabit [million bits] system." David A
Duke, general manager of Corning's
Telecommunications Products Div.,
terms that claim "nonsense" and says
that AT&T, Valtec, and Coming all make
fibers capable of handling far in excessof that capacity. He admits, though, that

."'i does demard a unique cable configu-

.uaion that adds cost.
isLAuD uw& The Japanese inroads have
been made in spite of the fact that they
are not licensed to sell optical fibers in
North America or Europe under Cor-
ning's basic patents. Yet .c. Japan's today's semiconductor lasers and photo- I
strongest player, boasts that it alone has diodes-the receivers that pick up the e
1I; of the American market. Its sys- light signal on the other end of an opti- e
tems include Coming fiber plus imported cal fiber-researchers at Bell Labs are I
electronic components that represent confident that it is temporary. "What I
roughly half of a system's cost. we're trying to do.' says Lawrence K. s

Fujitsu is supplying most of the elec. Anderson. director of electronic compo- b
tronics for Mti Communications Corp.'s nents at Bell Labs. "is head off the Japa. '1
$200 million. 400-megabit network. This nese with forward-looking, manufactura-
system will consume 130,000 mi. of fi- ble technology-putting more emphasis ,N
hers from Coming and Northern Tele- on technology that is low-cost to manu- tu
com Ltd. and run along 4.2."0 mi. of rail- feature. That's required a change in ph:-
road tracks east of the Mississippi. Mcl losophy," he adds. "from the way that a
Vice-l'resident Daniel Walters says his Bell Labs normally operates." L
company could not buy high.speed termi- For example, while developing the re- w
nals and repeaters from AT&T Technol- peaters for the TAT- submarine cable, bi
usries before this year, so Fujitsu's Bell Labs created new integrated-circuit to
equipment was "all that was available." chips that eliminate several discrete t4

Japanese executives are quick to point components. "Our Japanese and Europe- tr
out that even AT&T builds some of its an competitors have good devices," says a:
systems with Japanese semiconductor Ia- Anderson. "but if you look inside. you'll a,
sers, the devices that transmit light six- see a rat's nest of hand-wired discrete hs
nls through the gossamer strands of components." The new chips, he adds. IN

,,NO W .Y

not only imlimni, n'iability but also re-
duce custs. "This year. as we ramp, Up tie
large-scale iiridluction, we're counting
en the semlt-ut-adlcquate apprna'f to
compete effectively."

The engine powering Japan's thrust
into fiber optics is N'rr. To nurture u
army of suppliers for sophisticated np-
tics prudicts, it conducts joint research
with dozens of companies. Today, the
communications giant spends roughly
7%t of its annual S'l.i0 million research
and development budget on optics'relat-
ed work. The goal is to make Japan the

first country with optical fibers connect-
d to every home. NIT plans to spend an
xu'aordinary $80 billion over the next
5 years to replace its entire "plant" and
launched the first phase a year ago by
tarting to install a 1.810 mi. optical-fh-
-er cable linking Sapporo in the north to
'okyo. Hiroshima, and Fukuoka. This
able is the backbone of the Information
network System (INsi that %rr intends

have in service y 1990.
Initially, each fiber in the cable will

erry 400 million bits of data per second.
water, by adding faster lasers, the speed
'ill be quadrupled to a phenomenal 1.6
lion bits per second. That is sufficient

transmit the entire A'icyc/opedia R-ri.
intra in two seconds. Consumer elect.
onits companies such as Sharp Vorp.
nd Matsushita Electrical Industrial Co.
e now developing new equipment to
imess the enormous capacity of the
's. .sr wants to ofrer such futuristic
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Japan's telecom industry rushes
into the information age
Thanks to careful planning and inter-company cooperation,
Japanese telecom companies are expected to prosper
in international and domestic markets

GENE GREGORY

IF TECHNOLOGY is the main
engine of industrial and social
change, the mounting wave of tele-
communications innovations being
introduced in Japan is destined to
radically transform structures of eco-
nomic activity and society as a whole
during the remainder of the 20th Cen-
tury.

The long awaited "information
society" finally is emerging from the
misty realm of dreams to tangible
reality. The imminent privatization of
Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Pub-
lic Corp. (NTT). the launching of
Japan's first operational communica-
tions satellite and the meteoric take-
off of optical fiber production are
signals which suggest the shape of
things to come.

Changes now underway will have
effects on human institutions and
behavior as profound as the inven-
tions of printing. the telegraph and the
telephone. Office, factory and home
already are being transformed.

The effects of new communica-
tions already are apparent in the
restructuring ofold industries and the
calling forth of new ones. Japanese
copper refiners, which depend on
telecommunications for at least 12%
of their total turnover, are confronted
with declining orders as traditional
wire cable is replaced by optical
fibers in a widening range of applica-
Gene Giegory is Pr'essor of tniemationa)
Business. Dcr' cfCompArAtive Cutlie.
Sophia Unaverity. Tokyo.

tions. Cable manufacturers, of neces-
sity, are diversifying from copper wire
into glass fiber production, and a new
sector of optical fiber component
manufacturers is emerging. As com-
munications equipment shifts from
the analog to digital mode and as soft-
ware is increasingly built into sys-
tems' firmware, large integrated
electronics companies are gaining
increasing shares of the market.

A new division of labor is develop-
ing among the major communications
equipment manufacturers and
smaller manufacturers gravitating
into their orbits. At the same time, a
new breed of software entrepreneurs
whose services are required for
advanced communications network
design is shaking up established pat-
terns ofindustrial organization, much
as Sony, Casio and Pioneer did by
spurring the earlier rise of the con-
sumer electronics industry.

Societal commitment

Japanese communications and infor-
mation industry policymakers have
been specifically and wholly com-
mitted to the development of infor-
mation technologies and their societal
underpinnings for well over a decade.
As a result, microelectronic, com-
puter and consumer electronics
firms, along with their labor unions
and bankers, are prepared for the
incipient communications revolution.
Leadership in very large scale inte-
gration (VLSI) technology, fifth gen-

eration computer development and
optical fiber technology-with spe-
cial emphasis on mass production and
application-place the combined Jap-
anese electronics industry in an
appropriate posture to take full
advantage of the successive waves of
opportunity in the new telecom-
munications age.

The nucleus of this national infor-
mation industry complex is the so-
called "Denden Family" of approx-
imately 30 major telecommunications
equipment suppliers subjected to
NTTs rigorous performance specifi-
cations and quality standards. Of
course, these same firms also have
been the most direct beneficiaries of
selective technological advances
emanating from NTT's original three
research laboratories, and by its new-
est research laboratory.

No less important, these desig-
nated suppliers have a substantial,
ready market for the products
developed jointly within the Denden
Family. Although NTT accounts for a
steadily declining share of the market
for telecommunications equipment-
approximately 33% in 1982-its Yen
2.5 trillion annual procurement
provides suppliers with substantial
relief from the risks inherent in tech-
nological change and assures them of
important scale ad experience econ-
omies that serve them well in other
markets. In private and export mar-
kets, the high performance specifica-

C'mzimted im page 140
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tions imposed by NTT also become
important elements of compctitiv(
power.

Despite political pressures froni
the United States and the projected
privatzation of NTT. there are likel)
to be few major changes in these
arrangements. The Denden Family
derives its strength and reason for
being from the inherent nature of tele-
communications systems and tech-
nology. Their development requires
close cooperation at all stages.

Uniformity and systems com-
patibility are imperative prerequisites
of all technologies and equipment.
Continuingeommunications made
possible through a finely-tuned coop-
erative relationship cannot. be
replaced by arms length, ad hoc sup-
ply contracts.

There is nothing which requires
that all members of the family be Jap-
anese companies. of course, but in
the past Japanese companies have
been the equipment manufacturers-
the logical partners in assuring opera-
tion of telecommunications systems.

The mutual obligations of family
membership are likely to be even
more important in the developing fifth
communications age than in previous
eras. Based largely on these arrange-
ments. NTT has developed plans for
the total overhaul of the telecom-
munications system during the 20
years from 1981 to 2000. This massive
effort to develop a nationwide inte-
grated information network system
(INS) entails replacement of all exist-
ing cables with fiber optics, digitaliza-
tion of networks, expansion of data
and facsimile services, introduction
of new video services, replacement of
all existing telephones and other ter-
minals, and the addition of a variety of
new terminals for home, office and
factory.
"TIe INS will unify all networks
through fully digitalized systems,
replacing separate systems for dif-
ferent modes of communications:
telephone. telegraph. telex, facsimile.
data. At the same time. the new inte-
grated system will be equipped with
enhanced capabilities to assure pro-
jected changes in services:

* From mainly voice to video-
intensive transmission.

e From principally man-to-man to
more machine-to-machine communi-
cations in which computers and auto-
matic remote control systems are
active participants.

e To high speed and broadband
transmission to accommodate in-
creasing amounts of information.

*To add communications process-
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ing functions such as temporary stor
* age. media or size conversion

translation and retrieval of message
i as well as computations.
I Total cost of this system's revision

in terms of direct capital outlays fo
equipment. is estimated at Yen 20 tc
Yen 30 trillion, plus Yen 1.3 trillior

r annual depreciation, over the 20-yeai
plan period. In addition to these out-
lays by NTT. which surpass its out.
lays since it was founded in 1952,
derived demand generated by this
system-for local networks, ex-
changes and terminals-is estimated
by Nomura Securities to be as high as
Yen 60 to Yen 70 trillion.

Given the rapid pace of tech-
nological change in the telecom-
munications industry, however, these
estimates could well prove to be con-
servative. One need only to think
back to 1978 to understand the diffi-
culties inherent in such forecasts.

Rand Corp. telecommunications
expects in 1978 predicted that 64K
microprocessors would be perfected
in the early 1980s and reach integra-
tion densities in excess of 100K by the
latter part of the decade. And they
were right. in part. But the timing was
off by se%,eral years. and by the end of
the decade devices will be available
with many times the capacity of those
forecast. This more rapid pace in
large scale integration (LSI) and
VLSI technology, in turn, speeds the
process of change in telecommunica-
tions technologies.

Optical fiber usage has been
especially sensitive to the availability
of more advanced LSI devices. Sales
of optical fiber communications sys-
tems in Japan are outstripping earlier
forecasts and demand continues to
exceed supply even at current rela-
tively high prices. From total sales
valued at Yen 70 billion in fiscal year
1981. Daiwa Securities estimates that
they will rise to Yen 700 billion in
1985, reaching at least Yen 7 trillion in
1990. Although Yamaichi Research
Institute projects a slower growth in
the 1980s than the forecast by Daiwa
Securities, even this more con-
servative view of the future foresees
optical fiber communications-related
sales o Yen 12 trillion by the year
2000.

By the end of next year. NTT will
have completed installation of the
first trunk line using the large-scale
optical fiber communications system
that has been undergoing commercial
tests since 1982. By 1990. according to
plan, the entire nationwide grid.
including individual subscriber lines,
will be converted to optical fiber cable

and the transpacific optical communi-
cations system will be operating

s between Japan and Hawaii.
Other interests

r Telecommunications carriers are by
) no means the only market for optical
i fiber manufacturers, of course. Major

Japanese electrical power companies
have been per(ecting their own

- optical communications systems for
monitoring and controlling power
grids. Since optical fiber is unaffected
by the magnetic field of high-tension
cables, Tokyo Electric Power Co.
began research on optical communi-
cations in 1974 and perfected cable
featuring tensile strength 25 times
greater than its conventional nylon-
coated counterpart, improved heat
resistivity and other properties mak-
ing it possible to combine optical fiber
with suspension wir6 in a unified con-
struction. This fiber-reinforced plas-
tic (FRP) cable was developed with
Sumitomo Electric Industries,
Furukawa Electric, Fujikura Cable
and Hitachi Cable; all four companies
currently are producing it for domes-
tic and foreign markets.

Optical fiber communications sys-
tems also are being developed for rail-
ways, subway systems and express-
ways. The most elaborate of these
new transportation control installa-
tions is the integrated digital com-
munications system adopted by the
Tozai Line of the Sapporo Municipal
Bureau ofTransportation. Combining
facilities for telephone and announce-
ment services, operation control,
power control and sales data process-
ing, this integrated system is ex-
pected to serve as a model for other
transport systems throughout the
country. Major segments of the sys-
tem have been developed by coopera-
tion between leading firms in the
field: Nippon Electric Co. (NEC) and
Sumitomo Electric Industries have
perfected data transmission systems;
Matsushita Communications and
Fujikura Cable, image transmission
systems: and Fujitsu and Furukawa
Electric, power control networks.
Private and municipal railways have
began introducing surveillance and
control systems employing various
combinations of the new optical fiber
technologies.

Similarly. optical fiber communica-
tions have been adopted by the Hans-
hin Expressway Public Corp., for
monitoring traffic flow and highway
communications facilities.

In broadcasting, Nippon hoso
Kyokai (NHK) and private operators

Continued on page 145
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are using optical fibers for their corn
munity antennn television (CATV
networks. NHK also is continuing|
research with Hitachi Cable c
develop a multi-channel optical fibc
system for very high frequenc)
(VHF) telecasting. Videotex system!
undergoing tests since 1979 have beer
based upon integrated optical fibet
communications.

Other expanding uses of optical
fibers include local area networks
being established in commercial
buildings, companies, universities
and research institutes to meet the
demand for multi-modal transmis-
sion. to link computers to peripherals
and satellite earth stations to com-
puter nodes. Manufacturers now are
using optical fiber multiplex com-
munications systems in cars. ships
and elevators to control electrical
equipment. engines and automatic
systems.

To meet increasing demand. cable
manufacturers have been doubling
production annually. with the lead
taken by the three firms-Sumitomo
Electric Industries. Furukawa Elcc-
tric and Fujikura Cable Works-
which joined NTT in the cooperative
research on the vapor phase axial dis-
position (VAD) method of optical
fiber manufacturing. Because market
demand has been running ahead of
supply. NTT recently has decided to
make its patents in this field available
to three other large cable manufac-
tures.-Hitachi Cable. Dainichi-Nip-
pon Cables and Showa Electric Wire
& Cable-as well.

Although Hitachi Cable. Dainichi-
Nippon Cables and Showa Electiic
Wire & Cable had developed their
own optical fiber technology indepen-
dentlv. the VAD method has proven
to be most advantageous. Larger
diameter cables and greater length
are obtained in 1t)0 of the production
time needed for the most % idely-used
process. the modified chemical vapor
disposition (MCVD) method
deelopcd by AT&T Bell Lahoralo-
ries and Corning GIiss in the United
States. Hence. in it interest of uni-
formitv and econo,,.ics of produc-
lion. NTT has licensed all maior
Japanese cable manufacturer, v, ith
its technology.

As a result, at the outset of fiscal
year 1983. optical fiber capacity rating
of the big six cable manufaicturers
totaled 32.500 km monthly (see Table
I).

Both Nippon Sheet Glass and Mfit-
subishi. %ith iheir own production
melho s, also mie producing smaller
quantities of optical fibers.
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Table 1
Manufacturer
Sumitomo Electric Industries
Furukawa Electric
Fujikura Cable Works
Hitachi Cable
Dainichi-Nippon Cables
Showa Electric Wire & Cable
Total

Three distinguishing features mark
the booming Japanese optical fiber
industry. First. compared with other
national optical fiber industries, the
Japanese industry is mucn less con-
centrated. In fact. there are as many
rniior optical fiber manufacturers in
Japan as in the United States and
Europe combined.

Second. each of the Japanese
optical cable manufacturers have
joined with communications and
optical equipment manufacturers of
their respective ,hirc.li (industrial or
inking groups) in the development

orf optical fiber production, applica-
tions and marketing:

o Sumitomo Electric Industries is
linked with NEC and Nippon Sheet
Glass. all key Sumitomo Group com-
panies.

* Furukawa Electric has close ties
with Fujitsu. since both are members
orfhe Furukawa and Dai-lchi Kangyo
Group.

* Fujikura Cable Works with
Toshiba Corp. and Showa Electric
Wire & Cable. Toshiba and Fujikura
both have Mitsui Group connections.

* Hitachi Cable is a subsidiary of
Hitachi. Ltd.. and both have common
links to the Sanwa Group.

* Dainichi-Nippon Cables,. with
strong Xiisubishi Group ties, works
with Mitsubishi Electric.

These linkages not only assure the
neces,,ary financial resources for
rapid development of optical fiber
production. but also serve to speed
the process of optical fiber tech.
nology diffusion throughout group
companies which embrace many of
the main fields of application.

Third. the technological commit-
ment and sinengih oflhis basic indus-
try of the information age is for.
mi able. The top three optical fiber
manufaclurers have acquired MCVD
licenses from Corning Glass and
pioneered the development. along
%, ith NTT. of the VAD method. The
other five producers all de-

Kilometers per /month
10.000
8.000
8,000
3.000
2,000
1.500

veloped their own technology, and
three of these have also been licensed
to use the NTTs VAD process.

In fact. Hitachi Cable has de-
veloped two optical fiber production
methods of its own. One of them. the
soot deposition method. is similar to
the VAD process and has almost all of
the latter's advantages over the
MCVD method. In addition, how-
ever. Hitachi Cable has jointly
developed a single polarization
monomode (SPM) fiber with Hitachi.
Ltd.. which permits light to travel
str-ight down the axis of the fiber.
reaching its destination before light
which bounces down the cable.
which is the usual method.

While tests on its wider application
still are being conducted. this new
fiber has found many non-communi-
cations applications in high precision
optical fiber gyroscopes, blood flow
meters. interferometers. magnetic or
electric field measurement as well as
connections between circuits. SPM-
type communications using very high
quality optical fiber measuring 10
microns or less in diameter are
envisaged by NTT in a new public
telephone service tobe inaugurated in
1987 or 1988.

By then the impact of optical fiber
communications already will be far
reaching. Per channel costs of glass
fiber transmission will be only a frac-
tion of existing tariffs. Since higher
information carrying capabilities make
make possible transmission of all
communications modes on the same
circuit, costs will be further reduced
through their integration.
Other des elopments

Lower service costs, broader trans.
mission capabilities and the speed of
communications also will be en-
hanced by improvemLnts in micro-
wave communications. satellite ser-
vices and digital sitching systems.
Japan's first commercial communica-
'ions satellite. Sakura 2. which went
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into scv'icc last Jlne Aih 4(XX) hle.
phone circuits, sill be Joined by a
second satellite in 1987 carrying 6uXX)
circuits and more advanced cnrfi in
the 19X), with a. many as 2(X).XX)
circuits. Although limited io back-up
emergency services the oulsel. sat-
ellite transmission will he used as
relay transmission lines working in
conjunction with optical fiber cable
systems on the ground to form a
highly reliable dual network.

In addition to these communica.
lions carrier satellites,. broadcasting
satellites will provide impro%,ed ser-
vice% for existing public and private
netisorks. as well as nlc cable televi-
sion systems. A group of three com-
panics-Marubeni Corp., the
Chunichi Shimbun and Uny Co..
(respeclively. a trading company. a
leading new paper and a maior super-
market chain)-arc preparing to
launch a combined pay and free cable
television service for the Nagoya
region using a communications satel-
lite in 1985. By 1988. the third Jap-
anese broadcasting satellite, the BS3.
will be launched, joining the BS2.

More di.er.sified communications
service, at lower costs are being
matched by similar developments in
terminals made possible through
application o succe,,ive generations
uf LSI circuits ,,nd more advanced
VLSI circuit s, The result is a boom in t
telecommunications terminals for g
offices and homes which will gain \
momentum ,fler 1985 when the INS h
becomes operational. New high defi- d
nitico television receivers with flat a
screen% and multiple functions which a
\ill be fully digil:lized. will replace n
existing models. s

Data communications services will rt
give added impetus to personal com- in
puter usage. speeding the con.
vergence of television with computer fi
terminal%. All existing telephone, and 3.
switchboards will be converted to to
digital models. Developments in ap
mobile communications are opening e%
new markets for automobile radio %i
telephones, cordless telcphonc, and. th
ultimately. full) portable telephones. of
That powerful sleeping giant. fac. Ye
simile communications, finally is .'
awakening to an era of general office hel
and home usage. 198
. Although the take.offofnci. iclevi. to

siun services and digital receivers is
still a few years off. car telephone opt
services, begun in 1979. had been cui
extended to approsinately 2(X) cities ren
with more than 20.(XX) suhcrihcrs by sic;
mid-1983. More economical chase sta- vic
lion equtipnicnu and a compact. low frtc
cost mobile radio put into conmer- the
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cial tuse in 1982-83 are expected to
give a new boost to domestic
demand. Meani, while. leading Jap-
anese firms, especially NEC and
Malsushita Communications Indus-
trial, arc preparing for the huge
United States market, where I million
to 1.5 million mobile units are
expected to be installed in auto-
mobiles during the next 10 years. The
Middle East and Western Europe also
are focal points of Japanese export
interest. Matsushita Communica-
tions already has established its posi-
tion in the car telephone market of the
United Arab Emirates and Kuwait.
and Mitsubishi Electric has begun
exports to Western Europe. with ini-
tial exports going to the promising
Swedish market.

Portable radio promises to be an
even brighter star in tomorrow's com-
munications firmament. As many as
20 Japanese manufacturers are al-
ready in the market, which industry
analysts estimate will be worth Yen
2.2 trillion annually by the end of the I
decade. A rush for portable, high per- f
formance radio sets was triggered by
the Ministry of Posts and Telecom- n
munications' action in 1983 to rewrite
the national Telecommunications t
La,. giving increased access to radio n
waves by private citizens. s

This growth in mobile communica- n
ions has been overshadowed by bur- si
eoning facsimile equipment sales. b
Vhile new models were improved in in
'oth efficiency and quality, prices in
ropped precipitously during 1982 as ex
result of increasing miniaturization ut

nd the introduction of advanced of
icuoelectrcnic devices. The re-

ponse was electrifying. Unit sales ra
se 77% in 1982, producing a 30% al

crease in sales revenues, be
Output of facsimile equipment in in,

,cal year 1983 was expected to reach Ut
0.000 sets, which would mean a tot
tat turnover for the industry of pu
proximaicly Yen 180 billion. But arr
limaies of future growth vary tra

dcly. The conservative forecasts of
c Communications Industry Assn. ma
Japan (CIAJ). predicting output of shi
n 257 billion in 1985. have been Unrapped. A more sanguine view. to
Id by EDP/Japan Report. estimates Is output at Y.n 300 billion, rising sup
Yen 350 billion in 1986. ble
Evidence supporting the more in r
imistic outlook is convincing. The app
rrent boom in NTT mini-fax pro
lals. which has gained momentum uf'a
tdily since untrodtucui~in of the ser- by
e in September 1981, will he fiturlhcr no[t
led in 19R4 ik hen Dcnden latinches LSI
ncss economical and compact

Mini-fax 2 capable of transmitting an
A4 copy within 3 minutes. By 1986,
all major cities in Japan will be
included in the public facsimile net-
work, which then will be integrated
with other communications networks
in a single digitalized optical fiber sys-
lem scheduled to be fully operational
by 1990.

More than 25 companies are racing
to develop new, high speed units, dual
purpose fax-copying machines and
combinations of fax with word pro-
cessors, microfilm and optical
character reading equipment, which
are all calculated to increase the
attractiveness of facsimile services to
users.

With these and other improve-
ments in the offing, the number of
facsimile installations is expected to
increase from 300.000 at the end of
1982 to t0 million in 1990. Since this
estimate is based on an 80% satura-
tion of the office equipment market
and only a modest 107 penetration of
'he home market, the wide scope for
urther growth in the 1990s is
xpected to sustain the sizeable

number of producers in the industry.
Exports will spur the interna-

ionalization of major facsimile equip-
nent producers. Although overseas
hipments rose only 7.6% in the first 7
months of 1983. total 1982 exports
rtot up 83% to approximately Yen 40
million. representing a 68% increase
I volume to 63.300 units. The higher
crease in the value of exports,

exceeding the increase in export vol.
me. reflects the greater advantages
Japanese higher-speed terminals.
Significantly, the relatively high
te of exports. which amounted to
most 27% of total sales in 1982. has
en sustained less by direct market-
abroad by Japanese firms than by

united States and European OEM
original equipment manufacturer)
rchases in Japan. These supply
-angements. as of 1982, are illus-
ted in Table 2.
By comparison, leading Japanese
manufacturers are estimated to have
pped only 15,000 units to the
ited States and 5000 to 6000 units
Europe under their brand names.
ndications are that this pattern of
ply will continue for the foreseea-
future. With rapid improvements

production efficiency through the
lication of more automated mass
duction methods Japanese man-
cuurers have reduced unit prices
more than 26% since 1980. Tech-
ugical innovations, especially in
design and applications, have not

Continued on page 148
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U.S.
Fujitsu to Burroughs
Murata to Burroughs
Oki Electric to

Pitney-Bowes
Toshiba to Pitney-Bowes
i-hlachi to Southern
Pacific Communications

Hitachi to Telautograph

only brought miniaturizatio
higher quality, but also have Io
the costs of parts and compo
Moreover. Japanese facsimile
now are equipped with levels o
tionality unmatched b) those
duced in the United State
Europe.

As a result, in 1982 the Britisl
Office and the Swedish Tek
munications Agency (STA
example. concluded conti
directly with Matsushita Gr
Communications for supply of
fax machines. Since the STA
tedly is planning to use Jap,
mini-fax equipment in its natio
communications network redce
ment program. Japanese facs
exports to Sweden alone c
amount ultimately to hundre
thousands of units.

Spurred by this rise in expo
facsimile sets. overseas shipme
telecommunications equipment
a spectacular 57.1% in 1981 and
tinued upward at a 21.77 rate i
first 7 months of 1983. Prospect
that. just as exports have let
grossth of other electronic ind
sectors in the past, the growth i
Japanese communications indu
during the 1980s will be spurre
overseas sales. By 1986. export
expected to account for app
imately 30' of total telecommu
tions equipment shipments.

.Markel targets

At the same time. Japanese ec
ment manufacturers %%ill mov,
ward i,,creasing manufactur
major products in key foreign
kets. NEC. Fujitsu and Oki I
begun to manufacture PABXs
vate automatic branch exchange
the United States. and Fujitsu
plars for United States production
optical fiber communications-rel
equipment, the fiber excepted
conjunction with an order from
Communications for installation
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Table 2
Units Europe Units
5000 Fujitsu to ITT Europe 3000
3000 Mitsubishi Electric

to Siemens 2000
7000 Ricoh to Kalle Infolec 2000
8000 Oki Electric to DeTeWe 2000

Oki Electric to
2000 Muirhead Corporation 2000
2000

n and long distance optical fiber communi-
wered cations system between Washington
nents. and New York.
units Parallel to the rise in exports. pri-
func- vale demand for communications
e pro- equipment in Japan will continue to
s and grow faster than purchases of NTT.

Kokusai Denshin Denwa Co. Ltd.
h Post (KDD) and other public sector users.
ecom- In 1986. equipment sales to the pri-
). for vate sector are expected to exceed
ra ct s Yen 697 billion, estimated at 35.5% of
aphic total production. or about the same as
mini- the 35.6% taken by sales to public

repor- communications systems operators.
inese Further liberalization of the market
wide for telephones and interconnect reg-
'elop- ulations for value-added networks
mile will have a significant impact on the
ould market for new generations of termi-
ds of nal equipment. Not only will an

increasing share of home telecom-
rts of municalions equipment be sold by
nts of the manufacturer to the consumer
rose through a variety of retail outlets, but
con- customer-premises sales of digital
n the exchanges. key telephone systems
sare and local area networks will grow
I the rapidly.
ustry Radical changes in technology.
n the combined with changing patterns of
istry demand are transforming the struc-
d by ture of the telecommunications
s are equipment industry. With the
rox- development of optical fiber com-
nica- munications. cooperation between

cable manufacturers and equipment
manufacturers is becoming even
closer than it was in the age of copper

quip- wire. Satellite communications, a
to- m;..cro-technology susceptible to

e of management only by large-scale
mar- entciprises. will increase the share of
have major equipment manufacturers in
(pri. transmission equipment markets.
s) in Similarly. digital c\changes. like
has mainframe computers. have high lev-
n of cls of minimum efficient scale of pro-
ted duction and. thercrore, are likely to
, in add to the power of major manfifac-
ACI lurers in the marketplace.
of a Small and medium-sized telecom-

munication.s equipment manifrac.
turers will lose market share for
cable. transmission equipment and
exchanges to the larger diversified
communications companies. on the
one hand; on the other hand. they will
be faced by rising competition for ter-
minal markets from consumer e!cc-
tronics and office equipment man-
ufacturers.

Virtually all major appliance man.
ufacturers and office equipment man-
ufacturers have diversified into
telecommunications terminal pro-
duction in recent years and are likely
to be leading suppliers of personal
computer-or data communica-
tions-terminals and facsimile equip.
ment. as well as television and other
video equipment connected to the
communications network.

Indeed. the advantage of appliance
manufacturers is so strong that major
communicationsequipment firms.
such as NEC. are investing heavily in
consumer electronics production to
acquire the mass production capa-
bilities that will be required to com-
pete effectively in the terminal mar-
kets of tomorrow.

Trepidation

Quite understandably foreign com-
munications equipment suppliers
view this trend with mixed feelings.
While some specialized communic4.-
tions'equipment manufacturers are
confident they will be able to compete
more effectively in the Japanese mar-
ket after privatization of NTT and
with the growing importance of the
private sector. others are less opti-
mistic.

Just as improved technology.
higher domestic performance specifi-
cations and quality standards. and
superior mass production capabilities
are serving to make Japanese com-
munications equipment increasingly
attractive abroad. foreign suppliers
will have to compete with this com-
bination of advantages in the Jap-
anese domestic market. Private
buyers tend to be just as concerned
%kith performance and quality as the
public services, and they are even
more impervious to international
political pressures.

But that is not all. "There is the
classic problem of interface between
foreign manufacturers and the Jap-
anese market that must be solved." a
Tokyo representative of one leading
international equipment manufac-
turer confessed. "The home oflTice
blames the Japanese and the branch
office for failure to penetrate the mar-
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The results of the 1984 survey Of large
users show bauot than 70% Of CO.
pfae users will have integrated voeis-
dait communications olopanments by
1988 AccOmpanyg that integration is
1tis aUfioitry to intoglt voice and data
facilities. with marky wicreas rOd plans
toe digital IOernl1aF6 (OyPaS3s) taiht1e
and purchases of vo ic-aat PBXs

Over 30 key system and POX mlnufac.
htrers and over 50 modem. multipitex.
or and data swich manufaclurers were
named by the ele4com professionals as
coming to mind when considering put.
chases. &t. manufacturers need t0 be
cautious. sire sacor usage level$ an
demands vary

The large user is making distribution
cha-nls as dnponanl as the l Uap-
ment manufacturer The integratinot o
voice and dait communications also is
Inct rasig the degree of centraliZed
buyig The surveyed corporations' HO
telecom stagn contl 31% to 83% of
oiocsend data communications ac-

Quisitions in tsoai ot ranging from 1.9
employees on up to over 1000
employee , underscoring emphasis on
network nabk/, and backup se.
vie. which past surveys have shown as
me moat iporii t faclor i purchase
decisions

TELEPHONY PUBLISHING CORP.
55 E. JackSon Bivd - 11th floor
Chicago, I. 60804 USA

Please send me _ copy(s) of
LARGE USERS. INTCI3RATE0 VOICE
A DATA COMNtI ICATIONS at
$150.00 par copy.

-Check enclosed -- i1 M#

Name __

-omy

City

Stale

Zip Code ____

ket. hut is not prepared to do the
homework or niodif) (he cqiiipmerit
to meet NTT standards. "We hive to
face the facts." he continued. "NTT
standards are tighter. an"d in other
ways special, but they are not going to
relax them simply to please oraccom-
modate foreign supp'ers."

The plain truth oftht matter is that.
for many olhese firms meeting Jap-
anese(not only NTT) spi. -:ificationsat
competitive prices and n rmal busi-
ness risks is not feasible. 1 he volume
of sales. under the best of all possible
conditions. often does not warrant the
investment.

But there are signs that the market
is changing for some foreign sup-
pliers. NTT has established tech-
nological ties with both International
Business Machines Corp. (IBM) and
American Telephone & Telegraph
Co. (AT&T) which should facilitate
the development of compatible sys-
tems and equipment, thus enabling
these top American companies even-
tualy to share in the Japanese market
for the big ticket items which are their
strengths. Motorola has been
selected as a designated supplier, not
only for pocket paging systems. but
also for cellular telephones. Rolm has
received NTT approval of its digital
PABXs and private firms have been
buying RcIm computerized branch
exchanges (CBXs), which first
appeared on the Japanese market as
recently as April 1982. Fortified with
this success, the company is resolved
to capture 3% to 4% of the market for
this type of equipment.

As a harbinger of things to come.
last Octoberlchio Kato. NTTsdirec-
tor of international procurement.
announced in Washington the place-
ment of orders for an advanced traffic
observation and management infor-
mation collecting system from AT&T
International. a $21 million supercom-
puter system from Cray Research. and
a $4.3 million transportable digital
switching system from Northern
Telecom. Although sales of Amer-
ican firms to NTT have been doubling
every year since 1981, when the agree-
ment between the United States and
Japan was signed giving American
firms the right to compete on equal
terms for NTT procurements, this
was the largest se: of U.S. equipment
purchases to date.

By current industrial standards, the
pace of NTTs liberalization signals a
major change in policy, a change
which is further reflected in the new
open tender system of procurement.
To exix-ct radical changes in patterns
of supply. even if the quality ano

150

prices of products are competitive
with those being used. flies in the face
of the reality of telecommunications
systems' imperatives.

All products must be compatible
with the total system and with its vari.
ous components. which usually
means that individual products must
be designed for the needs of the sys-
tem if optimal results are to be
obtained. This limits the number of
equipment items that can be bought
off the shelf and requires rather
lengthy lead time between the design
stage. the placement of orders and
final delivery,

The question suppliers are asking
now is: Will NTT continue on its
present course of liberalization after it
becomes a private corporation?

Although NTT will not be legally
bound to comply with the procure-
ment agreement once its status as a
public corporation is withdrawn.
there are good reasons to expe-t that
purchases abroad will continue to
increase. As an executive of one
American equipment supplier pFit it:
"The important thirg is that recent
changes in the climate induce foreign
firms to try harder."

But, equally important, NTT will
no doubt remain committed to the
path of cooperation it has taken with
its recent technical relationships
abroad.

There arc also some sound tech-
nical and economic reasons for an
increasing specialization and interna-
tional division of labor as telecom-
munications technologies and prod-
ucts proliferate. As uniformity in
global communications systems
becomes increasingly important.
there is likely to be a growing trend
towards standardization and com-
patibility of systems and equipment.
Closer cooperation between com-
munications utilities and suppliers
throughout the world, therefore.
becomes one of the positive features
of the fifth communications age.

Liberalization of communications
systems the world over also will
enhance the importance of private
sector markets and increase world
trade in commnnications equipment.
Although Japanese telecommunica-
tions equipment manufacturers will
be major competitors in this new
global environment, effective compe-
tition in this field often requires inter-
national cooperation.

Increased international competi.
tion and cooperation thus become the
ogical pattern for members of the
communications industry in the infor-
mation age. 0
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European Parliament Plenary Session (continued)

I N 0 U S T R Y : POSITIONS ADOPTED ON FIVE KEY SECTORS
ASSOURG (EU llay 30 March 1984 - The Parliament has ado pted, after making certain

addition, th atI lutions accompanying the reports on five key sectors of the European
industrial sc go-ahead sectors, or sectors requiring restructuring, for which
action At European level is essential, not for "dirigiste purposes but so as to create
the framework within which adaptations and restructurings will be made easier. Or
summaries of the reports, see EUROPE of 28 March pages 8/9.

Motor industry: assessment of the situation
The Parliament has adopted the resolution presented by Mr Bonaccini (Italian

Communist) on the motor industry, after accepting certain amendments submitted by Mr
Hopper (British Conservative), .which, moreover, were by and large accepted by the
rapporteur himself, The resolution considers the progress that has been made towards
a common strategy. According to the E.P., research financed by the Community is desi-
rable only insofar as it encourages innovation that has a reasonable chance of proving
profitable ; on the other hand, it stresses the need for a global approach to regula-
tions governing environment, safety and energy consumption. Where foreign trade policy
is concerned, advantage should be taken of the temporary breathing space offered Europe
by Japan's self-restraint in Its exports to substantially improve European production
and innovation. As for the social aspects, the Parliament reiterates the need to intro-
duce close co-operation between workers and management when it comes to modernization
issues, and it thinks that the inevitable job losses can be minimalized by policies
that generate new Investment opportunities. Furthermore, social accompanying measures
should be designed to give workers a wide range of technical skills, enabling them to
improve their job prospects

Telecommunications : call for a European strategic plan
The Parliament has adopted, after making some amendments (most of them byMr Purvis, British Conservative), the resolution contained in the report by Mr Leonardi

on telecommunications, calling for speedy introduction of a European strategic plan,
the guidelines of which, to be proposed by the European Commission, would revolve around
five major poles : a) stimulation of investment at Community level ; b) establishment
of a European standards policy for telecommunications ; c) liberalization of Monopolies
and more co-operative attitude by the Post Offices ; d) launching of major research and
development Initiatives, to take maximum advantage of economies of scale (an amendment
by Mr Mureland states that the Commission should propose a Community research programme
directed at the pre-cmpetitive sector, to complement the ESPRIT programme, and another
amendment, also by Nr Moreland, states that standards that were accepted on ap Inter-
national front would be even better than European standards) ; e) launching of pilot
schemes at European level : absolute priority shoLld be given to a new Community trans-
frontier network offering digital/.STD services, but there is also an urgent need to
make the mobile telephone systems, which are expanding rapidly, mutually compatible.

Textiles: an important sector that must be safeguarded
Concerned by the situation in the textile sector, the Parliament has adopted

the resolution put forward by Mr Nordmann (French Liberal), which calls for a Community
strategy involving : 1) measures to ensure better balance of trade with third countries.
The Multi-Fibres Arrangement can give the EEC a breathing space, enab ing it to modern-
ize and adapt its structures : if a new framework proved necessary, the quotas system
would have to be simplified and the interests of the least developed countries protected.
The agreements should be subject to more stringent management and Spain and Portugal
should be given the opportunity, as soon as possible, to join in with the thought being
given to the question of a "Euro-Moditerranean textile area'. 2) prevention of distor-
tion in the EEC, particularly by strengthening the internal market. 3) promotioWo'
Wisector's general ompetitiveness by specific measures and by concentration of aid
on some decisive projects so as to avoid duplication of effort. 4) measures to accom-
pany conversion to other industrial activities. The countries affeCted By the changes
are by and large poor ones, and the labour force predominantly female, which calls for
efforts at retraining, co-ordination of Community instruments and serious action to
provide better information.

Shipbuilding industry : call for positive action to revive it
Another sector in crisis was the subject of a report by Mrs Theobald-Paoli

(French Socialist), whose resolution was adopted by the Parliament in a very amended
form. in this resolution the E.P. : a) invites the European Commission to give up
its policy of mere control in favour of a positive policy to reviv:, shipbuilding. To

-/...L
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Computer Linkups
Spurred by France

New Service
Is Subsidized

%4 t a b NW Yen ft"
ME T Franc - As treasurer of a

sm allgineeiring company in this
dour eastern Froec town, Hubert
Swaldus ued to call the bant every
day to ask about his company's ac.
cnumts. Since the start of this year,
however. all the L trmatlon he wants
comes to him on a little television
scree in his office by touching a key.

Mr. Swaldus in a beneficiary of a
Government campaign to keep
Fram i the forefront of communi.
cad" technology by placing - free
so far - a telephaoeconnected corne
putar terminal Imow as a MinItal In
evry ench home and office.

is company. Guermoot Weber,
do business with the Banque Po.
lairs de Lorraine, a ofsperatlvaly
owne local bank that has pionee',bns I" in Europe.
Vest m of Information

CMin subcrlibiln to the service
simply call the bank'a computer and
tap out their code. That brings a MWu.
Utde of details aout the state of
their fiancee onto the video sce-
not only balances but also lists of
checks cashed, Ion repayments tall.
Ing due, interest rates, aching
rates and many other things.

"It makes the Job of manag our
cub baances Very mAU asiar,"
Mr. Swldux said.

This bank's experiment with corm.
puterized home banking, which has
already drawn visits by more than 3M
curiou foreign bankers, is possible

only because of the Governmn'
determntlfw to trn France Into a

atonof ome mputer enmtlu.

=e antheamlilar tepinle dl-
nco ith the Mitel terminal.

N Mor Ifg Phas 2o6b
Ind of riffling through the

pagm of a bulky dimcry In search
of a number. telephone subscribers
now use their borne Minltela to later.
opisa central computer at the
French Post Office. which holds a
commundcado monopoly.

They can also obtain many other
ervce on their Minitals. In addition

to allowing cients to call up to-
formation about their accounts, the
Miniltl will soon Mak It pouSIble for
people to pay their bills by using a- .. mart card."

Stored on this credit card wi be
personal Information to Identify (he
user, A specialty adapted Minitell wil
allow the deelred transaction to take

F sool tthe rioht card is fed into
Furthermore, the Minitel can be

used to order urciandiss from
mal-ordar companies.
Data tr Sbhpers Available

And telephone subscribers can tap
into computers that provide them
with the latest information about
taunts, movie houses and hope,
usually just for the cat of a phum
Call.

Eventually the French Post Office
bopm to turn a profit by charg
company for making their names
available to Minitel sbwilbers. It
refuses to give out figures on the up
mats of the campaign, however, so no
projections ar possible u to when
the service mIght start makdn

tOnce the Minitel is instaed in a
house In place of A paper directory.
you have a captive market for all
sorts of computer.based services,"
said Ren CarrIgu, who ru the
Minital program at the Freach Post
Office.
Uskiag of Branch Offlese

In addition. busiesses can rent
Mlnitals to build their own private
computerized communications eys.
tems lining up branch and dealers
over the telephone system. Currently
the French Poe Offlce is leaning
about 2.000 of the terminals a month
to companies for their own use.

Cycles Peugeot, the mot orl
dbicycl arm of the Peugeot auto.

mobile enterprise has Just spent 1 3
mILcn e O0 dealers with
minitols Umt use to order stocks
from the company's central depot.

Other French ompane that have
linked their branches with private
Mintel sytems locude Vinlprx. a
superarket chain;, Renaut, the
stateowned car maker. wad La Re.
doubt.Trois Sulae a mall.order M.
taller.
Fre to Al Who Wan One

At present the French Put Office Is
giving away Minitels to anyone who
wants one, working across the coum.
try region by regon, withplist
Start charg for them later. C:-
rently about half of all telephone sub.
scrlers In amy ar g to take the
M.%initel, and the Post Office is install-iI about Mo of them a day.

ye aed of thin year. the Govem
Ment hopes to have one mllon DMi-
the to umbe of su e as In
use throughout the rest of the world.
according to the Post Offics..

Two main Industrial groups ar re.
spnsrlble for delgni and building
th Minitel. One Is-made up of Ma
and Bull, two state-owsM electronics

companies. The other consists of Bull
in partnership with CIT.Alcatel, a

sMdiary of the statowooid Cat
pa G4nral d'Electriciit.

A variety of French eaftware c
crm. notably Cap Sojetl aid Cop
itqu, work with each Poup.

rady the Mitel has chalked,
Its tist export success. In Februs.

ell aed to mark the t
i the United States, aiming

corporste Information systems.-
Last 'year the J. C. I ne Co.

pan bought the First Bank Sjtm
Mlmeapoi~s. which is deveopt
o 1:mar2la informatoo.provia
e lnd on the 14W4l.

Kuwait reentiy ordered i,t. 41
tel terminals to provide an W, -
ion service in English and Am tic

subcacibrs. AM Minitel tGreece
and softvmsr have also beft' Id
Italy, Dria and Greece.
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Senator DANFORTH. Your testimony, Mr. Weeks, is that it's not
just the customer premises equipment that is going to experience a
rapid growth in imports, but also the switching and transmission
equipment, which I understand is your particular line of the busi-
ness. Is that right?

Mr. WEEKS. That's right, Senator.
Senator DANFORTH. So in contrast to the distinction between the

two that the ITC makes, you would simply say that you are looking
for a major surge. I think you say in your testimony 300 percent
o-er the next 5 years in imports.

Mr. WEEKS. That's right. And we see exactly the same market
conditions we saw after the Carterfone. And I see no reason in the
world why this problem won't escalate right up the scale of sophis-
tication.

Senator DANFORTH. Am I right in understanding your testimony
to say that you don't necessarily regret the competition in the U.S.
market so long as you are able to compete in other markets?

Mr. WEEKS. Absolutely. That's our position and has been our po-
sition.

Senator DANFORTH. And, Mr. McDonnell, you would agree with
that position?

Mr. McDONNELL. Absolutely.
Senator DANFORTH. Do you also see that it's not just customer

premise equipment, but also the other categories of equipment that
is going to be subject to increased imports?

Mr. MCDONNELL. There is no question about it. In fact, I know of
a specific instance where a I'rench company literally came to the
United States and purchased a group of engineers to get the latest
digital technology and formed a company around them; complete
French financing. And, then, of course, immediately exported the
product to France.

Senator DANFORTH. Gentlemen, thank you very much for excel-
lent testimony.

The next witness is Robert J. Keefe, chairman of the board, the
Keefe Co.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT J. KEEFE, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
THE KEEFE CO., WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. KEEFE. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. My name is Bob
Keefe. For the last 5 years I've represented Nippon Telegraph and
Telephone Public Corp., and am happy to submit some testimony
on their behalf this morning.

NTT is a telecommunications operating company, probably the
world's largest after divestiture of AT&T and probably the most
widely discussed company in these hearings and others before the
Congress. While it has a strong research capability, it has no man-
ufacturing facilities. In the years that I have represented NTT, the
United States and Japan have completed two agreements covering
NTT's procurement practices, and NTT has developed and imple-
mented a system of procurement that is open, competitive and non-
discriminatory.

The purchase of American telecommunications equipment during
that period have grown from 20 to 140 million. Prior to 1981, NTT
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was quite restrictive in its purchasing, perhaps the world's model
for a closed corporation. It was every bit as closed as AT&T or any
of the European P'IT's. But that has changed. Slowly, but it has
changed. And the shift began in late 1980 when the Governments
of Japan and the United States completed their agreement.

Both sides have learned the shortcomings of the agreement. And
the rules under which NTT now operates are the result of both the
negotiations and experience. NTT made substantial improvements
unilaterally, including the use of English language in its procure-
ment documents and bids, acceptance of bids in New York, use of
international contract provisions, and other items designated to fa-
cilitate participation by U.S. companies in their process.

Many of these provisions and others were adopted in the renewal
as a part of our two nations' agreement. As new procedures have
taken hold, both NTT and its customers have realized the advan-
tages, as Secretary Olmer suggested, of worldwide competition-
providing a more varied line of products and services at more com-
petitive prices.

Seven percent of NTT's telecommunications and customer prem-
ises equipment market are now being served by imported products,
a hefty portion of them from the United States. The changes that
have so dramatically altered U.S. domestic telecommunications
market are being mirrored in Japan. The Diet is now considering a
measure to privatize NTT, deregulate the telecommunications
market and open the industry to additional competition both from
within and without the country.

As the ITC report indicates, using Japan and NTT as example,
there is substantial long-range potential for U.S telecommunica-
tions manufacturers in export markets worldwide, with the empha-
sis on long range. The lead time in major telecommunications is
long, and that fact is inescapable.

Also the importance of the principal service carrier in equipment
purchases will lessen as deregulation occurs. In Japan as here, the
customer premises market is growing much faster; aggressive mar-
keting inLo this sector will be essential if the promise of increased
markets is to be realized. This point is one in which the U.S. com-
panies really require greater emphasis, if NTT is a model.

NTT intends to continue to be a major factor in providing Japa-
nese customers with state of the art telecommunications service;
look forward to the benefits of international competition to the
system in its endeavor.

Thank you, sir.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, sir.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Keefe follows:]
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY ROBERT J. KEEFE
ON BEHALF OF NIPPON TELEGRAPH & TELEPHONE PUBLIC CORPORATION

The Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation, Japan's
principal telecommunications services supplier, recognizes the impor-
tance of the US telecommunications industry as the major force in
world technology and an important factor In the Japanese telecommuni-
cations market.

Since NTT is an operating company, with no manufacturing facilities of
its own, It must buy all its equipment. Before 1981 NTT's procurement
had been almost closed to limit its sources of procurement to Japanese
manufacturers. But since then, NTT has conducted its procurement
under the terms of the US-Japan telecommunications agreement modeled
after GATT's Government Procurement Code. As a result, NTT's telecom-
munications. equipment purchases from foreign manufacturers have
increased by some 8 times in only three years -- from $20 million in
FY 1981 to $155 million in FY 1983. Approximately 90% of that was
from US firms. Purchases from foreign manufacturers currently account
for around 7% of NTT's telecommunications equipment purchases.

In a separate Understanding on the Customer-Premises Equipment (CPE)
market, effective January 1981, NTT established a mechanism by which
foreign firms can obtain approval to sell products in Japan's rapidly
growing CPE market which in 1983 totalled more than $1.8 billion In
sales.

Concerning ITC's analysis of the "impact on US firms," NTT has two
comments;

First, NTT believes the stimulus provided by the agreement to open a
formerly closed market was successful In demonstrating the merits of
open procurement and can provide additional long-term opportunities
for US export growth. Similar agreements with other nations could
well accomplish the same goal.

Second, opportunities for CPE sales will grow In significance and will
soon exceed those in the telecommunications equipment market. From FY
1981 to FY 1983, Japan's CPE market increased by 44 percent, to $1.86
billion. By contrast, NTT's telecommunications market increased by 9
percent, to $2.12 billion. The CPE trend should continue Into the
foreseeable future. From NTT's experience, US companies have been
slow to understand and exploit that phenomenon in the Japanese market.

Since NTT neither manufactures nor distributes goods internationally,
it would not be affected by any form of protectionism imposed by
Japan's trading partners. However, NTT recognizes the value it has
received from Its new competitive marketplace and believes that open,
worldwide competition in equipment and services will best serve
consumers everywhere. Beyond that, trade restrictions in this area
would abort the exciting opportunities for quantum leaps in technology
which the liberalization of the markets in Japan and the United States
are offering. NTT hopes that the United States will refrain frcm
Imposing any protectionist measures and will continue to take the leal
In maintaining an open international trade system.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT J. KEEFE

on Behalf of

Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Public Corporation

The Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation is the

principal telecommunications service supplier in Japan. it is,

since the divestiture of the AT&T operating companies, the

largest telephone operating company in the world, and it has long

been regarded as a technological leader in the telecommunications

industry worldwide.

Because of its important position in the world of telecommunica-

tions, NTT Is vitally interested in the subject of this hearing

and the recent report by tise International Trade Commission on

this subject. NTT recognizes the importance of the United States

telecommunications industry as the major factor in world

technology and an important force in the Japanese telecommunica-

tions market.

Therefore, NTT wants to express its appreciation for the work of

the ITC and this committee in reviewing in such depth-ErTd with

such professionalism a subject which is among the most important

to world civilization.

In the industrial age, human progress was fueled by advances in

the manufacture and distribution of products. In the information

age the world is now entering, human progress will be measured by

advances in the technology of manufacturing and distributing

information.

NTT's mission, like that of AT&T and other telecommunications

service providers in the United States, is to be the catalyst for

38-521 0--84--7
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the evolution of more and more advanced communications systems

while at, the same time giving its customers the best possible

communications service at the lowest possible cost.

NTT Is essentially an operating company, a provider of tele-

communications service for all the citizens and commercial opera-

tions in Japan. It maintains a highly developed laboratory to

research and develop equipment for the Industry, but it does not

manufacture any equipment Itself.

Previously, NTT's p-ocurement had been almost closed to limit its

sources of procurement to Japanese manufacturers. Since 1981 the

company has conducted Its procurement under the terms of the US-

Japan telecommunications agreement, modeled after the Government

Procurement Code of GATT. With this as a turning point, NTT made

a drastic change In its procurement procedure to an open, compe-

titive and nondiscriminatory one. This program of opportunities

for manufacturers worldwide which produce b-etter products at

better prices has already seen significant Improvements In sales

by foreign firms and particularly by American companies.

As part of the program, NTT has Implemented many measures to

facilitate foreign manufacturers' entry into the Japanese tele-

communications market. These measures Include preparation of bid

materials In English, acceptance of applications In English,

acceptance of applications at NTT's overseas offices, and simpli-

fication of application forms.
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NTT has also held a total of 21 seminars, orientation meetings

and symposiums in various countries to give foreign manufacturers

a better understanding of NTT's procurement policies and

procedures.

As a result, NTT's purchases of telecommunications equipment from

foreign manufacturers have increased by some 8 times in only

three years -- from $20 million in FY 1981 to $155 million in FY

1983. Approximately 90 percent of that was from US firms. Pur-

chases by NTT from foreign firms included several high technology

products such as ATOMICS (Advanced Traffic Observation and

Management Information Collecting System) from AT&T

International, supercomputers from Cray Research, Inc., and

advanced transportable digital switching systems from Northern

Telecom. Purchases from foreign manufacturers currently account

for around 7 percent of NTT's purchases of telecommunications

equipment.

In addition to the US-Japan Agreement on NTT Procurement, the

Understanding on the Customer-Premises Equipment (CPE) market

became effective in January 1981. Based on this Understanding,

NTT established a mechanism through which foreign firms can

obtain approval to sell products in Japan's rapidly growing CPE

market which in 1983 totalled $1.86 billion in salo3s.

The CPE market generally consists )f terminal equipment

connecting customers to a telecommunications system. In Japan,

customers may purchase CPE equipment directly from suppliers and
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connect it to the telecommunications network. Before a product

can be connected, however, NTT must Inspect and approve it for

compliance with technical requirements.

In order to facilitate foreign manufacturers' sales in Japan's

CPE market, NTT revised its rules and regulations effective

January 1, 1981. Further, NTT agreed to accept test data from

foreign firms and laboratories to fulfill type-approval

requirements and to generally Inspect the customer's installation

of equipment within two weeks of the date inspection is

requested.

As most industrial nations still maintain a government monopoly

In telecommunications and effectively restrict multilateral trade

in this area, NTT's procurement program provides an excellent

model to help open a formerly closed market. Even though foreign

sales generated by the NTT Agreement have yet to realize their

full potential, the sales Increase from $20 million to $155

million In Just three years should be considered a remarkable

achievement.

A number of similarities between the United States and Japan are

apparent as one looks to the future. The new era of Increased

competition and deregulation will be changing the telecommunica-

tions environment. The Japanese Diet Is now at work on a major

telecommunications policy revision law which it hopes to have

effective by the beginning of the next Japanese fiscal year,
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April 1, 1985. Among the items on the agenda of consideration

are the privatization of NTT itself and deregulation of the

telecommunications marketplace, allowing additional suppliers of

telecommunications services, The goal of these changes is to

provide even better communications for the nation by taking

advantage of competition in the industry.

The role of. the principal supplier, NTT, will decrease corres-

pondingly, although NTT plans to continue to develop and maintain

a state of the art telecommunications network capable of

transmitting voice and data throughout the nation and available

to take advantage of any, prospective improvement in the equipment

available.

The changes which have already taken place regarding AT&T and the

ones proposed for the Japanese industry mean that the United

States and Japan are opening the two largest markets in the world

to full, free and fair competition. AT&T's divestiture had the

expansion of service alternatives and consumer choices as its

major goal. And in Japan, as in the United States, there has

been a rapid increase In imports of telecommunications equipmrInt

stimulated by NTT procurement program. These factors in Japan

will benefit NTT and all its customers through the increased

quality and lower prices which genuine competition entail. And,

in addition, they will provide a most important incentive to
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producers of telecommunications products to enhance their sales

potential by developing increasingly sophisticated, practical and

reasonably priced equipment.

During the past three and one-half years of operations under its

new open, non-discriminatory procurement system, NTT has grown to

respect the importance of the competition provided by such a

system. It. believes that the competitive nature of its procure-

ment has begun to provide it with superior product selection and

more competitive pricing than before. It has not been easy to

bring this mammoth corporation into the new system. Many old

patterns needed to be discarded. But gradually the advantages

have become apparent and the acceptance has grown. Dr. Shinto,

who has been president of NTT since 1981, is a firm believer in

the advantages of the free competitive marketplace generally and

in the telecommunications Industry specifically. His leadership

has brought real change in the attitudes of his company.

NTT, as I suggested earlier, welcomes the report of the ITC. It

will be seen In the future as one of those landmark studies in

this most Important industry at a most critical time in its

development. With regard to ITC's analysis of the "impact on US

firms," NTT would have essentially two comments.

One, NTT believes the stimulus provided by the agreement to open

a formerly closed market was successful in demonstrating the

merits of open procurement and can provide additional long-term

opportunities for US export growth. Similar agreements with
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other nations could well accomplish the same goal. "The long-

term nature of those opportunities" is an important phrase,

because the highly technical nature of this business requires

substantial time to develop significant market shares.

Secondly, as Japan and other nations tend to deregulate the

monopolistic industry that telecommunications has long been, the

opportunities for sales in the CPE market will grow in

significance. Already the telecommunications equipment market in

Japan has tipped to a point where the CPE market for interconnect

to the NTT system will soon be of greater size than NTT's own

procLrement. In the past three years, NTT's telecommunications

equipment market has increased by 9 percent, to its current $2.12

billion. During the same period, the CPE market increased by 44

percent, to its current $1.86 billion. It is anticipated that

this trend will continue into the foreseeable future. From NTT's

experience, American companies have been slow to understand and

exploit that phenomenon in the Japanese market.

The telecommunications revolution which is taking place has made

the world a smaller and more competitive place. It is natural

that the telecommunications industry should be among the most

competitive. It is constantly testing the limits of new

technology and developing new products and services. Imagination

and innovation are the key to survival in this world.
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NTT believes that worldwide competition In equipment and services

will best serve the consumer. NTT recognizes the vAue it has

received from its new competitive marketplace. It believes that

the open flow of goods, services and ideas is important to

progress. Interdiction of this free flow by the Imposition of

quotas or tariffs in major markets, whether direct or under the

guise of reactions to alleged Inequitable market access would

seem to run counter to the world market and penalize all firms in

all countries which seek to compete in it.

Since NTT neither manufactures nor distributes goods interna-

tionally, It would not be affected by any form of protectionism

imposed by Japan's trading partners. But it believes that it

would be hurt indirectly, because it is a major consumer of tele-

communications equipment. And all consumers, everywhere, would

be damaged. Beyond that, trade restrictions in this area would

abort the exciting opportunities for quantum leaps in technology

which the liberalization of the markets In Japan and the United

States are offering. NTT hopes that the United States will

refrain from taking any measures of this nature and will continue

to take the lead In maintaining an open international trade

system.
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Products Purchased fr-us Fox-eagn Fir-nis

(January 1981-Harch 1984)

Products - Ianufacturers
Advanced Traffic Observation and

Management Inforoation Collecting ATTI (U.S.A)
System

Supercomputer Cray Research (U.S.A.)

Transportable Digital

Switching System for Northern Telecom (U.S.A.)
Emergency Use-
Domestic Satdllite Echo Canceller ATTI (U.S.A.)
Terminal
Terminal Controlling. Subsystem and
Processing Subsystem for Nev Telegram IBH (U.S.A)
System
Telegram Entry Equipment UNIVAC (U.S.A.)
(Video Display Terminal) "
Antenna for 30/20 GHz Andrev (U.S.A.)
TDHA Earth Station __

Pocket-bell Pager Motorola (U.S.A.)

Intelligent Multiplexer Infotron Systems (U.S.A.)

Mobile Telephone Equipment Motorola (U.S.A.)

Hicrovave Antenna -. Andrev (U.S.A.)

CCP Cable Connector AHP (U.S.A.)

Lightyeight Headset Plantronics, (U.S.A.)

Heter Observation Equipment Tele~ciences (U.S.A.)

Telephone Set Northern Telecom (U.S.A.)

ATTI, Hicro Database. Intel. Softec,
Software for Data Communication Intermetrics, Nev York Univ.,

Signal Technology, Hicrosoft. LSI,
Industrial Programing

Large-capacity Private Automatic Northern Telecom (U.S.A.)
Branch Exchange Equipment Rolm(U.S.A.)
EP-1O Private Automatic Branch itT (U.S.A.)
Exchange Equipment
Optical Character Reader for Scan Optics (U.S.A.)
Information Processing __-
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Products J Manufacturers
9,600 bit/s Modes Paradyne, Codex (U.S.A.)

4.800 bit/s Modem Codex (U.S.A.)

20GHz Band Frequency Response Viltron. Hevllett-Pachard (U.S.A.)
Measuring Equipment
magnetic Tape for Information Sumitomo 3M, Graham Magnetics Mecorex
Processing (U.S.A.)
Magnetic Tape for Information Sumitomo 3M, Graham Magnetics (U.S.A.)

Processing- 356 ftpm

200am Flexible Disk Cartridge Sumitomo 3M, Memorex Japan
Verbatim (U.S.A.)

Galvanized Stepl Vire Strands Korea Iron & Steel Works (Korea)

Computer System (Mini-computer) DEC (U.S.A.)
(8 Products)

Advanced Semiconductor Materials
TEL-Thermco Engineering, CALMA0

LSI-manufacturing Eguipaent Varian, Aplicon, Perkin-Elmer,
(22 products) Nisshin-Highvoltage, Benson, Applied

Materials, Jemini-Research, (U.S.A.)
ISA-Riber, CT-Alcatel (France)

Image Processing Equipment Gould, LISP-machine,
(3 products) I Vicom*Systems (U.S.A.)

Automatic Netvork Hevlett-Packard (U.S.A.)
Analyzer
LISP-achine ' Symbolics (U.S.A.)

(2 products)
Vertical Cable Seismic ?TS Systems (U.S...)
Fatigue Testing System
Multi-directional Tomography System Philips (The Netherlands)

hole-body Computer Tomography GE (U.S.A.)
System
Scintillation Camera System Siemens (F.R. Germany)

Telephone Directory Paper (VhMite) MacMillan Bloedel (Canada)

Telephone Directory Paper (Yellov) Crovn Zellerback (U.S.A.)

MacMillan Bloedel (Canada)
Dry Process PPC Paper Rank Xerox (U.K.)

No Color Hecto Carbon Paper Orming Organizations Mittel
(F.R. Geraany)

Note : Including those equipment vhich NTT has decided to purchase.
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NTT's Measures to Promote Foreign Companies' Entry
YTn'o Pou remen t Ma rket

improvement C
r rocedures

0

on

For NTT Procurement Market (effective as of March 196)
* Simplification o Application Forms
. Acceptance of Applications in English
* Acceptance of Applications in the Now York,
Geneva and London Offices
E Extension of Application Deadline

.More Flexibility In the Formulation of NTT Product
Requirements. Added Emphais Placed on Functionality
and Performance.
t Expansion of the Tender Scale on Select Offers
Faster Response, to Possibility of Sales

" Assistance Given to U.5. Government Placing Procurement
Offers in the Commerce Business Daily.

" Contract Conditions will Conform to International
Practice of Commerce

For Customer-Provided equipment Market

. Simplification of Required Documents

. improvement of Descriptive Method* in Required
Documents

. Simplification of Measurement Requirements for Speech
Quality

* Simultaneous Announcement of Technical Requirements
in Japancoq and English

o Opening of Seminara or Orientations to Explain NTT
Procurement and Customar-provided Equipment

April 1961 (CPE) In Washington and Los Angeles
Nay 1961 (CPM) In Tokyo
June 1981 (NTT') In Tokyo (For U.S. Supplier)
July 1961 (NTT) In Tokyo (For Domestic and

Foreign Suppliers)
NOV.-Dec. 1962 (HTTC1P) In Brussels (ror C Suppliers)
Nay-June 1983 (NTT, CPS) In Washington and 4 other

U.S. cities
Aug.-Sep. 1983 (CPs, NT) In St. Louis
Mar. 1964 (T. CPZ) In Vancouver and Ottawa, Canada
Mar.-Sep. 19S) (Semiconductor) In San rtancisco and Boston

May 1984 (CPF, N?'7) In Atlanta

o Dispatching of Delegations

.Arch 1902 For Survey on Candidate Joint-devolopment
Products (U.$.)

June 1902 For Survey on Telecommunications Industr
(Canada)

June 1903 For Survey on Possibility of Purchasing
Telephone Terminals (U.S.)

July-AUgUst 1983 For Survey on Possibility of Purchasing
Software (U.S.)

o Acceptance of Delegation
August 1982 British ?eleoommunicationG Induotries

Aseociation
July 1983 EUCATEL

o Issuance of English-language Materials

Procurement Procedures Guidebooks and Other Reference
Materials
MIT Procurement Newsletter

Guideline for the Use of Semiconductor Components

o Opening of Symposium for New Technologies

July 1983 High Capacity Mobile Land Communication
System

April 1904 Optical Fiber Transmlasion Technology

o Promotion of Technological Exchanges

C Conclusion of Memorandum with NBS

Promotiooal
activities

I
SI
S1
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Senator DANFORTH. You would agree, wouldn't you, that Japan
and Europe and the United States should be playing by substan-
tially the same rules with respect to trade in telecommunications
equipment?

Mr. KEEFE. Yes, sir.
Senator DANFORTH. And that European markets and Japanese

markets should be as open as our market will be?
Mr. KEEFE. I believe that to be true. I think NTT does.
Senator DANFORTH. That's the case right now?
Mr. KEEFE. I think it's getting to be the case right now. I think

that in Japan, for example, when deregulation and privitization
occurs, the market there, in terms of regulation and so forth, will
be quite similar to the United States.

Senator DANFORTH. I would hope so. I think that oftentimes one
way or another the Japanese find some way to keep out foreign
products from their market. I know that NTT has been traveling in
the United States trying to drum up more sales, trying to convince
the U.S. suppliers that they should be more aggressive. But I also
understand that the estimated $140 million purchases in 1983
weren't really purchases. That much of those were not actual ship-
ments of products but simply contracts for future sales. Is that
right?

Mr. KEEFE. Some of them are long-lead-time items. They were
purchased during the period of 1983. I think in telecommunications
products you will always have a lag in delivery. But I think it is
not a bad number to use because it was the contracted amount.
That will accumulate as time goes forward.

Senator DANFORTH. Well, I hope so. My own hope is that we
could provide our Government with sufficient tools to open up
other markets so that if we are going to be open, they will also be
doing business with our suppliers.

Mr. KEEFE. I think the NTT agreement is a good example to try
to use in other nations.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, sir.
Mr. KEEFE. Thank you, Senator.
Senator DANFORTH. The final witness is Mr. Robert Wood, direc-

tor of research, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT B. WOOD, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH,
INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS,
WASHINGTON, DC
Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Wood.
Mr. WOOD. Mr. Chairman, my name is Robert B. Wood. I'm ap-

pearing today before this subcommittee on behalf of Charles H. Pil-
lard, International President of the International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers. The IBEW, for short, represents about 1 mil-
lion members employed in different branches of the electrical-elec-
tronic and telecommunication industry.,

Several hundred thousands of our members are directly em-
ployed in the telecommunications industry. Some of them currently
work for telephone operating companies, such as the various Bell
operating companies, General Telephone, United Telephone, Cen-
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tral Telephone and Utility, Mid-Con Telephone Co., and many
other independent telephone companies.

Others are employed by telephone interconnect companies, such
as Fisk Telephone Systems, RCA Service Co., ITT Services Inc.,
GTE Automatic Electric and others.

Many of our members, as well, are employed by companies that
manufacture telecommunicat 0ns equipment, such as AT&T Manu-
facturing Branch, AT&T Technology, formerly Western Electric.

Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Wood, let me, if I could, interrupt you. I
notice that you are reading from your statement, which is 10 pages,
and I wonder if you could summarize it because the whole state-
ment will be printed in the record as though given.

Mr. WOOD. I should have clarified at the onset, Mr. Chairman,
that I have a summary here.

Senator DANFORTH. All right.
Mr. WOOD. Many of our members, as well, are employed by com-

panies that manufacture telecommunications equipment, such as
AT&T Technology, GTE Automatic Electric, GTE Lenkurt, and
others.

Senator Danforth, you and the members of this subcommittee
are to be complimented for the attention you are bringing to the
international trade effects of the AT&T breakup. The IBEW has
been long concerned that one of the consequences of the AT&T
breakup would be a decline in domestic employment due to in-
creased imports of telecommunications equipment. This concern
was expressed by President Pillard early in 1982 in testimony
before the House Subcommittee on Telecommunications, Consumer
Protection and Finance. In an earlier testimony, President Pillard's
administrative assistant before the same House subcommittee ex-
pressed concern about some of the uncertainties arising from de-
regulation.

We also expressed similar concerns in testimony I delivered late
last year for President Pillard before the Trade Policy Staff Com-
mittee hearing on the Nippon Telegraph and Telephone agreement.
The major point made in that testimony and elaborated on at some
length in our written submission is that the U.S. domestic telecom-
munications market is essentially open to foreign competition
while that of Japan is essentially closed. That remains true in spite
of the renewal of the NTT agreement.

The Japanese are masters at using prolonged negotiations while
they exploit our markets and while theirs remain closed. Essential-
ly closed markets for telecommunications equipment is not only
true for Japan, but for most of the rest of the world.

As this subcommittee considers the impact on trade of the AT&T
breakup and the future damaging effects of imports, it would be
well to consider what happenedto the domestic television industry
where needed import relief was not timely nor adequate. The black
and white television industry was completely destroyed. The color
television industry has been reduced to a few final assembly oper-
ations.

IBEW members have suffered the loss of thousands of jobs in the
TV industry. There is not a great deal of difference in the micro
electronics involved in a television production than that involved
in the production of telecommunications equipment.
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What has happened to the domestic TV industry can and is al-
ready happening to the domestic telecommunications industry. And
a very close parallel can be drawn between the developments.

The former Western Electric plants at Lyle, IL, has already
closed. AT&T Technologies has announced three other plants-one
in New Jersey, Hawthorne, IL, Indianapolis, IN, will close in the
near future, resulting in an employment loss of nearly 14,000 work-
ers.

Domestic employment in the telephone and telegraph industry is
being severely impacted upon by imports. The United States
cannot afford this continued exploitation of our domestic market,
while other nations continue to have essential closed markets.
American workers continue to lose their jobs to unfair imports.
The situation cannot be allowed to continue.

The International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers recom-
mends that our Government take immediate action to stem this
tide of job destroying imports outlined in the ITC report. Reciproci-
ty of market access must be the criteria. No foreign country should
have larger sales in the United States than our producers have in
that country's home market.

The United States is going through a difficult adjustment period
brought about by deregulation. The adjustment is made even more
arduous when foreign producers are allowed to exploit U.S. mar-
kets while they keep theirs closed.

The IBEW is appreciative of this opportunity to present testimo-
ny to relate to you our experience and to recommend appropriate
remedial action.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and the members of this subcommit-
tee.

Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Wood, thank you very much for your
very fine testimony.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Wood follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF

ROBERT B. WOOD

BEFORE THE

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

MY NAME IS ROBERT B, WOOD. I AM APPEARING TODAY BEFORE THIS

SUBCOMMITTEE ON BEHALF OF CHARI.ES H. PILLARD, INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT

OF THE INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHnOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS. THE IBEW

REPRESENTS ABOUT ONE MILLION MEMBERS EMPLOYED IN THE DIFFERENT BRANCHES

OF THE ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC, AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRIES,

SEVERAL HUNDRED THOUSAND OF OUR MEMBERS ARE DIRECTLY EMPLOYED IN THE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY, SOME OF THEM CURRENTLY WORK FOR TELEPHONE

OPERATING COMPANIES, SUCH AS THE VARIOUS BELL OPERATING COMPANIES,

GENERAL TELEPHONE, UNITED TELEPHONE, CENTRAL TELEPHONE AND UTILITIES,

MID-CONTINENT TELEPHONE-COMPANY; AND MANY OTHER INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE

COMPANIES. OTHERS ARE EMPLOYED BY TELEPHONE INTERCONNECT COMPANIES,

SUCH AS FISK TELEPHONE SYSTEMS, INC.; RCA SERVICE COMPANY; ITT SERVICES,

INC.; GTE AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC; AND OTHERS. MANY OF OUR MEMBERS, AS WELL,

ARE EMPLOYED BY COMPANIES THAT MANUFACTURE TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIP-

MENT SUCH AS THE AT&T MANUFACTURING BRANCH AT&T TECHNOLOGY, FORMERLY

WESTERN ELECTRICj GTE AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC; GTE LENKURT; AND OTHERS,

SENATOR DANFORTH, YOU AND THE MEMBERS OF THIS SUBCOMMITTEE

ARE TO BE COMPLIMENTED FOR THE ATTENTION YOU ARE BRINGING TO THE TRADE

EFFECTS OF THE AT&T BREAKUP. THE IBEW HAS LONG BEEN CONCERNED THAT

ONE OF THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE AT&T BREAKUP WOULD BE A DECLINE IN
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DOMESTIC EMPLOYMENT DUE TO INCREASED IMPORTS OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS

EQUIPMENT, EARLY IN 1982, PRESIDENT PILLARD EXPRESSED THIS CONCERN IN

TESTIMONY BEFORE THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES' SUBCOMMITTEE ON

TELECOMMUNICATION, CONSUMER PROTECTION AND FINANCEj IN WHICH HE STATED

(QUOTE) "WE ARE ALSO CONCERNED ABOUT THE ROLE FOREIGN COMPANIES WILL

PLA( IN THE NEWLY COMPETITIVE MARKETPLACE...THEY (OUR MEMBERS) ARE ALSO

WARY OF SUDDEN INFLUX OF PRODUCTS FROM OTHER COUNTRIES." (CLOSE QUOTE).

IN AN EARLIER TESTIMONY BEFORE THIS SAME HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE, PRESIDENT

PILLARD'S ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT EXPRESSED CONCERN ABOUT SOME OF

THE UNCERTAINTIES ARISING FROM DEREGULATION, THIS QUESTION WAS RAISED

(QUOTE) "WHAT EFFECT WILL THE DEREGULATION HAVE ON THE IMPORTS MARKET

AND HOW WILL IMPORTS AFFECT THE VIABILITY OF PARTS OF THE INDUSTRY?"

(CLOSE QUOTE). WE ALSO EXPRESSED SIMILAR CONCERNS IN TESTIMONY I

DELIVERED LATE LAST YEAR FOR PRESIDENT PILLARD BEFORE THE TRADE POLICY

STAFF COMMITTEE HEARINGS ON THE NIPPON TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE AGREE-

MENT. A MAJOR POINT MADE IN THAT TESTIMONY IS THAT THE U.S. DOMESTIC

TELECOMMUNICATIONS MARKET IS ESSENTIALLY OPEN TO FOREIGN COMPETITION

WHILE THAT OFNJAPAN IS ESSENTIALLY CLOSED. THAT REMAINS TRUE IN SPITE

OF THE RENEWAL OF THE NTT AGREEMENT. ESSENTIALLY CLOSED MARKETS FOR

TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT IS NOT ONLY TRUE FOR JAPAN BUT FOR MOST

OF THE REST OF THE WORLD AS WELL,

IT SHOULD BE NOTED AT THIS POINT THAT NEGOTIATION HAS NOT

BEEN AN EFFECTIVE TOOL IN OPENING FOREIGN MARKETS FOR PRODUCTS MANU-

FACTURED IN THE UNITED STATES. THE TOKYO ROUND OF TRADE NEGOTIATIONS

THROUGH THE GATT SIGNIFICANTLY LOWERED TARIFF LEVELS BUT AT THE SAME

TIME RESULTED IN THE PROLIFERATION OF NON-TARIFF BARRIERS. THE U.S.

38-521 0-84--8
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HAS SUFFERED A CONTINUAL DETERIORATION IN ITS FOREIGN TRADE BALANCE

SINCE THE CLOSE OF THE LAST GATT ROUND, OTHER NATIONS SIMPLY HAVE NOT

ACTED IN GOOD FAITH TO OPEN THE WORLD TRADING SYSTEM,

A CASE IN POINT IS THE AGREEMENT WITH JAPAN REGARDING THE

INCLUSION OF NIPPON TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE (NTT) AS A COVERED ENTITY

UNDER THE GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT CODE. DURING THE TOKYO ROUND OF

MULTILATERAL TRADE NEGOTIATONS, THE JAPANESE GOVERNMENT SUBMITTED ITS

LIST OF AGENCIES TO BE COVERED UNDER THE GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT CODE.

THE JAPANESE HAD EXCLUDED TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT FROM PROCUREMENT

FOR THE NIPPON TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE OPERATIONS. THE UNITED STATES

WAS NOT WILLING TO ACCEPT JAPAN UNDER CODE COVERAGE WITH THIS EXCLUSION

INTACT. THERE WERE GOOD REASONS FOR THIS POSITION; ONE OF THEM BEING

THAT OUR DOMESTIC TELECOMMUNICATIONS MARKET WAS OPEN TO JAPAN WITHOUT

ANY CORRESPONDING OPENNESS OF THE JAPANESE TELECOMMUNICATIONS MARKET.

IN PURSUINb THE GOAL OF RECIPROCITY IN BOTH MARKETS, THERE WAS A

'JOINT STATEMENT" ISSUED ON JUNE 2, 1979, INITIALED BY REPRESENTATIVES

OF BOTH GOVERNMENTS. A PORTION OF THAT DOCUMENT READS AS FOLLOWS IN

PARAGRAPH 1(A):

"THE GOVERNMENTS OF JAPAN AND THE UNITED STATES

AGREE THAT MUTUAL RECIPROCITY SHOULD BE PROVIDED

AMONG JAPAN, THE UNITED STATES, AND OTHER MAJOR

COUNTRIES IN ACCESS OPPORTUNITIES TO EACH OTHERS

MARKETS, INCLUDING THE MARKET FOR TELECOMMUNI-

CATIONS."

FURTHER, IN PARAGRAPH 2(A)(2) THE JOINT STATEMENT SETS FORTH

THE FOLLOWING:

4
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...HTHE GOVERNMENT OF JAPAN CONSIDERS THE

ACCESS OPPORTUNITIES OFFERED BY THE U.S. TELE-

COMMUNICATIONS ENTERPRISES AS RELEVANT FOR THE

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROGRAM...f

IN PURSUING THE SPIRIT OF THIS JOINT STATEMENT, A SERIES OF

NEGOTIATIONS TOOK PLACE WHICH FINALLY CULMINATED IN THE SIGNING OF

THE SO-CALLED NTT AGREEMENT THAT WAS THE BASIS FOR THE UNITED STATES

ACCEPTING JAPAN UNDER THE GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT CODE. JAPAN THUS

_RECEIVED THE BENEFIT OF THE WAIVING OF THE BuY AMERICA ACT. THE IBEW
WAS ACTIVE DURING THE TIME OF THESE NEGOTIATIONS IN ITS ROLE AS A

MEMBER OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR LABOR ADVISORY COMMITTEE. IT BECAME

APPARENT TO US DURING THIS PROCESS THAT THE UNITED STATES WAS GOING

TO ACCEPT AN AGREEMENT WITH JAPAN THAT WAS WOEFULLY INADEQUATE.

THEREFORE, ON DECEMBER 5, 1980, WE SENT A LETTER TO THE SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE FOR TRADE NEGOTIATIONS WHICH READS IN PART AS FOLLOWS:

"UPON REVIEWING AND EVALUATING THE VARIOUS PROPOSALS

EXCHANGED DURING THESE NEGOTIATONS, THE IBEW IS

FIRMLY CONVINCED THAT ANYTHING LESS THAN THE JAPANESE

ASSUMING ALL THE OBLIGATION OF THE GOVERNMENT

PROCUREMENT CODE FOR ALL PROCUREMENTS OF NIPPON

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH IS UNACCEPTABLE. EVEN WITH

ALL THE PURCHASES OF NTT BEING SUBJECT TO FULL

CODE COVERAGE, IT IS THE FEELING OF THE IBEW THAT

IT IS NECESSARY TO, AS EMPHATICALLY AS POSSIBLE,

INFORM THE JAPANESE THAT WE EXPECT THE INTENT AS

WELL AS THE LETTER OF THE CODE TO BE OBSERVED
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IT IS NECESSARY TO LEAVE IT CLEAR IN THEIR MINDS

THAT BECAUSE OF THE SUBSTANTIAL CONCESSIONS WE HAVE

MADE IN THIS AREA, PARTICUARLY THE WAIVING OF THE

BUY AMERICA ACT, THAT WE FULLY EXPECT THAT NTT

WILL BEGIN MAKING PURCHASES OF MEANINGFUL QUANTITIES

OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT PRODUCED IN THE

UNITED STATES."

THAT LETTER CONCLUDES:

"IT IS THE BELIEF OF THE IBEW THAT THESE PARTICULAR

NEGOTIATIONS AFFORD THE UNITED STATES AN EXCELLENT

OPPORTUNITY TO CLEARLY DEMONSTRATE TO THE JAPANESE

THAT WE NOT ONLY EXPECT BUT REQUIRE RECIPROCITY

FROM THEM FOR OUR TRADE CONCESSIONS AND THAT WE

ARE NOT ABOUT TO'SETTLE FOR THE EMPTY PROMISES OF

FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS WE HAVE CONTINUALLY RECEIVED

FROM THEM IN THE PAST, "

IN SPITE OF THESE RECOMMENDATIONS, THE USTR SIGNED THE NTT

AGREEMENT WITH ITS TRACK I, TRACK II, AND TRACK III PROVISIONS, WHICH

WENT INTO EFFECT JANUARY 1, 1981, JAPAN WAS ADMITTED BY THE UNITED

STATES TO THE GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT CODE, AND THE BUY AMERICA ACT WAS

WAIVED.

IN EVALUATING THE CURRENT AGREEMENT, IT IS HELPFUL TO USE THE

STANDARDS ESTABLISHED BY THE FORMER UNITED STATES TRADE REPRESENTATIVE

REUBIN ASKEW AND LATER BY HIS SUCCESSOR, THE CURRENT UNITED STATES

REPRESENTATIVE WILLIAM BR CK.
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IN DECEMBER, 1980, UPON COMPLETION OF NEGOTIATING THE AGREE-

MENT, THEN AMBASSADOR ASKEW SAID,

"THE PROOF OF THE NEW AGREEMENT WITH JAPAN WILL

BE IN HOW MUCH PROCUREMENT NTT DOES WITH U.S.,AND

FOREIGN SUPPLIERS. WE CONSIDER JAPAN IS ON A

TRIAL PERIOD. IN THREE YEARS THE GATT CODE WILL

BE REOPENED FOR NEGOTIATION - AND IF NTT HAS NOT

MADE SIGNIFICANT PURCHASES FROM U.S. SUPPLIERS, WE

WOULD CONSIDER THEM NONCOMPLIANT WITH THE GATT

CODE AND THE U.S. WOULD CONSIDER COUNTERMEASURES.'

AMBASSADOR BROCK ON JUNE 9, 1982, BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE

COMMITTEE, SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRADE IN REPORTING ON THE OPERATION OF THE

MTN GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT CODE AND THE U,S./JAPAN NTT AGREEMENT MADE

THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS:

"THE ACID TEST FOR THE AGREEMENTS WILL BE

THEIR COMMERCIAL RESULTS."

"THE PROOF OF THE PUDDING IS IN THE EATING

AND WE ARE ENTERING INTO A CRITICAL PERIOD

FOR THE AGREEMENT.,,OF COURSE, WE WILL NOT

AGREE TO EXTEND THE AGREEMENT UNLESS WE

BELIEVE IT HAS WORKED AS INTENDED, THE

NEXT TWELVE MONTHS WILL BE PARTICULARLY

CRITICAL ,,.
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"I WILL TRY NOT TO PREDICT THE OUTCOME OF OUR

EVALUATION AS AT THIS POINT ONLY TIME AND SALES

BY U.S. FIRMS WILL TELL. IT IS MYAHOPE, HOWEVER,

THAT A YEAR FROM NOW WE WILL BE ABLE TO REPORT

SIGNIFICANT COMMERCIAL RESULTS FROM THE AGREEMENT,"

IN 1981 TOTAL NTT PROCUREMENT WAS $3.1 BILLION. TOTAL NTT

PROCUREMENT FROM THE U.S. IN 1981 WAS $15.2 MILLION.

IN 1982 TOTAL NTT PROCUREMENT WAS $3.1 BILLION. TOTAL NTT

PROCUREMENT FROM THE U.S. IN 1982 WAS $39.6 MILLION.

IN TRYING TO EVALUATE WHETHER PURCHASES YIELDED "SIGNIFICANT

COMMERICAL RESULTS TO U.S. SUPPLIERS," LET US FIRST TRY TO PUT THESE

PURCHASES IN SOME KIND OF PERSPECTIVE. IN 1981 NTT PURCHASED LESS THAN

ONE-HALF OF ONE PERCENT OF ITS TOTAL PROCUREMENTS FROM U.S. SUPPLIERS.

IN 1982 IT INCREASED ITS PURCHASING FROM U.S. SUPPLIERS TO JUST OVER

ONE PERCENT OF ITS TOTAL PROCUREMENT,

IN 1981, OF THE $15.2 MILLION IN PURCHASES, ALL WERE EITHER

FROM BELOW THE THRESHOLD OR FROM TRACK IJ SO THERE WERE NO BENEFITS

DERIVED FROM THE TERMS OF THE AGREEMENT. IN 1982 ONLY $15.4 MILLION

OF THE $39.6 MILLION IN NTT PURCHASES FROM THE U.S. WERE FROM TRACKS II
OR III, THESE CANNOT BE THE "SIGNIFICANT COMMERCIAL RESULTSm WE WERE

ANTICIPATING.

IT IS IMPORTANT TO EXAMINE WHAT TYPES OF PRODUCTS U.S. SUPPLIERS

HAVE SOLD TO NTT. THE USTR ON APRIL 16, 1982, STATED THAT "WE WILL

MEASURE THE SUCCESS OF THIS AGREEMENT BY THE VOLUME OF U.S. SALES OF

HIGH TECHNOLOGY GOODS TO NTT."
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OUTSIDE OF THE TRACK 1I AND III PURCHASES OF POCKET BELLS

FROM MOTOROLA, ECHO CANCELLERS FROM AT&T, AND STATISTIC TIME DIVISION

MULTIPLIERS FROM INFORTRON, THE REMAINDER OF NTT PURCHASES HAVE BEEN
OF TRACK I PURCHASES OF "HIGH TECHNOLOGY GOODS" LIKE MAGNETIC TAPE AND

CARBON PAPER. THIS EXPERIENCE BRINGS TO MIND A STATEMENT BY FORMER

NTT PRESIDENT TOKUJI AKIKUSA, "THE ONLY THING WE WOULD CONSIDER BUYING
OVERSEAS WOULD BE TELEPHONE POLES AND MOPS,"

IT IS EVIDENT JAPAN HAS USED THE NTT AGREEMENT AS A DELAYING
TACTIC IN ORDER TO INCREASE THEIR EXPORTS OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIP-

MENT TO THE U.S. MARKET WHILE AT THE SAME TIME CONTINUING TO KEEP THEIR

MARKET CLOSED. THE IBEW SUFFERED AND CONTINUES TO SUFFER CONTINUAL

JOB LOSSES ALL DURING THE PERIOD THAT THE NTT AGREEMENT WAS TO BE OPEN-

ING A TOUTED $3 BILLION TELECOMMUNICATIONS SALES OPPORTUNITY.

AN ANALYSIS OF THE TRADE EFFECTS OF DEREGULATION ON THE U.S.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY SHOULD BE MADE WITH DOMESTIC EMPLOYMENT AS

A BACKDROP. FROM JANUARY, 1980, TO JANUARY, 1984, EMPLOYMENT FOR
PRODUCTION WORKERS IN SIC 3661, TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH EQUIPMENT,
DECLINED IN THE UNITED STATES BY 23.4 PERCENT. THE IBEW HAS EXPERIENCED

ABOUT A 14 PERCENT JOBS LOSS IN THAT CATEGORY SINCE 1981. OF COURSE,

THIS ONE SIC CATEGORY DOES NOT COVER THE FULL RANGE OF PRODUCTS IN

THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY; BUT THE EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE IN THIS

CATEGORY IS REPRESENTATIVE OF WHAT IS HAPPENING ON A BROADER SCALE.

A CLOSER LOOK AT EMPLOYMENT AT AT&T TECHNOLOGIES, FORMERLY
WESTERN ELECTRIC, ALSO INDICATES THE EMPLOYMENT TRENDS IN THIS INDUSTRY,

COMBINED IBEW EMPLOYMENT IN THESE PLANTS IS NOW ABOUT 32,000, THIS IS

DOWN FROM APPROXIMATELY 55,000 JUST FOUR YEARS AGO. THE PLANTS WHERE
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WE REPRESENT EMPLOYEES AT LISLE, ILLINOIS, HAS CLOSED) AND THE PLANTS

AT KERNEY, NEW JERSEY) HAWTHORNE, ILLINOISj AND INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA,

ARE IN THE PROCESS OF CLOSING,

DOMESTIC EMPLOYMENT IN THE TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH EQUIPMENT

INDUSTRY IS BEING SEVERELY IMPACTED BY FOREIGN IMPORTS, ACCORDING

TO THE U.S. INDUSTRIAL OUTLOOK FOR 1984, THE U.S. TRADE DEFICIT IN THIS

CATEGORY FOR 1983 WAS $240 MILLION. JAPAN WAS THE LEADING COUNTRY OF

ORIGIN FOR THESE IMPORTS ACCOUNTING FOR MORE THAN 40 PERCENT OF THEIR

TOTAL VALUE. THIS WORSENING DEFICIT WAS ATTRIBUTED TO THE LIMITED

ACCESS U.S. MANUFACTURERS HAVE TO MANY FOREIGN GOVERNMENT-CONTROLLED

MARKETS. THE EMPHASIS ON DEREGULATION AND COMPETITION HAS RESULTED

IN AN OPEN U.S. TELECOMMUNCIATIONS MARKET. MORE THAN 1,100 COMPANIES,

INCLUDING MANY FOREIGN FIRMS, COMPETE IN THE U.S. INTERCONNECT MARKET

WHILE U.S. FIRMS HAVE ONLY LIMITED ACCESS TO OVERSEAS MARKETS WHERE

TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT PROCUREMENT FALLS UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF GOVERNMENT

OR SEMIGOVERNMENT ENTITIES,

As THIS SUBCOMMITTEE CONSIDERS THE IMPACT ON TRADE OF THE

AT&T BREAKUP AND THE FUTURE DAMAGING EFFECTS OF IMPORTS, IT WOULD BE

WELL TO CONSIDER WHAT HAS OCCURRED IN OTHER AREAS OF THE ELECTRICAL/

ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY WHERE NEEDED IMPORT RELIEF WAS NOT TIMELY NOR

ADEQUATE. A GOOD EXAMPLE IS THE TELEVISION INDUSTRY, IN THE LATE

1960s AND THE EARLY 1970s, THE BLACK AND WHITE TELEVISION INDUSTRY

WAS COMPLETELY DESTROYED BY IMPORTS. To OUR KNOWLEDGE, THERE IS NO

U.S. PRODUCTION OF BLACK AND WHITE TELEVISION SETS. PROTECTION WAS

ASKED FOR BUT NEVER RECEIVED, AND IN THE END THERE WAS NOTHING LEFT

TO PROTECT,
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THE JAPANESE GAINED MARKET SHARE IN THE U.S. COLOR TV INDUSTRY

BY DUMPING, IT TOOK OVER THREE YEARS FROM THE TIME THE ACTION WAS FILED

FOR OUR GOVERNMENT TO MAKE A DETERMINATION OF INJURY. AND THEN WHILE

THE YEARS PASSED ON, THE DUMPING MARGINS WERE NOT COLLECTED BUT WERE

FINALLY WRITTEN OFF IN THE EARLY 1980S AT ABOUT TEN CENTS ON THE DOLLAR$

IBEW WORKERS SAW PLANTS CLOSE, AND JOB LOSSES HAVE RUN INTO THE TENS
OF THOUSANDS,

THERE IS NOT A GREAT DEAL OF DIFFERENCE IN THE MICRO-ELECTRONICS

INVOLVED IN TELEVISION PRODUCTION AND THAT INVOLVED IN THE PRODUCTION

OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT. WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO THE DOMESTIC

TELEVISION INDUSTRY CAN HAPPEN TO THE DOMESTIC TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUS-

TRY AND SUCH CHANGES CAN OCCUR VERY RAPIDLY,

THE UNITED STATES CANNOT AFFORD THIS CONTINUED EXPLOITATION

OF OUR DOMESTIC MARKET WHILE OTHER NATIONS CONTINUE TO HAVE ESSENTIALLY

CLOSED MARKETS, THE EFFORTS OF UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT NEGOTIATORS

HAVE BEEN LARGELY UNSUCCESSFUL IN OPENING THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS MARKETS

OF OTHER NATIONS TO OUR PRODUCTS. AMERICAN WORKERS CONTINUE TO LOSE

JOBS TO UNFAIR FOREIGN IMPORTS. THIS SITUATION CANNOT BE ALLOWED TO

CONTINUE,

THE INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS RECOMMENDS

THAT OUR GOVERNMENT TAKE IMMEDIATE ACTION TO STEM THIS TIDE OF JOB-

DESTROYING IMPORTS. RECIPROCITY OF MARKET ACCESS SHOULD BE THE CRITERIA.

NO FOREIGN COUNTRY SHOULD HAVE LARGER SALES IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS

PRODUCTS IN THE UNITED STATES THAN U.S. PRODUCERS HAVE IN THAT COUNTRY'S

HOME MARKET. THE UNITED STATES IS GOING THROUGH A DIFFICULT ADJUSTMENT

PERIOD BROUGHT ABOUT BY DEREGULATION. THE ADJUSTMENT IS MADE EVEN MORE

ARDUOUS WHEN FOREIGN PRODUCERS ARE ALLOWED TO EXPLOIT THE U.S. MARKET

WHILE KEEPING THEIRS CLOSED,

THE IBE IS APPRECIATIVE OF THIS OPPORTUNITY TO PRESENT

TESTIMONY, RELAY TO YOU OUR EXPERIENCE, AND TO RECOMMEND APPROPRIATE

REMEDIAL ACTION. THANK YOU.
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Senator' DANFORTH. My hope is that we will be able to pass some
legislation. As I pointed out to Secretary Olmer, we are not exactly
zipping along with legislation this year. But my hope is that it will
not be long before we can give our Government the legislative tool
so that we can provide for reciprocity in telecommunications trade.

I introduced a bill, along with Senator Lautenberg, a couple of
months ago and my hope is that it or something like it will be the
basis for action in the very near future. But if that is going to be
the case, we are going to need a lot of support to get the attention
of Congress focused on it and to bring it to the floor.

We have a situation here in which a hundred Members of the
Senate, particularly late in the session, have virtual veto power on
bringing anything to the floor of the Senate. You and your mem-
bership can be of tremendous help in trying to build the support
for this legislation, once we have hearings and have a markup on
the bill. So I would very much welcome your concern and your in-
terest and your willingness to work with staff in putting together
any legislative initiatives. I know you have been interested in the
past in this area, and we would welcome that.

Thank you very much for your testimony.
[Whereupon, at 11:49 a.m., the hearing was concluded.]
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STATEMENT OF AMBASSADOR ROBERT E. LIGHTHIZER

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

OF THE

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

JUNE 26, 1984

I appreciate this opportunity to testify before this subcommittee

on the situation facing the telecommunications industry.

we have just received a copy of the International Trade Oommission's

study on the trade effects of the AT&T divestiture, and are

in the process of analyzing it. We hope that it will shed some

light on what trends we can expect to see in this industry.

In the meantime, I think it is useful to examine the nature

of the problem currently facing the U.S. telecommunications

industry. I will start out today by discussing the current

status of the U.S. industry and then go on to the situation

U.S. exporters face 4n other countries.

There are two major problems that need to be addressed in dealing

with the situation facing U.S. telecommunications manufacturers.

The first is our growing trade deficit in a sector where we

are still the world's, technological leader. The second problem,

which is intimately related to the first, is the inequality

of market access in this sector between the U.S. and her major

trading partners.

In most countries, national telephone and telegraph companies

are government owned or controlled. Yet, telecommunications

entities are not covered by the Government Procurement Code,

the only existing international mechanism to address this problem.
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As a result, the vast majority of industrialized nations have

closed telecommunications markets that follow "buy national'

policies. Countries, such as the United States, with the most

open markets attract a high level of imports, yet are faced

with limited export opportunites.

The U.S. market for telecommunications equipment is the most

open in the world. Liberalization has begun in a few other

countries such as the U.K., Canada, and Japan. Nevertheless,

the recent divestiture of AT&T will only exacerbate this disparity

in market access. The U.S. market is also the largest national

market in the world; U.S. consumption of transmission equipment,

the fastest growing segment of the equipment side of the industry,

accounted for 35% of world consumption during the 1978-1984

period.

For the United States, openness in a largely protected world

has meant a net trade deficit with most developed nations.

Furthermore, half of all U.S. exports go to developing countries,

and over three-quarters go to the developing countries plus

Canada and the United Kingdom (the most open industrialized

countries).

Over the past four years the American position in telecommunications

trade has weakened considerably. Between 1980 and 1984 the

U.S. industry moved from a $385 million trade surplus to a projected

$435 million deficit. Particularly disturbing is the fact that
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while imports have been increasing dramatically, exports have

remained flat.

In spite of the growing trade deficit in this sector, U.S. firms

still dominate the industry worldwide. In 1982, U.S. companies

accounted for almost 400 of world wide sales of telecommunications

equipwnent. The U.S. also continues to be the world leader in

telecommunications technology.

In the domestic market, however, not only are imports rising,

they are also taking a greater share of the market. Over the

past five years, imports have grown from 3% to 11% of the U.S.

market.

It is also sobering to realize how quickly trade trends in this

sector are changing. In the span of only one year (1982-1983),

the U.S. moved from a trade surplus of $300 million to a deficit

of $200 million.

Although U.S. exports of telecommunications equipment has remained

a relatively small percentage of total U.S. shipments, this

low percentage does not reflect the total involvement of U.S. firms

abroad, since a number of the leading firms have overseas sub-

sidiaries.

A growing part of telecommunications trade is in information-based

services. U.S. exports of these services are estimated to be
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in excess of $30 billion. Total U.S. exports of services were

extimated at $60 billion in 1982. A system of open and unhindered

communication plays a central role in the trade of many services

such as banking, insurance, advertising, and data processing.

Trade in many of these services is only possible because of

international communications.

Any limitation on the operation of telecommunication services

would severely hinder our trade in services. This is particularly

important as this is an area where the U.S. has a strong surplus.

The Administration has had bilateral discussions with Canada

on regulatory issues affecting trade in services. Similar dis-

cussions have been held or are planned with Japan, West Germany,

and the U.K.

Let me now briefly summarize our telecommunications trade situation

with respect to our major trading partners.

Our telecommunications equipment trade with Japan, Mr. Chairman,

is characterized by a very substantial Japanese surplus. It

is projected that in 1984 Japan will have a $791 million surplus

in telecommunications trade with the U.S.. Japan replaced Canada

in 1982 as the leading country of origin for imports to the

U.S., accounting for 49% of the total value of imports.
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The Administration has made it a top priority of its trade policy

to secure access for U.S. products, services, and investment

in the Japanese market equal to that enjoyed by Japan in this

country.

Telecommunications has played a large role in that effort.

The Japanese market is the second largest market in the world

in this sector, as in most others. WithoUt a real opportuniLy

to compete in that market, our firms, who face significan' and

increasing competition from Japanese imports, would continue

to bear a major competitive disadvantage.

Since Japan is by far the largest exporter of telecommunications

equipment to this country, we could not long tolerate -in imbalance

in market access. Consequently, three and a half years ago

we negotiated an agreement with the Japanese Government under

which procurement by Japan's telecommunications monopoly, Nippon

Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation, NTT, was opened

to foreign competition.

The first NTT agreement expired in December of last year. In

the three years of that agreement, sales by U.S. firms did increase,

from about $15 million in 1981 to some $ 142 million in 1983.

But despite the sharp growth, even the 1983 figure accounted

for only about 4.5 percent of total NTI, procurement, and fell

far short of expectations.
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Moreover, little of what NTT has procured from American firms

has been high technology equipment of the type that is central

to the telecommunications network and likely to promote the

development of long-term relationships with American suppliers.

Nevertheless, given the importance of being able to compete

for a share of the Japanese telecommunications market, the U.S.

industry, with whom we consulted closely'during our review of

whether to renew the Agreement, strongly supported its renewal.

As a result, on January 30 of this year Ambassador Brock and

Foreign Minister Abe signed a new three-year agreement.

In the course of renegotiation, the NTT Agreement was modified

to include the advice given by U.S. industry. The revised agreement

reaffirms Japan's commitment to open NTT's sizable purchases

to U.S. exporters, while strengthening that commitment in a

number of ways. Among the improvements incorporated into the

revised agreement are commitments by NTT to: treat U.S. and

Japanese firms on an equal basis in all of NTT's R&D activities,

accept bids in English at NTT's New York office; and aggregate

purchases so as to make them commercially attractive to foreign

suppliers.

The new agreement also mandates annual reviews of NTT's performance

in implementing its commitments. Our most important criterion

for evaluating the agreement's implementation will be the actual

level of sales of U.S. fii,:s to NTT. In addition, we will closely
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monitor the proposed "privatization* of NTT, to ensure that

this change in its legal status does not affect the terms of

the agreement.

If this new agreement works properly, we would expect our highly

competitive firms in this field to make substantial gains in

sales of sophisticated, network-related equipment to NTT over

both the short and long term. Moreover, for the first time,

they will have an equal opportunity with their Japanese competitors

for participation in NTTs R&D projects.

Telecommunications Services (VANS)

As you know, the Japanese Government has recently submitted

legislation to the Japanese Diet that would further open the

Japanese telecommunications market, this time in the services

sector.

If the pending legislation is approved by the Diet, effective

April 1, 1985 NTT will become a privatized company without a

legal monopoly in telecommunications services. And private

firms, both domestic and foreign, will be able to compete to

provide telecommunications services.

This reform is of great importance to the U.S. in several respects.

First, we have made clear to the Japanese Government that the

change in legal status of NTT does not, and should not, in our

38-521 0-84--9
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view, affect the NTT agreement.

Second, with respect to the opening of the services sector,

the legislation now before the Diet excludes the restrictions

earlier proposed on foreign investment in those firms that will

be permitted to provide so-called enhanced or value-added services,

such as remote data banks, credit checking services, and the

like.

Those restrictions were removed from the legislation after we

communicated our strong objections to the Japanese Government.

We pointed out that Japanese telecommunications equipment suppliers

have benefitted greatly from the open US. market for telecommuni-

cations products, and that the U.S. market for services is completely

unregulated and open without discrimination to all firms, domestic

or foreign.

Although the legislation dropped the investment restrictions,

it does incorporate a requirement that large scale value added

network services firms register with the Ministry of Posts and

Telecommunications.

We intend to keep in close contact with the Japanese Government

as the administrative ordinances to implement this new law are

developed, in order to ensure that the resulting administrative

procedures for registration neither impede market entry by U.S. firms

nor disadvantage them vis-a-vis their Japanese competitors.
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The telecommunications services sector in Japan promises to

be a very large market. American firms have a wealth of experience

and technology in this sector that we believe should translate

into a significant corapetitive advantage in their participation

in the Japanese market. If indeed that is the case, and our

services firms do as well as they shoul6 in the Japanese market,

that fact should serve as an important stimulus to the market

for U.S. telecommunications equipment in Japan.

With the lowering of the formal barriers to the equipment and

services market in telecommunications, the Japanese market ought

to provide a real opportunity for competitive U.S. firms. The

real test of the openness of the market, however, will lie in

the success of competitive U.S. products and services there.

If the opening is real, sales of significant size should flow.

EUROPEAN COMMUNITY

The European Community (EC) countries, taken as a whole, would

constitute a telecommunications equipment market second only

to the United States; they currently account for about 37 percent

of the world market. There is, however, no EC-wide *common

market" in thid equipment. Most European national markets are

dominated by their individual state-owned postal and telecom-

munications organizations (PTTs). With some exceptions (notably

the United Kingdom), the EC Member States' PTTs prefer to purchase
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telecommunications equipment manufactured within their wn borders.

For these reasons, European countries have refused to include

PTT purchases under the GATT Government Procurement Code, which

would have opened them to import sales. Because of this preference

for national procurement, even EC telecommunications producers

find it difficult to make sales to their Community trading par-

tners. Consequently, they have vigorously'pursued export markets

outside the Community, and the European Community enjoys an

impressive trade surplus in these products.

It is projected that in 1984 the U.S. will have a bilateral

surplus of about $240 million in telecommunications equipment

trade with the EC. This number is substantially unchanged from

1980, when it totalled $229 million. This surplus has been

maintained while the overall U.S. trade balance with Europe

has deteriorated sharply.

These trade figures are somewhat misleading because a large

portion of U.S. trade with the EC in this sector is military

trade, related to NATO. Because of the inadequate trade statistics

in this sector, it is impossible to separate the military from

the commercial trade. In addition, a majority of the larger

American telecommunications firms have subsidiaries or joint

ventures in the EC and a great majority of the trade between

the EC and the U.S. in this sector is intrafirm trade.
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Individual EC Mamber State Telecommnications Policies

Within the EC the Member States vary as to their degree of openness,

ranging from the U.K. which is one of the most open markets

in the world to France and West Gernamy where PTT procurement

is essentially closed to non-national firms. The lack of market

access is evidenced by the fact that France, West Germany, the

Netherlands, Italy, and the U.K. all have surpluses in telecom-

munications trade despite their much smaller markets, fewer

economies of scale, and lack of technological leadership.

Import penetration in France in 1980 was only 1.0 as opposed

to III in the UK, 17% in West Germany, 18% in Italy and 57%

in the Netherlands.

Initiatives Toward a Unified EC Telecommunications Market

Despite the fact that most European countries protect their

telecommunications equipment markets from import penetration,

there is a growing realization within the EC that this approach

has drawbacks. National barriers to telecommunications sales

within Europe have also fostered a costly limits to competitiveness-

-conflicting standards and specifications, duplication of research

and development efforts, and perhaps a weak industry response

to rapid technological change.

The EC Commission, the Community's executive arm, advocates

the development of a truly 'Europeanm telecommunications industry

as part of a larger European industrial policy initiative in

38-521 0-84---10
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high technology. it believes that a *common market" in the

area of telecommunications equipment would help the growth and

development of a stronger European world market position in

this important high technology sector. Although the SC Member

States appear to be quite divided on specifics, the general

need to develop a unified EC telecommunications policy has been

explicitly recognized in recent EC Summit Council meetings,

and will be addressed again at the current Summit Meeting at

Pontainbleau, France.

The most recent EC Commission proposal for the creation and

stimulation of an EC telecommunications market in equipment

and services includes the following elements:

o harmonization of standards, particularly in the area

of terminals

0 the progressive opening of Member State PTT markets

to intra-EC (not foreign) competition, both in equipment

and services (for example, by 10 percent);

o stimulation of Member State collaboration in research

and development and

o the creation of a Community lending facility to aid

the modernization of telecommunications services in

economically depressed areas of the Community.
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Past Commission proposals along these lines, undercutting Member

State authority in telecommunications services and equipment,

have proved too ambitious to attract support from the major

telecommunications equipment-producing countries. It is uncertain

if these recent proposals will receive the approval at the Summit

required to move the proposal forward.

Otihr Europgan Initiatven for TelecommunLcationa Cooperation

Although Prance is one of the strongest competitors in Europe

in telecommunications equipment, it is concerned that Europe

as a whole is slipping behind in telecommunications development.

From its perspective, however, a major cause of the problem

is competition from non-European companies producing, investing,

and selling in EC telecommunications market. Prance seeks the

creation of a "European Telecommunications Area, developing

European telecommunications cooperation by closing the market

to competitive outsiders like the United States and Japan.

The proposal advocates the exclusion of foreign (i.e. non-EC)

goods from the market through joint agreement among purchasers

(the PTTs) and suppliers (EC vendors), and through the selective

elimination of the imports of EC nonmembers. The proposal states

that only after the creation of the closed "European Telecom-

munications Area" could discussions begin with the U.S. and

Japan on opening the EC market to foreign trading partners.
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Currently, one concrete manifestation of coordinated development

of telecommunications equipment in Europe is a Franco-German

agreement to jointly develop a cellular (mobile) radio/telephone

network. It is not clear that non-EC suppliers, even those

located in the Community, were intended to compete for contracts

under this agreement, and this has raised our concerns about

the future access of U.S. firms to the EC telecommunications

equipment market.

If the Community does decide to move forward with a more coordinated

approach to telecommunications markets, it will be important

to ensure that the result-is a more open, BC telecommunications

market, rather than one that progressively restricts international

exchange of goods and technology.

CANADA

The proximity of the Canadian market has traditionally made

it an important market for U.S. telecommunications manufacturers.

The Canadian market consists of a mix of private, governmental

and joint private-governmental entities.

Canada is encouraging the development of certain aspects of

competition in its domestic market and liberalizing the customer-

-provided interconnect market. Although a number of U.S. firms

have subsidiaries in Canada, the primary problem they face is
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an extremely vertically-integrated market. This causes a lack

of opportunity which may in large part be responsible for our

growing trade deficit in telecommunications trade with the

Canadians. The sectoral deficit nearly doubled from $53 million

in 1982 to $98 million in 1983.

The U.S. and Canada are currently considering the negotiation

of a bilateral free trade area that would cdver telecommunication

and computer goods and services. This would be a good first

step, if only on a bilateral basis, to opening up trade in the

telecommunications sector.

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Besides Brazil's policy designed to develop a domestic telecom-

munications industry, the developing countries do not, for the

most part, pose market access problems for U.S. industry. Although

the U.S. is currently importing a large volume of low-cost equipment,

such as telephone sets, from Hong Kong and Taiwan, the developing

countries do not have the capability to manufacture sophisticated

equipment and thus must puchase it from foreign sources.

A major determinant of sales in developing countries is the

export financing that can be provided. The French, in particular,

use mixed credits, a financing package which includes both

a concessional and a non-concessional component, with the whole
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package tied to procurement from the donor country. These schemes

are very expensive between 1980 and 1983, the French spent

approximately $300 million on mixed credit packages for purchases

of French telecommunications equipunent.

There is no question that we, the Administration and the Congress,

must carefully analyze what is happening in the telecommunications

industry and examine what can be done to ensure that the U.S.

industry is not unfairly deprived of its technological and commercial

lead.

The major impediment to U.S. telecommunications exports is restricted

market access, and in particular closed government procurement.

One possible avenue that needs to be explored to deal with this

problem is the renegotiation of the Government Procurement Code

and our attempts to expand its coverage to telecommunication

entities.

Another concern is that of mixed credit financing uted, by the

French government in particular, to support telecommunications

exports. Participants in the OECD Arrangement on Export Credits

have pledged not to offer mixed credits with a grant element
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of less than 20%; otherwise the Arrangement provides little

discipline over the use of mixed credits. One of our highest

priorities in our ongoing export credit talks is to place further

limitations on the use of trade-distorting mixed credit financing.

,--To increase our negotiating position, the Eximbank charter renewal

legislation of 1983 included authority for the Eximbank and

the Agency for International Development to establish defensive

mixed credit programs. Eximbank has, in'fact, just recently

authorized concessional financing to offset a French mixed credit

offer on a telecommunications project in Cyprus. The Bank will

continue to review individual, projects where foreign mixed credits

are being made available and plans to judiciously match such

offers in order to bolster the U.S. negotiating position.

The lack of adequate trade statistics is a critical problem

for the telecommunications industry. Both the industry and

government lack the statistical information necessary to demonstrate

market penetration, examine the type of products entering the

U.S., or even prove whether any injury has occurred to the U.S.

industry. It is vitally important that we develop better trade

staistics to enable us to closely monitor the rapid shifts in

trade trends in this sector.

The new international tariff nomenclature which is currently

being developed, the Harmonized Code, will provide the needed

improvement in trade statistics. Unfortunately, the Harmonized

Code will not go into effect until 1987 at the earliest.
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We need to explore what can be done in the interim to ensure

that we have the information on the industry that we need in

order to assess what situation it is in, and what action, if

any, the Administration or Congress should take.

We as a government also need to develop a clearer idea of what

our priorities are in this sector. This is a very international

industry which encompasses companies With a broad variety of

conflicting problems and concerns. This diversity argues for

a careful and thorough analysis of U.S. interests in this sector.

We need to determine what is best to ensure the long-run compe-

titiveness of the U.S. telecommunications industry as well as

what is In the national interest.

In order to expedite this assessment, USTR is chairing an interagency

task force to examine the trade-related aspects of the telecom-

munications industry, develop an analysis of the various components

of the industry, investigate trends in the U.S. market and in

foreign markets, and analyze the Telecommunications Trade Act

of 1984. Building in the ITC report, this group will be moving

on a fast track and we hope it will have its analysis completed

by the end of the summer.

USTR has been meeting and working closely with the private sector

in order to assess their needs and ensure that we are doing

all that we can to be responsive to their needs. It is important

to realize, however, that neither the Adiinistration nor Congress
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all that we can to be responsive to their needs. It is important

to realize, however, that neither the Adninistration nor Congress

will be the ones to determine whether the U.S. telecommunications

industry succeeds in selling abroad and remains competitive.

In the final analysis U.S. industry and government must work

closely together we are to meet with success.

In countries where the government is trying'to negotiate increased

market access U.S. firms must support that effort by making

aggressive efforts to sell in those markets. We need to show

our trading partners that not only can U.S. firms offer a competitive

product at a competitive price, but that they will put in the

necessary work to market aggressively and tailor their products

to the needs of the foreign consumers. Only working together

can we assure America's continued preeminence in this vital

sector.

The Telecommunications Trade Act of 1984 addresses the two major

concerns facing the U.S. telecommunications industry today,

the rapid growth of imports, and the inequity of market access

between the U.S. and her major trading partners. We look forward

to working together with U.S. industry and the Congress in coming

up with solutions to these problems.
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Statement of AT&T Supplementary to the Testimony Provided by

E. Wayne Weeks, Jr., on June 26, 1984, to the Committee on

Finance, Subcommittee on International Trade, Concerning

International Trade in Telecommunications Products.

It is AT&T's policy to support a free and fair international

trading system. In the international communications market

today, many countries have industrial and trade policies

which support their telecommunications industry at the

expense of its foreign competitors, including U.S.

competitors. These policies are manifested in numerous

tariff and non-tariff barriers (particularly the latter)

which disadvantage U.S. companies. The non-tariff barriers

evident in most major foreign markets are in the form of:

local content requirements; actions that limit or deny

foreign investments; requirements for transfer of

technology; and home supplier preference in government

procurement. The U.S has virtually no impediments to entry

by foreign firms providing telecommunications equipment; no

other major telecommunications marketplace is as open or

accessible as is our own. AT&T's views on reforming the

world's system for international trade were submitted to the

International Trade Commission (ITC) in April in connection
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with the Commi-ssion's inquiry concerning the changes in the

U.S. telecommunications industry and the impact on U.S.

telecommunications trade (see Attachment 1).

Structural changes in the U.S. telecommunications industry

resulting from regulatory decisions and the recent Modified

Final Judgment (MFJ) have created a climate encouraging

entry and expansion by foreign-based enterprises. We

believe that such activity will only increase for all

telecommunications equipment in the near and long term.

The ITC study of June, 1984 refers to the pre-divestiture

Bell Operating Companies (BOCs) as a "captive market" for

AT&T, which is not accurate. Prior to divestiture, the Bell

Operating Companies purchased the best and least expensive

equipment regardless of source. Because the BOCs and

Western Electric (now called AT&T Technologies, Inc.) were

vertically integrated, the benefits of such integration

resulted in Western Electric being the major supplier to the

Bell Operating Companies. Divestiture ended this

relationship, with its attendant efficiencies ---

efficiencies which inured to the benefit of the Bell

Operating Companies and to the country's international trade

position as AT&T maintained a leading role in world

technological advancement.
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The ITC study does not reflect the full story in network

products in the post divestiture environment. Our figures

project sales of network equipment for foreign-based

companies to be a billion and a half dollars in 1984 - a 30%

increase over 1983 - with a potential 200% growth over the

next five years. These figures include the sales of

foreign-based companies where the equipment sold is

assembled in their plants in the U.S. We include such sales

because U.S. companies are not as free to enter the home

marketplace of such foreign competitors in the same way, and

they must be included to give a true picture of the impact

of international competition on this country.

Our view that the ITC projections of growth in sales of

network products by foreign suppliers significantly

understates the case is supported by the experience in

Customer Premise Equipment (CPE). Conditions favorable to

entry by foreign producers first occurred in the case of

CPE, with results well documented in the ITC study. Such

conditions are just beginning to be apparent for network

products. A similar result can reasonably be expected.

The FCC's decision in the Second Computer Inquiry has

hindered AT&T in its ability to compete with its foreign-

based competitors both here and abroad. The structural

separations have wide-ranging requirements and prohibitions

which hinder AT&T's ability to draw upon the resources of
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all its units to offer customers, foreign and domestic,

integrated and cost effective answers to their

telecommunications needs. AT&T is denied the right to

organize for optimally efficient innovation, and to bring

the fruits of that innovation to the marketplace in the

manner best calculated to meet customer needs.

On April 30, 1984, AT&T petitioned the FCC for relief from
I

these structural separation requirements. Attachment 2 is

AT&T's letter of transmittal to the FCC together with

Part III of our filing which focuses on international trade

matters. The petition describes the dramatic impact on the

U.S. balance of trade in telecommunications equipment caused

by a growing array of foreign suppliers, all with strong

bases in their home countries and many actively supported by

their governments. By 1983, five of the nine vendors of

digital network switches in this country were foreign,

including the three largest suppliers of such switches

worldwide -- Northern Telecom, C.I.T. Alcatel (France) and

Ericsson (Sweden). If domestic firms are to respond

effectively to the immediate challenges of strong foreign

competitors without resort to protectionism, it is vital

that they be permitted to employ their competitive strengths

without artificial and outmoded restraints such as those

imposed in the Second Computer Inquiry. It is to be hoped

that the result of FCC proceedings will be to eliminate such

restraints that prevent AT&T from competing on an even basis

with foreign competitors.

1
The pleading cycle established by the FCC culminates in

reply to comments due August 8, 1984.
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ATTACHMENT I

AT&T

Jam..5. Oson 50 VaC-S_ Ave..eV Ole C*Nms 
e 

1e BoO 
1kwNY In ^ 22Prone 1212:65-55

April 16, 1984

Mr. Alfred E. Eckes
Chairman
International Trade Commission
701 E Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20436

Dear Mr. Eckess

Re: Changes in the U.S. Telecommunications Industry and the
Impact on U.S. Telecommunications Trade (Investigation
No. 332-172)

I wish to take this opportunity to provide AT&T's
general view on the status of international telecommunications
trade, currently the subject of investigation by your Commission.
Responses to the Cointssion's questionnaire related to that
investigation were sent under separate cover to the Secretary
of the Commission.

We believe that problems with world trade primarily
reflect the tendency for sovereign nations to ignore or violate
well-established principles of free trade when they believe
it best suits their short-term interests. Any reform of the
present system, therefore, needs to recognize that problem,
and seek to gain greater acceptance of the principles of free
trade. Competition, particularly in hi-technology industries,
has led to growing impediments to world trade in telecommunications.
The Department of Commerce study, The Telecommuncations Industry,
contains a good overview of this situation. It is important
to remove such impediments and open telecommunications markets
worldwide. A fuller statement of our views is contained in
the attached position paper, which we recently prepared.



In addition to the barriers to participation of U.S.
manufacturers in international trade, which are detailed in
our position paper, there are domestic governmental policies
that also have substantial adverse impact. A principal concern
is the continued applicability to AT&T of the structural separation
requirements established in the Federal Communications Comnission's
Second Computer InquLy. Those requirements, originally created
In 1980 and applied to the then integrated bell System, are
not properly applicable to AT&T in the post-divestiture environment
in which AT&T neither ovns any local exchange facilities nor
any other business possessing monopoly characteristics. They
artificially and anti-competitively constrain AT&T's ability
to develop, manufacture, and market Information Age technology,
both here and abroad, on equal terms with the large and effective
foreign suppliers who have impacted our balance of trade so
adversely. For these reasons, AT&T intends to petition the
FCC for relief in the near future.

Sincerely,

Vice Chairman of the Board

Attachment
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Imrovin0 the Internat:onal Trading System

overall Trading System

we agree that the international trading system is at a critical
juncture and that it is afflicted by manifold problems. Such
problems, however, largely reflect both competing national interests
and the unwillingness of sovereign nations to abide by well-known
principles of free international trade when their individual self-
interests would be adversely affected. That is especially true when
particular nations find their economies in difficulty and when
politically influential sectors within such nations would be hurt by
compliance with otherwise well-accepted rules of free trade.

The situation is especially complex, because:

(1) No nation is wholly pure--that is. every nation,
including the U.S., has at times resorted to pro-
tectionist measures to ease some difficult political
or economic situations. As a result, every nation is
able to rationalize its own expedient violations of the
principles of free trade, since others have
also acted that way.

(2) Differen: areas of the world and different sectors
of world trade are affected by widely different sorts
of problems. These problems would still exist even if
the international trading system were rather basically
reformed, and they would continue to tempt various countries
to act in their own self interest, even when that violated
the system of international trade.

Because of these difficulties, we believe that our best hope lies in
working within the present multi-lateral system--i;nprovinq it, where
possible--but, most importantly, getting each nation to accept and
be guided by principles of free international trade that have been
well-known for many years. Unfortunately, such an approach offers
no easy panacea. Rather, it would require an intensive effort by
the manor trading partners of the world to tackle their problems--
principally on an overall, macro level, but also on & sector-by-
sector basis, as might be needed. That, of course, is essentially
an extension of the basic approach that GATT has taken throughout
the post-World-War II period.

Within that broad context, we believe that AT&T's contribution to
the discussion about the international trading system can best be
confined to the situation in our own sector--where we have had
actual experience--rather than by reiterating the broad principles
of free international trade to which we fully subscribe. Our
experience, of course, has been in the telecommunications service
and equipment segments of the hi-technology sector.
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Trade Issues Related to Telecommunications and Data Services

Overview

Industrialized and developing nations throughout the world recognize
the importance of hi-technology industries to the achievement of
both national economic growth and international competitiveness. As
a result, there is intense competition internationally among high
tecnnology products and services, including telecommunications.
Many countries have responded to the situation by instituting
industrial and trade policies to support their telecommunications
industries. Inherent in these policies are numerous tariff and
non-tariff barriers to protect national markets from international
competition, with non-tariff barriers gaining predominance durin;
the past decade.

Such policies hurt world economies in all the ways that imped:nen:s
to trade are known to do. However, these policies are particu.a.r.y
disadvantageous to the U.S., whose telecommunications markets are
much more open than those of many other nations.

Broadly, such impedijents to world trade in telecommunications take
the following forms:

(1) Restrictions on Trade in Telecofmunications Products and
Services

In virtually all countries the teleco. unications market is
dominated by publicly owned or managed telecommunications monopolies
(PTTs). Their procurement budgets are large, and their procurement
policies predominantly favor their national equipment suppliers.
Consequently, these markets are insulated against foreign
competition, and the close alliances that exist between the PTTs and
the local suppliers serve as effective non-tariff barriers.
Competitive bidding which includes foreign participation is not
com.on. Delayed requests for foreign participation also work to
block foreign entry into the market.

in addition, the incompatability of various national standards on
communications equipment and networks hampers world trade in
telecommunications. For example, the proliferation of incompatible
na:onal standards for attaching equipment to public cc.munication
networks serves as a non-tariff barrier, restricting or even
eliminating access to markets by foreign suppliers.

(2) Government Intervention in Private Research and Development
(RD)

The addendum to this paper contains a list of specific illustrative
examples of such impediments to the international trade of high
technology products and services. Additional information on such
impediments is available from the sources cited there.

38-521 0-84-- 11
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To a large extent, international competitiveness in high-technology.is forged by Continuing investments in capital and in R&D. Foreign

governmentS' support of efforts by their domestic industries to gain
market advantage in these areas plays a pivotal role in advancing
their current and future competitiveness. Government support can be
financial (such as low cost credit, grants, and tax incentives)
and/or regulatory (such as suspension of antitrust regulations to
get broad co-operation from numerous firms). These actions, in
conjunction with discriminatory public procurement practices to
favor national suppliers, create formidable barriers to
international trade. Foreign suppliers are excluded from
participating in or benefiting from these extensive R&D efforts.
(Recently, however, Japan did agree, in principle, not to
arbitrarily exclude U.S. firms from their R&D efforts.)

These kinds of support for the telecom unications industries abroad,
in con~unction with the open market in the U.S., combine to prevent:
U.S. telecormunications producers from entering foreign markets,
while enhancing the ability of foreign producers to penetrate our
markets.

(3) Restrictions on data transmission

There is close linkage between telecommunications and data se:vies.
Many governments plao,* restrictions on telecommunications and
i:e:national data flows. In the past, these restrictions had been
:-s:ified on the grounds of insuring national security, protec:ing
individual privacy and social culture, and meeting legitimate
aspirations for national advancement in this high-growth area.
However, such restrictions increasingly are being placed for purely
commercial reasons. In either case, of course, such regulations
distort and curtail international trade in communications and data
processing.

Restrictions on the international flow of data range from
requirements that some data processing be done within national
borders * o constraints on the type of information transmitted.
These restrictions frequently curtail the flow of commercial data
which does not infringe on individual privacy or national
security. These regulations are usually stated in general terms,
and permit discriminatory applications to promote local industries.

(4) Violations of international patent/copyright laws

Many developing countries wishing to acquire foreign technological
know-how choose to violate international patent/copyriqht laws by
lowering their protection period and/or requiring compulsory
licensing of technology and/or conducting ineffectual judicial
review of known violations. Moreover, many developed nations, who
have so far adhered to international conventions, are considering
adopting measures to weaken their domestic protection laws.
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15) Regulations Regarding Foreign Investment

Governmental policies regarding international investments are
generally integrated within an overall policy package designed to
.eet national economic objectives. These investment policies
regulate a whole range of operations of the foreign firm. Foreign
investments in certain sectors can be limited or even denied.
Limits on quitiy participation, and requirements for local content,
transfer of technology, and/or licensing arrangements can be
imposed. These regulations can effectively hamper or eliminate
local market access to foreign firms.

Recommendations

The increasing use of protectionist measures to meet narrow,
nationalistic objectives in this highly integrated world threAtens
to slow the expansion of world trade and, consequently, world
economic growth. Since the efficient allocation of resources
worldwide and improving world prosperity depend upon a free and open
international trading system, the eventual dismantling of all
barriers to trade is an important objective.

Xn.roving trade in high-technology products, services, and
investnen:s is especially important. At present, the marketplace is
neithe: open nor free, and there is a growing tide of protectionism
abroad, especially in the use of non-tariff barriers to trade.
Positive steps should be taken to liberalize such markets and the
trade practices and regulations affecting them. To accomplish that
goal, we offer the following reconmendations:

(1) World tariffs and import quotas in high-technology product
trade should be dismantled.

(2) Markets in communications and.data processing services should
be liberalized. (Trade in services in qeneral--which is
increasing in its importance to world trade--has not ye: been
taken up by General Agreement on Tariffs and T:ade (GATT),
although that may happen in the near future);

(3) GATT's Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade should be used
to prevent certification procedures (for at:aching
communications and data processing equipment to public networks)
from func:oning as a non-tariff trade barrier. Such
nego nations would be most effective if they wore accompanied
by advances in international standardization of equipment and
networks;

(4) GATT's Government Procurement Agreement should be extended to
include telecommunications industries. (Bilateral negotiations
on government procurement policies to effectively open markets
should also be used.)
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(5) Government subsidization of private industrial efforts and the
watering down of international patent laws should be
discouraged.

(6) internationally acceptable rules and guidelines should be
developed to facilitate the free flow of capital among
countries by limiting the terms and conditions which indiv: d.a1
countries can place upon foreign investment in their markets.
(Currently, there are few rules or guidelines re;ardng !crei;g
investment.)

ATST Company
Feb:uary 24, 1984
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Addendum

Following are examples of existing and potential forein
impediments to high-technology trade and investment. -

1. Tariffs on imports of:
(a) communications hardware available locally; Spain
(b) integrated circuits: European Community (EC)

2. Import controls on communications and data prtcess*ng
hardware: Brazil,

3. Incoppatability of various national standards oli
communications equipment and networks: EC

4. Discriminatory procurement policies by government owned
or managed telecommunications industries to favor
national suppliers: EC, Japan

S. Government financial and regulatory support of pr:vate
R&D effort to improve the competitive position of
domestic industries: EC, Sweden, Japan

6. Considering moves to dilute patent protection laws to
acquire foreign technological know-how through red-:ed
protection period and/or compulsory licensing
arrangements: Germany, France, Canada, Japan, developing
countries

7. Foreign investments can be subject to equity limita-
tions, local content requirements, and/or transfer of
technology requirements: Netherlands, South Africa,
developing countries

1/Teleccmunicat.ons: Pressure and Policies for Chance, OE:),
1983: an1

Telecommunications and Information Products and Services in
International Trade. Hearings Before the Subcommittee on
Telecommunications, Consumer Protection, and Finance of the
Committee on Energy and Commerce, 1981.
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ATTACHMENT II

AWh
ft .SW4l5y 550 Mbow Ave",*

"M V u1VPre..rw NwVk. NY 1002?
Ph" 12121-05.5

April 30, 1984

The Ronorable Mark S. Fowler
Chairman
Federal Communications Commission
1919 M Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C, 20554

Dear Chairman Fowler:

The monumental changes brought about by divestiture
of the Bell Operating Companies, the continued explosive
growth of competition, and new directions in customer demand
and vendor provisioning in the telecommunications and inform-
ation industry compel AT&T today to petition the Commission
to relieve the firm from the Computer II structural separ-
ation rules.

The Commission's 1980 landmark Computer II decision
marked a major step forward in facilitating the participation
of common carriers, including AT&T, in the competitive
provision of CPE and enhanced services, free from traditional
regulation. In AT&Ts case, the Commission permitted the
provision of CPE and enhanced services only through a fully
separated-subsidiary, with a collection of restrictions on
the business activities of the subsidiary and on its
interactions with other AT&T entities. The Commission
considered these restrictions necessary to ensure against
AT&T obtaining an unfair competitive advantage primarily by
virtue of its ownership of local *bottleneck" facilities.

In fashioning these rules, the Commission sought to
balance the 'benefits' of the structural separation con-
ditions against the costs" of the restrictions in terms of
impeding the ability of carriers to contribute effectively in
the competitive marketplace. Wisely, the Commission
explicitly and consistently recognized the provisional nature
of the balance it struck, indicating that it would contin-
ually reexamine the separation requirements and would be
quick to change them or remove them entirely if warranted by
experience or changed circumstances.
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It is difficult to imagine how the 1980 circum-
stances underlying the Commission's decision could have
changed more profoundly or dramatically than they have with
divestiture. At the same time, during the past four years
competition in the provision of CPE and enhanced services has
flourished under the Commission's Computer Ir regime. These
changes warrant, indeed compel the removal of the separation
restrictions from AT&T. In terms of the FCC's calculus, any
benefits of the restrictions have evaporated while the costs
remain.

The Commission's fundamental concerns in adopting
the restrictions were discriminatory access to ""ottleneckm
transmission facilities and potential cross-subsidization of
competitive activities with monopoly revenues at the expense
of regulated ratepayers. Bottleneck facilities are precisely.
those which were divested with the BOCs. Likewise, any
*monopoly" revenues were divested with the BOCs -- AT&T has
none. Competition flourishes in all of the markets in which
we participate.

Thus, the Computer II restrictions on AT&T no
longer provide public benefit. In the post-divestiture world
these benefits are already provided -- and more effectively
-- by the competitive marketplace. On the other hand, the
costs of continuing structural separation impose a signifi-
cant and unnecessary burden on AT&T, in clear contradiction
of the pro-competitive objectives of the Commission's policy.
The interactions of the various Computer II requirements on
AT&T tend to deprive customers of future AT&T leading edge
products and services which customers should have a right to
consider among their alternatives. The outmoded web of
restrictions diminishes AT&T's incentives and abilities to
bring advanced technology to the marketplace in the form of
timely new products and improved network services. They also
encourage AT&T's competitors to misuse the regulatory process
in order to gain competitive advantage, depriving customers
of additional choices in the process.

The overall impact of the Computer IT restrictions
on the business is pervasive. The rules erect unnecessary
barriers that prevent the free sharing of internal tech-
nological developments, disrupt the exchanges of vital
information necessary for efficient linkage of marketing,
research, development, and manufacturing, and prevent an
efficiently coordinated response to customers' requirements.
As a consequence, potential innovative products and services
may be abandoned in the face of structural obstacles or may
be brought to market only after inordinate delay.
Technological advances are slowed -- both within the AT&T
Technologies Sector and in the AT&T Communications network --
and the range of products and services available for
customers to choose from is narrowed.
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Competition in the telecommunications and informa-
tion market continues to intensify, with each month bringing
new entrants and new joint ventures or other combinations
designed to meet customers' needs. In fact, it is becoming
increasingly common for AT&T's largest customers also to be
our competitors in some manner in this marketplace. Given
the fierce, pervasive competition now present in the
industry, AT&T must have the flexibility to respond promptly
end efficiently to constant, rapid change in order to satisfy
customer requirements and contribute effectively in the
competitive marketplace.

AT&T'e ability to compete successfully in the
future would help to reverse the substantial advantage in
balance of trade in telecommunications equipment now held by
foreign based competitors. Balance of trade statistics show
a dramatic reversal in the U.S. position for the 1982-1983
period, going from a surplus of exports over imports of about
$150 million per year from 1978-82 to a trade deficit of some
$450 million in 1983. If AT&T is to respond effectively to
the immediate challenges posed by strong foreign rivals, it
is vital that it be permitted to employ its competitive
strengths without outmoded, unnecessary restraints.

What we now seek is relief from the structural
separation conditions and certain other restrictions of
Computer II which today apply without sound reason to AT&T.
The granting of this relief will not necessarily mean that
AT&T will not continue to provide CPE and enhanced services
through a subsidiary, just as many other firms have
voluntarily elected to do. We seek freedom from the specific
and interrelated structural separation conditions that the
Commission's regulations impose -- each of which can
interfere, in a myriad of ways, with the efficient provision
of products and services in all the markets in which AT&T
participates. Moreover, the restrictions as a whole compound
the burdens of the individual constraints in ways which the
Commission did not contemplate when it decided Computer II.

We recognize that the Commission is already
addressing some of the problems caused by the Computer II
restrictions. Whether to remove the ban on the resale of
basic services by AT&T Information Systems, for example, has
been at issue since August 1982 and is now ripe for
Commission resolution. The broad relief sought in today's
petition is imperative, and we urge the Commission to proceed
immediately with its evaluation of our request. At the same
time, we urge the Commission not to delay the removal of
specific restrictions where warranted during its evaluation
of today's more general request.
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In short, the Commission committed itself to modify
the Computer II structural separation restrictions quickly if
warranted by changes in the underlying circumstances.
Circumstances have changed so drastically since 1980 that the
very reasons for the restrictions no longer apply. The
cost/benefit balance -- which was drawn so narrowly in favor
of the restrictions that even under the circumstances of 1980
it troubled four of the six Commissioners -- has swung
completely the other way under the radically changed
-o.vwironment of 1984. None of the anticipated benefits
remain, yet the costs are far greater than ever expected and
increasing rapidly because of changes in direction and
competitiveness of the industry. The result is to handicap
AT&T significantly and to keep it from being the efficient,
flexible, responsive entrepreneur that it must be to meet
customer requirements and to compete fairly with the likes oi
IBM, GTE and a host of foreign vendors.

We do not believe that the Commission ever intended
any such result. Had the Modification of Final Judgment been
in effect in 1980, we doubt that the Commission would have
felt any need to impose additional structural separation
rules upon AT&T. We hope the Commission will now move
quickly to remove these outmoded, unnecessary rules which are
costly to AT&T, to its customers and to competition.

Some of our competitors may oppose our petition and
seek to continue to hobble AT&T or, if that fails, at least
to delay the day when AT&T can approach the same freedom to
compete as they enjoy. It is a sad commentary that some
firms which enjoy the fruits of our competitive system will
seek, wherever possible, to use the Commission's regulatory
process to deny or delay that freedom to others. We hope
that the Commission will not permit any such tactics to work
here. Extensive proceedings are not required for the
Commission to conclude that its rationale for the structural
separation restrictions was eliminated with divestiture. The
Commission removed the structural separation rules from GTE

__under a case far less compelling than ours.

in conclusion, the Commission's overriding policy
in Computer II has been to bring the benefits of carriers'
participation to the marketplace -- to-meet the public
interest by engendering full and fair competition without
unnecessary and counterproductive regulatory constraints.
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That policy is more appropriate and sound than ever, and it
compels the FCC to act expeditiously to put AT&T on a more
equal footing with its competitors. AT&T stands ready to
assist the Commission ih whatever way possible to facilitate
its evaluation of our request*

Sincerely,

/s/ J. R. Billingsley

Identical Letters Tot
The Honorable James H. Quello, Commissioner
The Honorable Mimi Weyforth Dawson, Commissioner
The Honorable Henry M. Rivera, Commissioner
The Honorable Dennis R. Patrick, Commissioner
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Extract.. .FCC Petition for Relief
from Structural Separation
Requirements.

III. THE COMMISSION SHOULD TAKE PROMPT ACTION TO RELIEVE AT&T
OF STRUCTURAL SEPARATION.

69. The time has come for the Commission to relieve

AT&T and consumers from the costly and unnecessary burden of

the Computer Inauiry II structural rules; fundamentally changed

circumstances have removed all justification for the rules'

continued application to AT&T. No longer will the nation's

interests tolerate the pervasive, chilling effects of the rules

on AT&T's ability to compete effectively in a marketplace that

is not only fast-paced and technologically sophisticated,* but

is increasingly global in scope.

70. Today, many of AT&T's most potent competitors

are foreign-based. Over the past decade, an array of foreign

telecommunications equipment suppliers, all with strong bases

in their home countries and many actively supported by their

governments, have aggressively penetrated the United States

market. Names like Northern Telecom, Mitel, NEC and Fujitsu,

once unknown, are now familiar to domestic buyers.

On the accelerating pace of scientific innovation in the
telecommunications industry, a former Executive Director,
Technical Disciplines, for USITA has said:

Much has been written in recent months about the
ever increasing pace of change in the industry.
Indeed, many people are dismayed at the prospect
of keeping up with the changes, much less trying
to anticipate them. . . . New technological
advances will continue to make equipment just a
few years old look absolutely archaic.

Paul Fleming, quoted in "Technology? You Ain't Seen
Nothin' Yet," The Telephone Engineer & Management
(January 15, 1982).
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71. The most dramatic impact is seen in the

United States balance of trade figures. The Department of

Commerce telecommunications equipment, worldwide export and

import statistics for 1978-1983 shown below illustrate the

magnitude of the foreign inroads. After years of relative

stability, annual imports almost doubled in 1983 to

$1.2 billion and the trade balance declined sharply, by some

$620 million, resulting in the United States' first deficit in

at least six years:

Exports and Imports of Telecommunications Equipment
(in thousands of-dollars)*

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 983

Exports 388,240 447,532 557,040 653,259 829,144 789,960

Imports 225,407 313,119 413,982 487,491 620,346 1,201,916

Trade
Balance +162,833 +134,413 +143,058 +165,768 +208,798 -411,956

The figures which recount the United States' trade balance for

the same product categories only vis-a-vis the United States'

trading partners in the Organization for Economic Cooperation

and Development ("OECD") similarly illustrate the accelerating

strength of the foreign challenge. In the five years from 1978

to 1982, trade with the OECD nations showed deficits which

The source for the statistics in this paragraph are the
United States Department of Commerce, Export Reports EM546
and Import Reports IM146, 1978-1983, for the tariff
categories which correspond to SIC Code 3661.
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steadily grew from $67 million to $196 million. Then in 1983

alone, the deficit more than doubled, to $450 million.

Dominating this picture were the two countries, Canada and

Japan, which are home bases to companies which have made the

most dramatic inroads in the United States markets. See

pp. 60-61, infra. In 1983 alone, the nation's telecommunica-

tions equipment trade deficit with Canada amounted to $97

million; the 1983 deficit with Japan was a stunning $450 (up

from $277 million in 1982).

72. Virtually no equipment product line is immune

from inroads by competitors from abroad. One illustration is

in domestic sales of digital central office switches, whern

foreign-based competitors have taken the initiative. Between

1980 and 1983, for example, Northern Telecom's sales increased

from $122 to $600 million, which represents a 70% compound

annual growth rate.* As of January 1, 1983, Northern Telecom

had installed or had orders for 31% of all digital lines/trunks

in the United States; NEC (Japan) had installed or on order 5%

of the lines/trunks; and Plessey accounted for 9%.** By 1983,

* Source: Remarks of Donald A. Noble, EVP Finance for Northern
Telecom to the NY Society of Security Analysts (December 1,
1983) and to the Toronto Society of Security Analysts
(February 9, 1984). One group of communications analysts
predicts that in 1985, central office digital switch sales,
which in 1983 approximated 25% of all central office switch
sales, will constitute 74% of central office switch sales, and
that this trend will continue. Frost & Sullivan Report
"Digital Telecommunications Market," (October 1983), p. 105.

•* Source: Dittberner Associates Report, "Project ESS"
(February 1, 1983), Vol. 13, Part II, Section XXVII,
pp. 1-34.
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the world's three largest suppliers of digital switches --

Northern Telecom, C.I.T. Alcatel (France) and Ericsson

(Sweden) -- were selling digital switches in this country and

of the nine vendors of digital network switches in the United

States, five were foreign.*

73. These competitors have been extremely successful

in the United States CPE market as well. In 1982, for example,

foreign based firms (Northern Telecom, Mitel, NEC, Seimens and

Fujitsu) captured over one-third of the PBX market (measured in

terms of lines shipped) while AT&T's share of sales dropped

from 51% in 1977 to only 23% in 1982.** In the area of

telephone instruments, foreign competitors include not only the

established telecommunications companies -- Northern Telecom,

NEC, Oki and Ericsson -- but also Japanese vendors of household

electronic goods -- including Hitachi, Panasonic, Sanyo, Sony

and Toshiba.

74. If domestic firms are to respond effectively to

the immediate challenges posed by strong foreign rivals,

This tred is likely to persist because the divested BOCs,
which in 1983 purchased 78% of all switches sold by AT&T,
are no longer affiliated with AT&T and are-aggressively
exercising their independence. For example, five of the
seven RBOCs have entered into contracts with Northern
Telecom, Inc. for the purchase of digital central office
switching equipment over the next few years. One source
reports that Pacific Telesis placed initial orders worth
$70 million, and total orders over the next two years are
estimated at approximately $200 million. Source:
Electrcnic News (March 5, 1984) p. 50.

** Source: Northern Business Information Inc., The Telecom
Market Letter. Vol. 4, No. 7; June 3, 1983, p. 2.
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without resort to protectionism, it is vital that they be

permitted to employ their competitive strengths without

artificial and outmoded restraints. Despite AT&T's

demonstrated technological capabilities, structural separation

prevents it from marshalling its innovative resources fully.

For AT&T to compete most effectively, it must be allowed --

without artificial encumbrances -- to achieve the full benefits

of functional integration.

75. In sum, the benefits of structural separation

-are gone and the costs are increasing, at a time when the

nation's balance of trade in-telecommunications equipment is in

steep decline. Because the rationale for imposing structural

separation no longer applies to AT&T, it is incumbent on the

Commission to proceed without delay to reevaluate and remove

the structural requirements which have already hampered and

restricted AT&T too long. The "important events*.which the

Commission acknowledged might arise which would require it to

abandon the structural rules (see p. 4, suor ) have now

occurred.

76. For all of the reasons stated above, AT&T

requests the Commission promptly to relieve AT&T from the

structural separation requirements set forth in Section 64.702

of the Commission's Rules.

0


